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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

1. The Committee on State Trading was appointed by the Government. of 

India in tl1e Ministry of Commerce by their Resolution No. 11-TP(P) (1)/49, 

dated the 8th October 1940, with the following terms of reference:-

"Whether, having regar1l to present day conditions and fttture trends 

of India's ihternafional trade, ~t wonl<l be of advantage to set up a 

State-owne1l or State-~ponsored organization for handling any sector 
of the foreign trade of the country. If so, what the structure of 

the organization should: be and what the field and scope of the acti

vities of the organization should be". 

The Committee was constituted as follow~:-

Chairman 

Dr. Panjabrao Sha.mrao Deshmukh, M.P. 

Members 

· ll Shri Prabhudayal Himatsingka, M.P. 

2. Shri 11. V. Kamath, M.P. 

3. Shri B. P. Jhunjhunwala, M.P. · 

1. Shri s. v. Krishna Moorthy Rao. 

5. Shri R. N. Goenka, M.P. 
6. Shri N. Dandekar, I.C.S., 

Joint Secretary to the Goverrunent of India, 

Ministry of States. 

Consequent on his transfer to the Scindia Steam Navigation Company, 

LLI., Bombay, Shri Dandekar had to resign his membership with effect from 

the 19th November l!H9, when the Committee had just commenced examination 

of witnesses. No appointment was made in his place. 

2. Ti1e Committee was originally expected to carry out a fairly quick 

exRillination of the problem and submit its Report by the end of November 

1~19. It soon became· evident, however, that the problem was far too com

plex to admit of a summary examination and that it was necessary to examine 
~ Dlllch larger number of· witnesses than was originally thought sufficient. 
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The Committee had, therefore, to take more time to prepare its Report. The 
Committee first met on the 11th October 1949, and issued a QUestiormaire 

(vide Appendix II) on the 19th October 1949, fixing the 31st October 1949 
as the' last date for sending replies. As it was represented that this date 

did not allow sufficient time for the consideration of the QUestionnaire, 
· the date was later extended to the 21st November 1949. The Committee re

ceived in all 100 replies to its QUestiormaire and examined 101 witnesses. 
The Committee also had informal discussions with certain· officers of the 

Government of India and the Reserve Bank of India. A list of the witnes

ses examined by the Committee and of the persons and associations from 
whom replies to the Questionnaire were received~ill be found in Appendices 

III and IV. The Committee visited Calcutta, Bombay and Madras for exam
ination of some of the witnesses. The total number of meetings held by 

the Committee was 60. The representatives of the Federation of Indian 

Chambers of Comme_rce and Industry and the Associated Chambers of Commerce 
sat with. the Committee while witnesses were being examined. 

History of the Proposal 

3. The idea of setting up an agency to handle foreimn trade, first 
mooted during the war, has remained a live issue ever since, though the 

background against which it is proj~cted ha& been continually shifting. 
The suggestion for setting up such an agency for handlirig the export trade 

was first made during the war by the Indian Commercial community who appre

hended that the operations of the United Kingdom Commercial Corporation in 

India would deprive Indian nationals not only of the profits of the expor~ 
trade; but also of the benefits of trade contacts in certain countries. 
Their stand was that if in the abnormal circumstances of war it was diffi
cult for the normal trade channels to f\mction, the Gdvernment of India 
should set up an Indian agency to undertake the handling of trade with 
those countries where private exporters could not operate. The suggestion 
was also supported on the ground that an org8.nization of this character 

would be eminently fitted to deal with foreign pu:r.chasing missions which 
were operating in India at that time and which were believed to have canal

ised trade into specific directions npt always to the advanta~ of Indian 
nationals and depressed prices by their bulk purchases. For various rea
sons, however, the question was not- vigorously pursued at that time. 

4. The cessation of hostilities and the winding up of tPe U.K.C.C. 
pushed the idea of having a corporation or a Government-sponsored agency 
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to handle the export trade somewhat into the backgronnd. Towards the end 
of 1917 and the early part of 1948, however, the subject was brought up 
again, beca.Use of tile substantial profits that were being made at that 
time in certain lines by Indian exporters. It was pointed out that while 
otl1er countries were charging India very high and even discriminatory pri
ces for the foodgrains imported by her, the Government of India, by leaving 
the export trade to private traders, had not only allowed substantial pro
fits to be pocketed by them but. let slip the opportnnity of charging the 
maximum possible price that the· foreign markets would bear. The matter 
was ex8Jilined in the Ministries of Commerce, Industry and Supply and Finance, 
and subsequently, export duties on cloth, manganese, oilseeds and ·vegetable 
oils - the last three in the Finance Act of 1948 - were levied, largely on 
the ground of the wide disparity existing between internal prices and ex
port prices. 

5. In March 1948, the matter was brought up in the Central Legisla
ture on a cut moved by Shri R. N. Goenka. One of the arguments urged was 
that Government with a heavy bill to foot for foodgrains should not 'allow 
the very wide margin of·.profi ts between the prices obtaining in this coun
try and outside to go to the trade, but should set up a Corporation to tap 
at least a portion of the differen?e with a view to augmenting Gov~rnment's 
resources. The,_. then Commerce Minister, Shri C. H. Bhabha, in his reply 
stated that the matter was under Government's consideration and that a 
decision would be taken shortly • 

. 6. There was a further shift in the economic background owing to the 
effects of the rise in prices in India after decontrol and the increasing 
price resistance encountered by some of our exports in the foreign markets. 
In the context of the anti-inflationary measures, that were recommended to 

Government by certain interests in the latter half of 1948, the Sub-Commit
tee of the Cabinet directed an examination to be made of the possibilities 
of setting up an organization for controlling the export and import trade 
in certain commodities and intercepting the profits therein for the tax
payer. Meanwhile, the excessive rise in the prices of East African cotton 
imported into India had directed attention to the large margin between the 
prices which had been negotiated by the Government of India under a bulk 
purchase arrangement and the actual market price in India, and l~d to the 
suggestion that Government should step in and· take over imported cotton 
under tl1at deal. The E~onomic Committee of the Cabinet considered the pro
posal but came to the conclusion that it should not be proceeded with. 



7. In March 19!9, Shri K. c. Neogy, the then commerce Minister, in 
the course of discussion on the demands for grants for his Ministry, said 
that Government had undertaken what might be called state trading in some 
cases 'during the previous few months. He added: "From all points of view 
we are anxious to have the question of state trading on the basis of a 
State Corporation examined in soine detail. As a result of an examination 
we may find it possible to have an organization for the purpose of under-

·, 

taking trade in certain specified conwodities with reference to certain 
specified countries. It is my intention to _have a Committee set up as 
soon as possible and associate certain members of the House with the Com
mittee. Certain features that I have noticed in cases of bilateral trade 
agreements seem·to indicate the necessity of State intervention in some 
manner without leaving the· implementation of these agreei•tents entirely in 
the hands of the trade'!. 

·, 

8. Later in April 1949, at the direction of the Cabinet, the proposal 
to set up a Corporation in order to undertake the export of cotton piece
goods to hard currency countries was brought under examination in the Minis
try of Commerce. The object was, not to _absorb the profits of the trade 
but to retain our hold on foreign markets even by incurring loss, if neces
sary. The conclusion reached was that the proposal \_Vas not feasible. 

The changes in the economic situation as .a result of the devaluation 
of the rupee in September 1949 have again brought the issue to the fore. 
Devaluation may lead in certain lines of export to a ~ise in internal 
prices rather than a fall in international prices of a commodity and may 
thus cause large profits to. accrue to trade. In regard to such lines, 
it has been suggested that state trading can be introduced to intercept 
the whole or a part of the profits. Similarly, in regard to imports from 
certain countries which would now be priced higher (e.g. imports from Pak
istan) , it has been suggested that a state trading organization can operate 
to make purchases in bulk at reasonable prices. 

It will thus be seen that the context in which state trading has been 
proposed has varied considerably from time to time and a fresh examination 
of the subject has become necessary against the background of international 
and internal economic and commercial conditions prevailing today. 
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Approach to the Problem 

9. State trading is capable of being defined in various ways. On a 
narrower definition, state trading may b~ deemed to include only such import 
or export transactions of a State-owned or State-controlled agency as in
volve purchases of prorlucts by such agency with a view to their commercial 
re-sale, or with a view to their use in the production of goods for commer
cial sale. A wider view of it, however, may also include purchases of 
stores for governmental use or re-sales of surplus stores originally pur
chased for governmental use. There is nothing in the Committee's terms of 
reference which precludes the adoption of the wider connotation of state 
trading. However, it must·be recognised that these two types of transac
tions have special characteristics of their own and raise problems which 
are substantially different ih character. State trading in the sense of . -
stores purchase or disposals forms part of the normal activities of Govern-
ment and is governed by a policy evolved over a series of years. On the 
other hand, the policy in regard to state trading, in the sense of commer
cial· purchases or sales, is yet to be formulated. Partly because of ,the 
limitations of time and partly because of the urgency of formulating a 
policy with regard to the commercial activities of Government, the Conr 
mittee has not been able to examine the question of stores purchase or dis
posals in all its aspects and has, therefore, confined its examination to 

1-
state trading in the narrower sense. It is recommended that the question 
of stores purchase and disposals be taken. up for separate examination. 

10. It will be observed that the Commi~~ee's terms of reference are 
limited to the problems relating to state trading in the realm of foreign 
trade. This limitation has often proved a serious handicap to the Commit
tee in carrying out its investigations, because it will be readily conceded 
that in many cases the success or failure of state trading in the sphere of 
foreign trade may be materially influenced by the extent of control exer
cised by the State over the country's internal economy. The latter, however, 
raises wider issues of economic policy \filch some other body will have to 
taclde in due course. In view of this, as well as the anxiety expressed by 
Government to have a report from the Committee as early as possible, the Com
mittee did not consider it advisable to suggest to Government a widening 
of its terms of reference. The Committee has, however, taken the liberty 
to discuss the inter-relation between state t~ading in the realm of for
eign trade and control over internal economy at appropriate places in this 

Report. 
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11. The Committee has given its earnest consideration to the sugges
tions made in a Memorandum prepared some time ago by some members of the 
Congress Party in the Legislature, namely, Shri R. N. Goenka, Shri M. L. 
Sax€'na, Shri B. P. Jhunjhunwala, Shri Deshbandhu Gupta and Shri M. A. 
Ayyangar. The Memorandum suggested the creation of a statutory Corpora
tion and described its functions in the following terms:-

"The Corporation, if agreed upon to be formed, should in the first 
instance deal and function as a monopolist in certain items of 
the foreign trade of India, such as export of cotton and jute 
textiles, vegetable oils and oil seeds, tea and coffee, hides and 
skins, mica, manganese and various articles produced by our cot
tag;B industries, and also the import of articles such as food, 
fertilizers, machinery, including stores and supplies for the 
railways, heavy chemicals, hardware, iron and steel. Both imports 

. and exports of the said items must be through the Corporation, 
whether of capital or consumer goods, Government stores or bullion. 
Only then would it be possible so to arrange and organise the 
trade, as would procure in as much quantity as is needed and can 
possibly be procured, all the capital goods without which the 
plans for development and expansion of the national economy cannot 
be implemented. Only then would it be possible to obtain all 'the 
very essential consumer goods, as well as find the most profitable 
markets for our exports, as would meet in the largest measure the 
demand for the same for nearly a decade, in this country as well 
as abroad. And, finally, only then would it be possible to ration
alise foreign exchanges." 

The various points raised in the Memorandum, which were also· made by cer
tain witnesses who gave evidence before the Committee, have been discussed 
at appropriate places in the Report. Considering the present economic situa
tion in the country and having regard to the difficulties and risks involved 
in certain forms of state trading, the Committee has thought it appropriate 
to recommend a more modest scheme which, it believes, would be sufficient to 
meet the immediate requirements of the situation. The measures recommended 
by the Comndttee are sufficiently elastic to permit their adaptation to 
changing circumstances. 
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CHAPTER II 

MAIN FEATURES OF THE FOREIGN TRADE SITUATION 

12. One of the most signif~cant features of' India's pbstwar economy 

is the,sharp upward trend which has been noticed during the last five 

years in the foreign trade of the conntry. In 1948-49, India's forei?,n 
trade amonnted to Rs. 1121.00 crores, made up of Rs. 453.21 crores worth 

of exports, and Rs. 667.79 crores worth of imports. Prior to the outbreak 
of war i.e. in 1938-39, nndH;ided India had a foreign trade of Rs. 325.38 
crores consisting of Rs. 169.83 crores worth of exports, and Rs. 155.55 
crores worth of imports. Prior to Partition, in 194:6-47 the foreign trade 
of undivided India amounted toRs. 656.36 crores, with exports at Rs. ~20. 78 

crores, and imports at Rs. 335.58 crores. ·Table I gives fimures for the 

foreign trade of India since 1937-38 (I.e. since the sep~ration of Burma):-

TABlE I 

Foreign Trade of India since 1937-38 

(Private merchandise and Government stores) 

(In lakhs of rupees) 

Imports Exports (including Total· 
Re-exports) 

1937-38 177,22 189,76 366,98 

1938-39 155,55 169,83 325,38 

1939-40 168,97 215,95 384:,92 

194o-41 161,29 200,43 361,72 

1941-42 174:,75 254:,45 429,20 

1942-43 116,71 195,18 311,89 

1943-44 .132,73 211,09 . 343,82 

1944-45 231,94 228,98 460,92 

1945-46 293,22 266,43 559,65 

1946-47 335,58 320,78 656,36 
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TABLE I ( contd. ) 

(In lakhs of rupees) 

Imports Exports (including Total 
Re-exports) 

1947-48* 533,69 408,24 941,m 

1948-49** 667,79 453,21 1121,00 

• The figures exclude _the direct foreign sea-borne trade of 

Sind and East Bengal with effect from the 1st and the 15th 

August respectively. They do not include India's sea-borne 

trade with ·Pa.ki·stan upto February 1948. Also a sum of 
I 

Rs. 87,81 la.khs has been added to the recorded figure of 

sea-~orne trade on account of the unrecorded imports of 

foodgrains during the year. 

•• The import figure for the year 1948-49 has been obtained by 

adding to the recorded figure of sea-borne trade (a) a sum 

of Rs. 64,79 lakhs on account of the unrecorde~ imports or 

foodgrains during the year, and (b) another sum or Rs. 85,00 

lakhs on account of .estimated imports from Pakistan by over

land routes. 

The export figu.re for the year 1948-49 includes a sum of 

Rs. 30,39 lakhs, being the· value of exports to Pakistan 
by land. 

The above figures relate only to the value of trade. The quantum of 
trade is always a matter of estin~te, since the recorded trade returns do 
not give the tonnages for some of the commodities entering into the export 

or the import trade. Some estimates of the quantum of trade are, however, 
available and these are given in Table II. 

.... -_ 

Year 

1927-28 

1937-38 

1938-39 

1939-40 

TABlE II 

Quantum of Trade 

Quantum of 
Exports Imports 

Rupees (Crores) Rupees (Crores) 
291.9 (100 .0) 254.7 (100.0) 
301.0 (103.1) 243.7 (9~. 7) 
295.~ (101. 2) 226.0 (88. 7) 
308.9 (105. S) 230.5 (90 .5) 
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TABLE II (contd.) 

Quantum of 
Year Exports Imports 

Rupees (Crores) Rupees (Crores) 

1940-41 260.3 (89. 2) 183.8 (72.2) 

1941-42 276.8 (94.8) 167.6 (65.8) 

1942-43 184.8 (63.3) 84.9 (33.3) 

1943-44 158.8 (54.4) 89.4 (35.1) 

1944-43 156.3 (53.5) 160.4 (63.0) 

1945-46 182.3 (62.5) 177.1 (69 .5) 

1946-47 189.5 (64.9) 162.3 (63. 7) 
1947-48 192.7 (66.0) 196.2 (77 ;o) 
1948-49 ·. 178.9 (61. 3) 216.0 (84.8) 

N.B • .-As a result of Partition, the merging ot Government 
stores with private merchandise and the amalgamation of the 

trade statistics of Kathiawar and Travancore with those of 

India, the figures for 1947-48 onwards are not comparable with 
those of the base ;year 1927-28· No adjustments on these ac
counts have, been made in the above figures. 

The compos! tlon and direction of India's foreign trade have under~ne 
many changes in recent years. Tables III (a and b) , IV and V show for the 

pre-war year, the pre~partition year; and 1948-49 (a) the principal commo
dities entering into imports and exports, (b) a broad analysis of imports 
and exports by economic groups, and (c) the currency-wise distribution of 
imports and exports:-

[Tables III (a and b),. IV and V are give~ 
l.?n pages 10, 11, 12 and 13 respectively:J 
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TABlE 'Ill (a) 

Imports of Princ/p~l Commodities 

(In lakhs- or rupees) 

1938 - 39 1946 - 47 1948 - 49 

Principal Value Percentage Value percentage Value Percentage 
CoDmlod1 ties ot total of total of l.otal 

imports imports importS 

1. Grain, puleee and 
flour •••••••••••••• , •• 13, 76 9.0 19,03 6.15 1, 31,47 19.7 

2. Cotton and cotton goods-
(a) Raw cotton •••••••• 8,51 15.6 215,93 9.0 64,48 9.7 

(b) Cotton manufac-
tures ••••••••••••• 14,115 11.3 4,12 1.4 17,07 2.6 

3. Machinery and millwork.19,015 12.15 31,07 10.8 76,66 11.15 

4. Raw jute ••••••• ; ••••••• 71,24 10.7 

5. ons •••••••••• .' ••••• -••• 1s, 62 10.0 32,M 11.3 33,30 15.7 

6. Metals and ores •••••••• 10,87 7.1, 20,97 7.2 33,31 5.0 

7. Vehicles ••••••••••••••• 6,68 4.4 16,158 5.8 32,68 4.9 

8. Chemicals and chemical 
preparations •••••••••• 3,015 2.0 7,46 2.6 20,155 3.1 

9. Instruments, apparatus, 
appliances and parts 
thereof ••••••••• ; ••• ~. 5,85 3.8 12,37 4.3 18,87 2.8 

10. Paper and pasteboard ••• 3,23 2.1 7,27 2.15 13,97 2.1 
11. Artificial silk •••••••• 2,24 1.4 1i,82 4.1 13,92 2.1 
12. Dyeing and tanning 

substances •••••••••••• 3,14 2.0 10,21 3.5 13,41 2.0 
13. Drugs and medicines ••• 2,21 1.5 5,74 2.0 8,11 1.2 
14. Fruita and vegetables •• 1,34 0.9 4,14 1.4 8,18 1.2 
115. woollen manufactures ••• 2,20 1.15 5,63 2.0 7,18 1.1 
16. Provisions and oilman's 

stores ................ 2,48 '1.7 3,56 1.2 7,015 1.0 
17. Spices ••••••••••••••••• 2,63 1.7 4,82 1.7 6,89 1.0 
18. Cutlery and hardware ••• 2,83 1.9 4,57- 1.6 6,42 0.9 
19. wool, raw •.•••.•• ,, .••• 62 0.4 2,04 0.7 3,18 0.5 
20. Gums, resin and lac •••• 38 0.2 1,06 0,.4 2,36 0.4 
21. Silk, raw, and silk 

manufactures •••••••••• 1,94 1.3 3,90 1.4 2,215 0.3 
22. Paints and painters• 

materials ••••••••••••• 89 0.6 1,415 0.5 2,215 0.3 
23. Liquors •••••••••••••••• 2,11 ~-4 3,63 1.3 2,11 0.3 
24. Tea chests ••••••••••••• 90 0.6 1,39 0.11 1,89 0.3 
25. Glass and glassware .... 1,25 0.8 1,47 0.11 1,615 0.2 
26. Stat!onery ••••••••••• ~. 67 0.15 2·,76 1.0 1,11 o.a 
27. Precious stones •••••••• 1,,15 0.8 3,68 1.3 78 0.1 
28. Other articles ••••••••• 22,61 15.0 39,21 13.15 61,09 11.1 

Total Imports 11!2,36 100.0 288,4:1 100.0 667,711 100.0 

Notes:- (1) Figures tor 1948-49 include (a) the known excess or imports ot 
toodgrains (Rs. M,79 lakhs) over the figures recorded in the 
sea-borne Trade Accounts, (b) land frontier trade with Pakistan, 
and (c) Government stores. 

(2) Figures tor 1938-39 and 1946-47 do not include Government stores. 
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TABLE III (b) 

Exports of Principal Commodities (Indian Merchandise} 

(In lakhs of rupees) 

1938-39 1946-47 1948-"49 
Articles Valuel Percent:ye Value I Percentafe Valuel Percent!fe 

of tot of tota of tot 
exports. exports. exports. 

1. Raw jute and jute goods-
(a) Jute goods ••••••••• 26,26 16.1 69,88 23.52 147,53 33.3 
(b) Raw Jute ••••••••••• 13,40 8.2 19,13 6.42 24,35 5.5 

2. Tea ••••••••••••••••••••• 23,29 14.3 34,56 11.60 . 64,22 14.5 

3. Raw cotton and cotton 
manufactures-
( 8.) Cotton manufactures 7,12 4.3 27,72 9.31 43,22 9.7 
(b) Raw cotton 

and cotton waste •• 24,67 1~.2 27,98 9.39 19,15 4.4 

4, Oils, mostly vegetable 
nils •••••••••••••••..•• 1,03. 0.6 3,86 1.30 14,79 :J.4 

5. Hides and skins tanned 
or dressed and leather •• 5,28 3.2 18,86 6.33 12,85 2.9 

6. Tobacco •••• •••..•••••••. 2,76 1.7 7,18 2.41 12,16 2,6 I 

7. Lac . ..................... 1,27 0.8 11,19 3.75 8,68 1.9 

8. Spices ................... 79 0.5 4,49 1.51 7,33 1.6 

9. seeds (including nuts 
tor oils) ..••••••••.••• 15,09 9.3 4,05 1.36 7,16 1.5 

• 1.4 10. Fruits and vegetable~ ••• 2,27 7,01 2.35 7,42 1.6 

u. Mica •• •••••••••••••••••• 1,14 0.7 3,00 1.01 5,92 1.3 

12. Hides and skins (raw or 
undressed) • ··~ ••• , •••••• 3,85 2.4 8,49 2,85 5,59 , 1.2 

13. Raw wool and woollen 
manufactures ••••••••••• 3,85 2.4 9,.18 3.08 4,26 0.9 

14. Coir manufactures ••••••• 96 0.6 5,78 1.94 4,47 1.0 

15. Metals, ores and minerals 4,91 3.0 2,91 0.98 4,42 1.0 

16. Grain, pulses and flour. 7,74 4.8 13' 5 

17. Others •••••••••••••••••• 17,11 10.5 32,27 10.89 52,35 11.7 

To .tal Exports 162,79 100.0 297,67 100.00 445,92 100.0 

Notes:- (1) Sea-borne exports in 1948-49 werP valued at Rs. 415,53 1 akhs. 
To this figure Rs. 30,39 lakhs have been added, being the 
value of exports to Pakistll.!l by land. 

(2) Figur~s for 1938-39 anrl 1946-47 do not include Government 
stores. 



TABLE IV 

Analysis of Imports and Exports by Economic Group$ 

(Figures in brackets show percentages of the Total} 

Economic Groups 
Value of Imports i~to India 

Rs. ls.khs 

1938-3911946-471 1948-49 

1. Food, drink and tobacco ••• 24,00 
'(15.7) 

2. Raw materials and ~roduce 
and articles mainly un-

. manufactured. • • • • • • • • • • • • 33,18 
(21. 8) 

3. Articles wholly or mainly 
manufactured ••••••••••••• 92,79 

(61. 0) 

4. Living animals............ 31 
(0.2) 

5. Postal articles and baggage 
not specified •• ~......... 2,08 

(1. 3) 

152,36 
(100.0) 

38,74 
(13. 4) 

74,96 
(26.0) 

167,58 
(58. 1) 

27 
(0 •. 1) 

6,88 
(2.4) 

288,43 
(100. 0) 

Notes:- (1) See footnotes under Table I. 

161,73 
(24.3) 

206,16 
(30. 8) 

295,27 
(44. 2) 

10 

4,53* 
(0. 7) 

667,79 
(100.0) 

Vs.lue of Exports from India 
Rs. ·lakhs 

1938-39 11946-4711948-49 

39,14 
(24~0) 

73,29 
(45.0) 

47,61 
(29 0 3) 

8 

2,67 
(1. 7) 

162,79 
(100.0) 

58,16 
(19 .5) 

92,25 
(31.0) 

142,78 
(48 .o) 

7 

!,41 
(1.5) 

297' 67 
(100 .0) 

95,96 
(21.5) 

103,75 
(23 0 3) 

237,23 
(53 0 2) 

24 

8,74n 
(2.0) 

445,92 
(100 .0) 

(2) Figures relate to trade in private merchandise only, except those 
for the year 1948-49 which include Government stores. 

(3) Exports do not include re-exports. 

~ Certain unspecified land-borne imports from Pakistan valued at 
Rs. 67 lakhs are included. 

** Certain unspecified land-borne exports to Pakistan vs.lued at 
Rs. 718 lakhs are included. 



TABlE V 

Currency-wise DistriPution of India's Trade 

{Figures in brackets show percentage or the total) 

(In crores of rupees) 

1938-3~ 1946-47 1948-49 
Exports- EXports Exports 

Imports (incliding Balance Imports(including Balance Imports {including Balance 
re-exports) re-exports) re-exports) 

1. Soft currency 110 120 + 10 216 210 -6 499 331 -168 
·countries. (72) (71) (75) l66) (75) (73) 

{a) Commonwealth 88 89 +1 150 152 +2 336 240 -96 
countries ex- (58) (53) (52) (48) (ISO) (53) 
eluding Canada. 

{b)Other sof't cur- 22 31 + 9 66 58 -8 163 91 -72 

2. 

rency countries. (14) (18) (23) (18) (25) (20) 

Dollar and Hard 42 49 +7 7..2 109 +37 169 122 -47 
currency coun- (28) (29) (25) (~) (25) (27} 
t·ries. 

Total value of 152 169 
{100) 

+17 288 
(100) 

319 
(lOO) 

668 
(100) 

453 
(100) 

-215 
trade, {100) 

Note:- 1. The following countries are classified. as dollar and hard currency countries:

{!) The whole of the continent of North, central and south America and 
adjacent islands, but excluding Brazil, Chile, Uruguay and Peru and the. 
EUropean Possessions. 

(ii) Belgium.and her possessions. 

(iii) Portugal and her possessions, but excluding Portuguese India,and 
(iv) Germany, Switzerland and Japan. 

2. Figures for 1938-39 and 1946-47 do not include Government.stores; but those 
for 1948-49 are inclusive of (a) Government stores, (b) unrecorded imports 
of food and (c) India's trade with Pakistan by over-land routes. 

w 
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Table IV calls for special attention. It will be seen that mainly 
because of changes in the internal economy, tJ:le importance of manufactured 
articles has been increasing in our export trade and decreasing in· our 
import trade, while that of foodstuffs and raw materials has been showing an 
opposite trend. India is now a large importe~ of foodstuffs and raw mate
rials. As regards Table V which gives the distribution of India's fore!~ 
trade, it is necessary to PPint out that the present distribution is to a 
considerable extent due to historical factors. The Eastern countries con-

. stitute our natural markets and our manufactured articles should find· a 
growing outlet in them. With the progress of industrialisation, our export 
trade with the Eastern countries should sho.w a steady expansion. 

13. The following table shows the balance of trade prewar, before Par
tition, and for the latest year:-

TABlE VI 

Balance of Trade in Uerchandi!e 

(Inclusive of Government stores) 

1938-39* 

1946-47* 

1948-49"'* 

* For undivided India. 

Imports 

155,55 

335,58 

667,79 

·(In lakhs of rupees) 
Exports Balance 

(including of 
re-exports) trade 

169,83 -t-14,28 

320,78 -14,80 

453,21 -214,58 

** See footnotes under Table I. 

This table brings out the substantial adverse balance which India has 
developed recently in her trade relations with the outside world. ESti
mates of India's balance of payments for some recent years are given in 
Tables VII (a and b). 
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TABIE VII (a) 

Overall Balance of Payments 
(In crores of rupees) 

Goods and Services 1939 (1) 1946 1947 (2) 1948 (2) 

Exports (F.O.B.). 185.8 346.8 473.5 433.7 

Imports (C.I.F.). • -178.6 -388.8 -534.7 -544.5 

Trade Balance: . . . . ~ 7.2 -42.0 -61.2 -110.8 
Non-monetary Gold • 23.-3 -·5 ~14.3 -·1 
Investment Income • . -27.1 1.3 5.4 -17.8 

Government. -13.7 42.3 -ro.7 -12.4 

Other . ":5.4 -27.9 -39.1 8.3 

· Total. • . . -15.7 -26.8 -129.9 -132.8 

Other Non-compensatory 
Transactions . -10.7 -44.8 -73.4 to:a 

Errors and omissions 12.1 12.9 91.9 -6.1 

Surplus or Deficit -14.3 -58.7 ""111.4 -128.1 

• (1) Year ending 31st March. 

(2) Figures for 1947 relate to undivided India. Those 
for 1948 relate to Dominion of India but they do 
not include transactions with Pakistan. 

TABIE Vll {b) · 

Regional Classification of India's Balance pf Payments for 1948 

(In crores of rupees) 

Hard Currency sterling 
Total countries Area 

Merchandise -29.9 -72.9 -0.1 -102.9 

services -14.6 -11.2 -12.6 -38.5 

Unclassified -4.1 -12.0 -0.6 - 8~6 

Total Deficit -48.6 -72.1 -12.1 -132.8 
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The deficit in the balance of payments constitutes a serious wealmess 
in our economy. This defi.cit, if continued, might hamstring all our stren

uous ~ndeavours to develop industry and agriculture. Since trade is by 
far the most important constituent of the balance of payments, the Com
mittee considers that all efforts must be concentrated on limiting the 
country's adverse balance of trade to what can be financed out of the an
nual releases of the sterling balances. FUrther, since the sterling bal
ances represent our capital assets, the amounts available from them shoUld 
as far as possible, be spent on the maintenance ll!ld development of the 
capital equipment of the country, and hence the objective $hould be to 
balance the trade and, if possible, to develo~a surplus in the trade, so 
far as commodities· required for current .consumption are concerned. 

14. The adverse balance of trade is primarily the result of two fac
tors: (a) the quantum of trade, and (b) prices. It will be seen from the 
figures given in Table II that the decline in the quantum of imports has 
been much smaller than that in the quantum of exports. Several factors 
have been responsibie for this change, but, among others, the following 
would appear to be the more important, namely, (a) Partition, involving a 
diminution of o~ food and raw material resources, "(b) the growth of popu
lation, leading to an increase in imports of food and raw materials, and 
(c) inflation, leading to an all-round increase in demand both for goods 
produced at home and for those imported from abroad. These basic factors 
have brought about an increase in the quantum of impor.ts and a decrease in 
the quantum of exports. So far as imports are concerned, a quantitative 
restriction of imports provide~ an immediate short-term remedy, but it Js 

generally recognised that a permanent solution of the balance of payments 
problem lies in an expansion of exports. State trading by itself can.be 
of little use in reJaP.d.ying the basic factors which. have brought about a 
decline in the quantum of exports, but it cannot be denied that there are 
several othe~ contributory factors in the present situation to which atten
tion was drawn by the Export Promotion Committee, as well as by a number of 
witnesses who appeared before-this Committee, and the Committee has to 
consider whether state trading should be employed to deal with these con
tributory ,factors. The principal contributory factors operating to k~ep 
our exports at a low level, to which the Committee's attention was draWn, 
were the following, namely, (a) speculation and profiteering in export 
commodities, (b) the failure of exporters to maintain quality standards 
and little or no enforcement by Goverrunent of such standards as have been 
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fixed, (c) the prevalence of various malpractic~s in the export .trade, and 
(d) the failure of private traders to develop the export trade with the 
dollar area. to the maximum possible extent. we have examined.·later !n the 
Report whether state trading should be employed to deal with these evils-. 

15. As regards prices, the following table shows the comparative 
trend. of import and export prices:-

TABlE VIII 

Index Numbers of Declared Va/ues.of Imports and Exports 

1938 
1939 
1940 • 
1941 • 
1942 • 

(1938 <= 100) 

Declared Values 
Imports lExports· 

•••• ~oo.o. 1oo.o 
99.7. 

• • • • • 124.0 
•• 146.1 

• .• • • 179.7 
1943 • • • .• • • , 202.S 

108.1 
131.5 
14.2.5 
171.3 
224.5 
236.4-
237.6 
260.6 
336.6 
420.1 
412~6 

1944 •• 
1945 •• 
1946 ••• 
1~47 (1) •• 
1948(2)· 
1949 (3). 

• 184.1 ' 
• • 1s2·:o 
•• ·245.5 

•••• 293.5 
• 348.6 

•• 342.2 

(1) Average for seven months, January to July. 
(2) Average for nine months, April to December. 
(3) Average for nine months, January to September. 

As in the case of the q'llantum of trade, the chief explanation of the 
changes in import and export prices is provided by certain basic 
factors, such as the relative degrees of inflation and scarcity in 
this and other comtries. State trading by itself cannot materially 
or directly influence- these factors. Nevertheless, in the matter of 
prices also, it has been represented to the Committee that the situa-
tion is aggravated by certain other ~actors, the principal among them 
being (a) the inability of private traders under a competitive system 
to charge differential.prices according to the conditions of demand and 
supply in various markets, (b) the lack of adequate attention to the' 
quality of expor-ts and to· their grading and standardisation, which ·results 
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in lower prices being.recovered in foreign marketS, (c) over-invoicing of 
imports1 (particularly of essential goods from the dollar areas), and 
under-invoicing of exports (e. g., ,1ute goods), and (d) the growing trend 
towards monopolistic buying (e.g., tea by United Kingdom) and monopo-

.listic selling (e.g., wheat by Australia, Canada, etc.) in foreign coWl
tries, which compels us in certain lines to buy at a higher price and to 
sell at a lower price than would otherwise be possible. It has to be con
sidered whether state trading can and should be used to deal with these 
factors. 

16· The above analysis of India's foreign trade position would not 
be con~1lete without some reference to those features of the world trade 
situation which have a bearing on the problem of state trading. Autarchy 
and totalitarian methods have not vanished from the earth with the defeat 
of Nazi Germany; rather, regimentation or at any rate, strict control of 
foreign trade, is coming into vogue to an increasing ext~nt all over the 
world. Such regimentation is.not designed merely to deal with the tempo
rary difficulties created by tbe balance of payments problem. A pur-
posive direction of foreign trade with a view to promoting the best utili
sation of the available resources, has become the keYnote of economic policy 
in many cotmtries. One of the principal objectives of the con~ercial poli
cies of almost of all the leading nations of the world is to mobilise their 
bargaining c~pacity to the fUllest possible extent, so as to improve their 
terms of trade with other countries. The most detailed form of state regu
lation, whether for the purpose of coordinating trade with national pl~ 
ning, or for the purpose of striking the best possible bargp.in with foreign 
countries, is to be found in countries like Soviet Russia, Czechoslovakia, 
other Eastern European cotmtries under the Russian influence, and some of' 
the Latin American countries like Argentina. In these cotmtries, most of 
the foreign trade is conducted through state-owned or state-controlled 
organizations. With the spread of' communism to China, the proportion of 
world trade conducted through state-controlled agencies has fUrther increas
ed. In commtmist cotmtries, state trading in the· realm of internatioru1 
trade is only a corollary to state trading in the internal sphere and forms 
part of an integrated economy. In Argentina, where the bUlk of domestic 
production enters into foreign trade, the IAPI (InstituteArgentine de 
Promocion del Intercambio) confines its activities mainly to foreign trade. 
Even in countries whose economies are wholly or mainly based on private 
enterprise, monopolies, whether private or created by the State, play a 
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large part in foreign trade. The \'!heat Boards in Australia and Canarta, 
for example, control the entire exports of the commodity in those cotm
tries. The CKCC was largely a state trading organization, though its 
activities were primarily governed by non-commer~ial considerations~ 
Although this particular organization is no longer in existence, a cons1-
dera'Lle amotmt of state trading is still being done in t.he United Kingdom. 
For exa.~r.ple, raw cotton, tea, non-ferrous metals and foodgrains are 
iDtported into the United Kingdom entirely thrpugh s~te agencies under bulk 
purchase arrangements with the supplying countries. It is understood that 
as much as 50 per cent of the total imports into the United Kingdom are now 
handled by Government agencies. The export groups in the U.K. are non
official organizations, but ·they provide a mechanism through which a 
selective control can be exerc~sed over the export trade. Even_the. United 
States Government, despite its ·.avowed faith in the free f\mctioning of 
private enterprise, en~ges in extensive trading operations through its 
agencies like the Commodity Credit Corporation and the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation. Such operations are tmdertaken for a variety of pur
poses such as stabilization of agricultural prices, the procurement of 
supplies for foreign governments, and stock-piles. In Canada, the Cana
dian Collllllercial Corporation, besides procuring.supplies required by the 
\finis try of Defence, sponsors ·negotiations on behalf of Canadian traci:ers 
and procures supplies to be delivered against loans to fore.ign countries • 

.1' 
t7. Thus, state trading is being practised in many countries, al-

though to a varying extent. In countries like the U.S.A. and Canada, a 
limited measure of state trading has not been found incompatible with 
economic policies otherwlse designed to foster priva,.te enterprise. It must 
not be assumed, however, that the differenc·e between these countries and 
others where totalitarian policies are pursued 1s only one of degree. In 
the former group of countries, state trading, as a rule, is looked upon 
with disfavour, and an extensive use of state trading by any other country 
is likely to produce an adverse reaction in those countries. This possibi
lity should be borne in mind while considering the desirability of adopting 
state trading as a general policy, especially if the maintenance of har
monious economic relations with these countries is regarded as of any 
importance. So far as India is concerned, the present direction of her 
foreign trade indicates her growing interest in developing closer economic 
relations with North America. It is true that with the recent accession of 
China to the communist group of nations, the countries which conduct their 
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foreign trade exclusively through government agencies now represent by far 
tJ'le ma,jor part of the world population, but from the point of view of world 
trade,ithese countries do not enjoy the same degree of importance. The 
following table shows the percentage shares of Soviet Russia, Czechoslovakia, 
China and Argentina as compared with the United Kingdom, the other Conunon
wealth countries and the U. S. A. in world trade. 

TABlE IX 

Share of Certain State Trading Countries in Total World Trade (Imports 
Jnd Expbrts), Compared with that of Certain Other Countries 

A. 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

B. 1. 

2. 

3. 

1938 1947 

In millions As percentage In millions As percentage 
of of of of 

U.S. Dollars world Trade U. S.Dollars world Trade 

Soviet Russia ••••• 723 1.49 N.A. 

Czechoslovakia •••• 646 1.33 1,150 
China . •.•••••••••• 871 1.80 666 
Argentina ••••••••• 881 1.82 2,905 

Total for these 
countries •••••••••. 3,121 6.44 4, 721* 

United Kingdom •••• 6,496 13.39 11,576 
Other Commonwealth 
countriest •••••••• 6,551 13.51 15,935 

U.S.A. ........... 5,202 10.72 21,371 

Total for these 
countrie~ ......... 18,249 37.62 48,882 

Total World Trade. 48,500 100.00 100,900 

N.A.: Not available. 

* Excluding Soviet Russia. 

t Only Canada, India, Pakistan, Australia, N~w zealand, 
Union of Sou~h Africa, Ireland, Ceylon, Tanganyika, 
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. 

1.14 

0.66 

2.88 

4.68* 

11.47 

15.79 

21.18 

48.44 

100.00 
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It will be seen that the aforesaM state trarUnp; countries were responsible 
for only 6 per cent. of the pre-war world trade as compared with 38 per cent. 
contribut~l by the other countries mentioned above. These latter countries 
also account for the bulk of India's own foreign trade ac; may be seen from 
tl1e table given below:-

TABIE X 

Share of Certain State Trading Countries in India's Foreign Trade 
(Imports. Exports. and Re-exports)* as Compared with that.of 

Certain Other Countries in 1948-49 

A. 

n. 

In lakhs of As percentage 
Rupees. of the total. 

1. Soviet Russia ••••••• 7,99 0.8 

2. Czechoslovakia;,,,,, 4,28 0.4 

3. China • •••••••••••••• 6,89 0.7 

4. Argentina,,,,,,,,,,, 23,36 2.2 

Total for these countries 42,52 4.1 

1. United Kingdom ••••••••••• 250,39 23.8 

2.rother.tommonwealth coun-

3. 

tries including Pakistan. 329' 13 31.2 

U.S.A. 174,88 16.6 

Total for these cnuntries 7M,40 71.6 

Total foreign trade of 
India ••••••••••••••••••• 1056,21 100.0 

o The figures in this table do not include the unrecorded 
importsof foodgrains during the year 1948~49, but they 
include India's imports from and exports to Pakistan .by 
over-land routes. • · 

18. Since the end of the last World war, India has had to enter into 
bilateral trade agreements with many countries. The details of many of 
tl1ese agreements have been given in the Ministry of Commerce publication, 
"India's Trade Agreements with other countries", and need not be recap!~ 
tu1ated here. Some of· these agreements are of the nature of barter agree
ments, namely, those conc~uded with Soviet Russia and Argentina. The 
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special .circumstances affecting trade with these two countries have neces
sitated resort to the barter type of agreement. Barter agreements are 

' I necessary with countries which conduct their entire foreign trade. through 
state monopolies and utilise such monopolies to realise prices for their 
products irrespective of world prices of similar or competing products. 

' . 

The evidence tendered before the Committee shows that the implementation 
'of barter agreements of this type has, by no means, been easy, particularly 
because of the difficulty in procuring the exact qualities and types speci
fied in the agreements. The Comittee is of the opinion that partly for 
avoiding such difficulties and partly for avoiding any unn~cessary inter
ference with .the established channels of trade, barter agreements should be 
resorted to only in exceptional circumstances and that in all other cases, 
the normal type of agreement should be the one in which the two parties 
only commit themselves to license specified quantities of goods for export 
or import. Such agreements were concluded in the past for a variety of 
reasons, the most important among them being (i) the procurement of scarce 
commodities and of commodities which, though not scarce in the world as a 
whole, were in short supply outside the hard currency areas, (ii) the 
promotion of exports and (iii) the -establishment of direct trade connec
tions. Recently, the supply position of many commodities has considerably 
eased and hence, to that extent, the need for concluding bilateral trade 
agreements has diminished. Such agreements will, however, continue to be. 
necessary for a considerable length of time. The Committee understands 
that in some cases, the agreements have failed to yield th~ desired 
results, because of the failure of private traders to take advantage of 
the import and export opportunities provided by such agreements. The 
remedy for this lies in imprvving our commercial intelligence machinery 
and in so adapting the procedure for negotiating such agreements as to 

take due accotmt of the prices and qualities of the commodities .concerned 
and the state of demand and supply in respect of them. The Committee 
does not think that state trading is necessary, as a rule, for i.lllPle
menting commodity agreements which do not involve barter deals, but 
there may be c~ses in which a state trading corporation will be useful 
both in providing Government with the necessary lalowledge of the market 
situation in respect of certain commodities and also in remedying the 
failure of private enterprise to take advan~ge of such agreements es
pecially where such failure is likely to be injurious to the country's eco
nomy. The readiness of the State to intervene, if necessary and practicable, 
for implementing an agreement is bound to create greater confidence in other 
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conntries about the value of such agreements, Such intervention may not be 
necessary or practicable in all cases, especially when the failure of private 
traders to import or export the quantities specified in the agreements is due 
to good and sonnd reasons, but the existenc~ of an organization which can 
intervene, when it is necessary and practicable to do so, will, in any case, 
be ·useful.· 

19. The Committee proposes to discuss the case for state trading for 
imports and exports separately in the. first instance. There are certain. 
considerations which are equally applicable to state trading for both imports 
and exports. These will be discussed later. Among the problems which arise 
in connection with state t~ading, _those re1.ating_ to the organization and 

working of a state trading organization. are ~y far the most important. We 
think, however, that it would_facilitate discussion if we were to concentr~te 
attention, first, on the intrinsic merits and demerits of s~te trading (in 
respect of imports and exports ·separately) and then tum to the problems of 
organization. 

20. In considering the intrinsic merits and demerits of state trading, 
I 

whether in relation to imports or exports, we propose, for convenience of 
discussion, to divide the task into three pB.J"ts. In the first place, we 
propose to discuss the types of cases in which state trading is at all praC
ticable without undue commercial risk. Secondly, we shall examine whether 
in those cases i.i is necessary or desirable to resort to state trading. 
This a pri~ri examination will then be followed by a more detailed analYsis 
of the position in regar~ .to the principal articles of import and export. 

CHAPTER Ill 

STATE TRADING IN IMPORTS 

21. If the State is to take over the import trade in any commodity, 
it must be able to make a reasonably accurate forecast of the domestic 
demand for the commodity.. This ·may give rise to serious difficulties in an 
economy in which the bulk of production and distribution is in private 
hands. Prima facie, it might appear that the estimation of the import 
demand for an essential commodity, or one which is in aggregate short supp~, 
need not present any serious difficulty. If the importing organization, 
however, is not to be left with large unsold stocks, it must be ~ble to 
estimate the demand for the commodity concerned, not merely in the aggre
gate, but also in respectof its~ individual qualities and varieties. At any 



particular moment, there may be a big demand for some qualities and varie

ties and no demand for others. There is an acute shortage of steel in 

India,. and yet it has been alleged that the steel imported by Government 

consisls partly of types and qualities for which the demand in India is not 

sufficiently large to~absorb the quantity imported. The demand for indi

vidual qualities and varieties of an article also depends on p~ices. under 

a system of decentralised and competitive imports, the importer is in 

closer touch with the market than a centralised importing organization 

'could be and the free ftmctioning of the price mechanism affords a fairly 

reliable index to the changing demand and supply position of the various 

commodities and their types and qualities. The Committee considers that 

these objections. are valid over a large part of the import trade and al

though an exact determination by the State of the volume and prices of 

tmportstheoretically affords certain advantages, such determination is in 

fact likely_ to entail serious financial risks. In the case of a large 

number of commodities, the balance of advantage lies in leaving the actual 

volume of imports to be determined by competitive forces, subject to such 

limits as the State may wish to impose on· imports Tor exchange or other 
considerations. 

22. While the above conclusion holds good for a large part of the 

import trade, there are cases in which it ;i.s possible to overcome the dif

ficulties pointed out above and to reap the advantages of state trading. 

It has been alleged that the centralised buying of cotton in the United 

Kingdom has resulted in mills in that country being compelled to buy un

suitable types and qualities. A similar complaint, however, has not been 

heard in India with regard to the East African .cotton imported through 

Government. Tne explanation is to be frn,md in the fact that the central

is¢ buying of cotton in India is confined only to the East African cotton 

and is carried out in close co-operation with the consuming industry which 

is well organized. This leads us to think that the difficulties referred 

tQ above can be minimised where .centralised buying is confined to a few 

selected types and where it is possible to make a fairly reliable estimate 

of the demand for such types, owing to the existence of a centralised or

ganization of consu:•ing interests. This condition does not obtain, e.g., 
in the case of textiles and steel in general, though it may obtain in the 
case of particular varieties of steel. In the case of certain essential 
commodities e.g,

1
foodgrains, the shortage is so great and the demand so 

inelastic that there is no·serious danger of any large quantity being found 
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unsaleable, irrespective of its quality. In the case of certain consumer 
goods which are bag.Iy needed in this cmmtry, e.g., bicy~tes and automo
biles, it may be possible to limit imports to only a few types and still 

sell all the quantity imported and, within certain limits., at the prices 
dictated. Goverrment's experiment in importing Japanese textiles was a 

failure, because textiles were not so scarce as to con;.pel consumers to buy 
anything offered to them. Nor was ·there any possibility of imports being 
underwritten by a consumers' organization. 

23. It is possible, therefore,. to distinguish certain types of cases 
as illustrative of tLose in .which state trading in imports may not be 
subject to undue commercial. risk, though this does not mean that it will 

necessarily be desirable; for example, 

(a) where state trading i~ limited to one or two types or varieties, 

the demand for which can be estimated with a fair degree of accu

racy (e. g., East African cotton) J 

(b) where such estimation of demand is facilitated by the existe~ce 

of a centralised body. of consuming interests which is in a posi

tion to pool orders or even to underwrite imports (e.g., East 

African cotton); 

(c) where the internal demand is so great in relation to the supply .· 
likely to be available and where the nature of the market is such 

that it is possible to limit imports to a few varieties so as to 
facilitate bulk handling, without incurring the risk of having 

unsold stocks (e.g., vehicles); and 

(d) where the shortage is so great and the demand so inelastic that 

tl1ere is a virtual certainty of offtake for almost any type or 

variety (e.g., foodgrains). 

As regards (b) aboye, the Con:mittee feels that if Government were to en
courage the development of co-operative· societies of consun.ers, it will 

create conrli tions in which ste.te trading will be found increasingly feasible. 
This point has been dealt with more fully in paragraph 103. 

::!1. We may now proceed to examine conditions in which state trading 

in iltports may be desirable. The demand for state trru.il.ng arises from the 

f;t"neral recof,ni tion of the need for the planning of our foreign trade. 
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India already has serious balance of payments difficulties and in the ab
sence of,planning, these difficulties are likely to be aggravated. Moreover, 
any plan for the economic development of the country capable. of making a 
perceptible impression on the living conditions of our large and growing 

po.pulation will have to be of a substantial magnitude and will -call for care
ful conservation of all the available resources, whether financial or mate
rial. Such conservation of resources will necessarily entail regulation of 
imports. Regulation of imports involves: (a) a rigorous restriction of imports 
of nOn-essential articles, (b)· action to maintain imports of essential com

modities at the desired level, (c) a detailed control over the direction 
of imports, (d) action to secure the best possible terms from exporting 
conntries, and (e). since, in all probability, imports of most commodities 
will be below requirements, some measure of internal control to ensure an 
equitable distribution of available imports at reasonable prices. To this 
must be added another important objective, namely, to use the import trade 
as a means of adding to the revenues of the State. The essential commo
dities referred to in (b) above include foodgrains and fertilizers in 
respect of which Government is nnder a definite commitment to keep the 
population adequately supplied. So far as restriction of imports of non
essential commodities is concerned, it is possible that this can be achiev
ed through a rational system of import controL unfortunately, however, 
the existing sy?tem of import control has many defects and allows consider
able scope for speculative trading. Violent fluctuations have occurred 
in our import trade during the last two or three years, particularly during 
the period when the Open Qeneral ~cence No. XI was in operation. The 
issue of that Open General I.J.cence was a serious error of judgment on 
the part of the controlling authorities which.has already cost the 

; 

conntry crores of rupees worth of foreign exchange; Frequent changes 
of policy, inadequate appreciation of the needs of trade, reckless 
issue of'licences to persons not possessing the necessary experience 
in the import trade, over-centralisation resulting in inordinate 
delays in the disposal of applications, lack of adequate attention to 
organizational matters creating a state of virtual chaos in adminis
tration, lack of co-ordination between the various Government depart
ments concerned and the opportunities for corruption and favouritism 
which arise in such circumstances, have already made the whole system 
of import control the subject of bitter criticism from the public. 
The Committee is strongly of opinion that the rationalisation of the 
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import control policy and procedure is one of the most urgent problems 
which deserve Government's attention. In particular, steps must be 
taken to prevent a repetition of the kind ot" miscalculation which took 
place in issuing the Open General Licence XI. 

The Committee feels that if Government were to adopt the practice 
of not placing any article on an Open General Licence, even when it is 
possible to do so on purely exchange considerations, until after an in
terim perlod of liberal licensing designed to restore normal market con
ditions, so far as that commodity is concerned, the chances of large 
speculative imports tald~ place would be greatly minimised. once 
normal market conditions have been restored, profit margins will be 
reduced to reasonable propor~ions and there will then be no strong 
incentive to bring in unduly large imports, even if the commodity is 
subsequently placed on an Open General Licence.' 

25. The Committee is doubtful, however, whether the other 
objectives referred to above could be equally effectively served 
througp the existing system in all circumstances. Where even essential 
commodities are subject to regulation, it is necessary to ensure that 
the minimum quanti ties provided in the import programme will in fact 
be imported. The fixation of monetary ceilings, however, does not 

1> ensure that the'monetary ceilings will actually be used, and even. 
where they are fully used, the quantity imported may be seriously 
reduced, if.the prices of imports undergo a sharp upward change 
after the ceilings have been fixed. Since we have to maintain 
equilibrium not merely in the over-all bal.ance of payments, but also 
in the balance of payments with individual currency areas, and parti
cularly with the dollar areas, we have to endeavour, as a short-term 
measure, to divert our imports to soft currency sources to the maxi
mum possible extent. Even this may not be fully achieved, if imports 
were left entirely to private hands. Private importers, if left 
entirely to themselves, tend to concentrate on the traditional sources 
of supply, or sources which to them offer the maximum profit. Even 
when new sources of supply are discovered among the soft currency 
cow1tries, the inertia and the natural difficulties involved in esta
blishing new business connections prevent private traders from tapping 
sucn sources. one of' the arguments advanced in favour of the joint 
{T. I\. - India bulk purch~se of East African cot ton is tnat, in the 
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absence of such buying, other competing cow1tries would have secured 
a part,• probably a s~bstantial part of this cotton, and u.K. and India 
would have had to get their requirements from dollar sources to that 
extent. 

26. The Committee believes that many of these short-comings of tne 
present system can'be remedied by state trading which can be used to 
maintain imports of essential commodities at the desired level, or to 
ensur~ the maximum utilisation of supplies available from soft currency 
sources. It is true that state traQing in certain articles is likely 
to be unduly risky but as po:i,nted out in paragraph 23 above, it is 
possible to eliminate or control the risk in certain cases, and the 
Committee feels that in such cases state trading should be undertaken to 
remedy th~ y.cknowledged \pefect' of\the pre~ent system." Government 1s - . . , . 

al reaey do tng state trading in foodgrains and the Commit tee thinks that 
it should be cqntinued so long as foodgrains continue to be"imported. 
Where, for the ·reasonS already pointed out., state trading is likely to 
be unduly risky, the rem~dy for the defects in the present system has· 
to be devised in other ways. If a state trading corporation is brought 
into existence,_ it may not take over the entire trade in an e.ssential 
commodity if that is likely to be a•risky venture, but it may intervene 
only to the extent to which private importers fail to maintain the 
desired level of imports. Similarly, the direction of imports could be 
materially influenced by improving the existing system of commercial 
intelligence so as to bring to the notice of private importers the 
trading opportunities available in various currency areas. 

27. Prices of imports which were already high have risen further 
after devaluation and it is necessary to explore ali ava1.~abl~ means of 
keeping the cost of imports as low as possible. The high prices of 
impor,ts are an important factor in the bhlance of payments situation. 
It has been suggested to the Committee that bulk buying offers one way 
of keeping down import costs. During tpe war, the United Kingdom made 
considerable use of bulk buying methods and a _substantial proportion 
of the u.K. 's food and raw material requirements is still obtained 
under bulk purchase arrange_ments with supplying countries. _Some of 
these arrangements involve long-term commitments in regard to price, 
while inothers,prices are allowed to vary according to world market 
conditions. During the war and tne early post-war period, these bulk 
purchase arrangements yielded the desired results. The u.K. obtained 
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her requirements somewhat below world prices, while the supplying coun
tries benefited by the stability afforded by a guaranteed market at a 

guaranteed price. Recently, however, these arrangements have come in 
for a considerable amount of criticism, particularly from.the Conser-

' vative Party, on the ground that the prices paid have been higher 
than world prices. This criticism has been levelled particularly 
against the bulk purchase arrangements in regard to non-ferrous metals •. 

28. The Committee has given careful consideration to the qtili~y 
of bulk purchase methods in the case of India. Bulk purchase or cen
tralised buying may yield a two-fold ben.efit: it may either influence 
world prices in certain cases, or may at least result in some saving 
in the COsts of procurement. ·. Centralised buying, for example; eliminates 
middlemen's commissions and secures to the country discounts usually 
available on large purchases. In the case of .certain commodities, the 
fact that this country is one of the principal buyers in the world 
market may enable it to Utilise centralised buying to keep import 
prices at a reasonable level. Raw jute is a case in point. Since raw 

jute constitutes an important element in our balance of trade with 
Pakistan, making up about two thirds of India's imports from that 
country, it is necessary that imports of that commodity should continue 

1> 
to be under som~ measure of centralised control. Government is at 
present exercising some measure of control over the import prices of 
raw jute through the Indian Jute. 1rfills' Association. A system 
of centralised buying is, however, likely to be more effective, ·and the 

Committee recommends that the I.J.M.A. sh~uld be requested to adopt such 
a system. If there is evidence that centralised buying by the ~.J .• M.A• 
is operating to the detriment of the raw jute growers in the country or 
to the national interest in general, Government should be prepared to 
replace it by centralised buying Wlder its own ausp~ces. 

29. In the case of many commodities India's collectiVe buying 
capacity is a fairly important factor ip the world market. India with 
her big population affords a large market for many commodities entering 
into world trade, and it has been s~sted that if the aggregate buying 
power of this large market were to be centralised in the hands of a 
single agency, such agency can, througn a judicious exercise of that 
power, secure the country's import requirements at more favourable 
prices. In selecting articles for centralised buying, however, care 
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must be taken to see that the articles selected are intrinsically 
suitable for state trading. If, in the light of the considerations 
stres~ed in para. 23 above, state trading in any commodity is likely 
to be risky, any possible advantage in regard to price resulting 
from centralised buying may be counterbalanced by the risks involved 
~n state trading itself. Moreover, in the case of commodities which 
are in short supply all over the world, the ability of a single import
ing country to influence world prices is limited. The Committee 
uOderstands that despite the existence of centralised buying in this 
country in respect of foodgrains and fertilisers, it has not been 
possible to secure ~y materiai price advantage with regard to these 
commodities. The supplying coimtries have been taking full ad"Vantage 
of the present shortage and dictating terms to the consuming countries. 
The.Committee feels, however, that even in such cases it would be 

difficult to say whether the position might not have been worse, if 
there had been no centralised buying and if private traders had been 
allowed to compete for the limited supplies available in the world 
market. To some extent, the dissatisfaction about the prices paid by 
Government in their centralised buying operations is due to the 
manner in which those operations were carried out. Several witnesses 
who appeared before the Committee cited instances in which announce
ments by Government of their intention to buy large quanti ties 
abroad, or to send Purchase Missions for this purpose, were immediately 
followed by a rise in prices in the supplying countries (e.g., in the 
case of Belgian steel). In the opinion of this Committee, it was 
injudicious to make such announcements. If at times Government de
partments have failed to exercise the necessary prudence and foresight 
in carrying out their bulk purchase operations, that should not be 
regarded as a condemnation of the bulk purchase system itself. It 
only shows that Government departments are not suited to the task and 
that such operations, if they are to yield the desired results, need 
to be entrusted to a corporation acting strictly on commercial 

principles. 

3). While emphasizing the possible price advantage resulting 
from centralised buying, the Committee does not wish to minimise the 
risks involved in any indiscriminate application of the principle. 
It is important to bear in mind that under a system of centralised 
buying, the function of anticipating world trends is centralised in 
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the hands of a single agency. instead of being divided among a number 
of competing traders, and that such agency may not be able to exercise 
this function effectively in all cir.cums tances. 1 f an import· monopoly 
is to effect its purchases on the best possible terms, it must be 
~ly informed of the present and prospective supply position of the 
commodity concerned in the world as a whole and of the requiremen.ts of 

competing, buyers in other countries. If the commodity is likely to be 

less scarce in the near future, it will be in the interest of the import 
monopoly to defer its purchases. Alternatively if the scarcity is going 
to increase, it may be necessary to accelerate tne purchases. World 

conditions in respect of many commodities often change so. rapidly as to 
make it exceedingly difficUlt for any single agency to anticipate them 
correct~ .every time. The c~iticism made against the u.K. Ministry of 
Fbod for entering into certai·~ ·long-term contracts at prices which were 
subsequently found to be higher than world prices, or the criticism 
against the Indian Ministry of Industry and Supply for paying mo high 
a price for steel are instances in point. !he high prices were 
probably justified by the conditions prevailing at ttte time when 
the contracts were entered into, and if they were subsequently found 
to be too high, it was because of a change in world conditions which the 
buying agency could not anticipate. The rapidity with which the world 
wheat situation . .changed recently within a few months of the rati-
fication of the International Wheat Agreement is another instance. 
Private traders also are likely to make errors but it is inconceivable 
that all of them will make errors of the same kind or of the same magni
tude. ·On the contrary, errors of the bulls operating in the market are 
generally cancelled by those of the bears. But when the entire trade is 
concentrated in the hands of a single agency, such cancellation or neutra-

•Usation of errors of opposite kind cannot take place and any error on the 
part of that agency affects the entire trade. 'lbese considerations are 
extreme!)' important and the Committee thinks that extreme caution 
must be exercised in extending the scope of centralised buying. 
Where the commodity concerned is of a h±ghly speculative nature, or 
wnere the world supply and demand position is in a state of flux,· · 
it would be expedient to avoid centralised buying, unless 'ttiere are good 
reasons to tne contrary. Even when the situation is otherwise favourable, 
1 t would be advisable to limit centralised buying to the minimum number of 
commodities with respect to which tne ouying agency is able to develop the 
necessary organization to keep itself informed of the world situation from 
day to day. 
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31. The task of anticipating price trends becomes particularly diffi

cult iQ. a period of falling prices. over a wide range of the import trade, 

the seller's market is fast disappearing and the prospect today is one of 

. falling prices. 'lbe bulk purchase contracts entered into by the United 

Kingdom Government gave rise to the problem as to whether the Government 
should fix its re-sale prices to domes tic indus tries and consumers on 
the basis of the contract prices, in which case they would be much higher 
than current world prices, or fix them on the b&sis of current world 

prices, in which cas.e the Government would incur a heavy loss. In the 

United Kingdom, the Government cculd claim that when prices were high, 
the domestic industries could obtain their requirements below world prices, 
because of the Government's bulk purchase system, and that these industries 

should not complain if, because of.the same system, they have now to pay 
more than world prices. No such defence, however, would be available to 

a Government which e~tbarks on state trading in a period of falling prices. 

It may either involve itself in heavy losses, or have to use its m:>m
polistic power to recover from domestic consumers prices which are higher 
than current world prices. 

32. Another important consideration to which the Committee wishes 

to draw attention is ·that while in the case of most commodities, 
private importers, because of their closer contacts with buyers and the 

fact that their transactions are individual~ of a comparatively small 
and manageable size, are able to cover-their purchases by he~ng or by 
sales, so as to avoid or cut losses speedily enough, the same may -not be 

. possible for a state trading enterprise. When a state trading enterprise 
el'\ters into a bulk purchase, it may not be easy for it, because of tile 

large size of the transaction, to cover itself simultaneously by sales 
to domestic buyers. Wnen losses are expected, a private trader may be 
able to act quickly and cut losses, but a state trading enterprise may 

not. be able to do the same. 

33. The above objections would, how~ver, apply only where state 

trading is undertaken at the risk of the State itself. This need not 
always oe the case. If a state trading corporation were brougnt into 
existence, it might be able .to sponsor negotiations ort behalf of private 

importe~s at the request of the latter. As already stated, export mono
polies are at present operating in many countries w1d private traders who 
find tnemselves at a bargaining disadvantage in dealing with such monopo
lies may like their orders to oe pooled through a central organization 
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and to conduct negotiations through such an organization. Hi such cir
cumstances, a state trading corporation can.function only as a sponsoring 
authority, without incurring any· financial risks. It will only aid and 

supplement the efforts of private importers, with a view to enabling them 
to secure the best possible terms, without otherwise interfering with 
their business. It is understood that the· Canadian.Commercial Corporation 

renders this service to importers in that country. In view of the growing 
trend towards the establishment of official or unofficial export monopolies 
in other countries, the Committee considers it highly important that impor

ters in this country should be encouraged to resort to collective bargain

ing and that a mechanism for this purpose should be provided in the shape 
of a state trading corporatio~. 

3!·. The question of regulating the interna;I prices and distribution 
of imported commodities has become particularly· urgent as a result of 
devaluation and the recent tightening of import control. If, however, 
state trading is limited to the stage of importation and is not accoiJM 

. ' 
panied by regulation of internal distribution, the Committee fears that 
state trading in this sense can be of little help in solving the problem 
of internal distribution. If the distribution of imports acquired py 
the State is left entirely to private traders and if there is an inter-
nal shortage of ~e commodity concerned, the traders will have the same 

opportunity of making profits as if the initial importation also had been 
made by them. Where the object is to prevent profiteering in imported 
commodities, the proper measur.e is internal regulation and not state 
trading. Internal distribution can be regulated either by a direct system 
of control like that adopted under the Anti-Hoarding and.Anti-Profiteering 

Act, or in the case of industrial material~, by perm! tting imports only to 
final users or against indents· placed by such users, or by utilising the 
agency of co-operative societies of consumers. The task of regulating the 
internal prices and distribution of imp~rted commodities is undoubted~ 
difficult, but is one which must be faced. The need for restricting 
imports will persist for many years to come, and so long as imports conti
nue to be restricted, traders will have opportunities for hoarding and pro
fiteering. To accept these evils as inevitable would be a gospel of despair. 
Tne Committee considers that it is the duty of Government to devise measures 
to regulate the internal prices and distribution of all commodities, imports 
of which are cut down below requirements. Tne importance of the question 
must also be brought home to the State Governments who h3.ve equal responsi
bilities in tne matter. 
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35. State trading in imports has been suggested as a means of augment-
' i . 

ing the revenues of the State. There is no doubt that ·in several sectors 

. of' the import trade, the disparity between domestic and world prices has 

been so great as to enable importers to make excessive profits. Such dis
parity has persisted because of import restrictions. The excessive profits 

made on imports virtually amount to a kind of taxation which has its ori.~?in 

in Government's policy of restricting imports, but the proceeds of' which go 

largely tO fill the pockets of private traders. In many cases, such profits 

are in the nature of unearned increments arising f'rom the changes in the 

foreign exchange position of the .cotmtry as a whole. It is true that a 
portion of these proflts comes back to the exchequer through direct taxation, 

but since such taxation has to be levied at uniform rates on both industry 
and trade, the rates have to be low enough to preserve and stimulate the 

incentive to investment. From the point of view of its effects on industry, 

direct taxation in this country is generally regarded as having reached its 
optimum level. At the same time, 'if the State is to play an increasing 

role in the economic life of the country, it Will have to be provided with 

adequate _reverrues. The view has been expressed that one way of obtaining 

additional revenues for the State, otherwise than through taxation, is by 
resorting to state trading. The Committee has given careful consideration 

to this point of view and has .COille to the ctmclusion that state trading as 

a means of raising revenue could be thought of only in those cases in which 

the benef'i t in the shape of add! tiona! revenue is not likely to be counter

balanced by the financial risks involved ~n state trading itself'. In other 
words, it is only when the commodity in question is suitable f'or state 

trading, that the possibility of raising revenues f'or the state could be 

considered as an add1 tional j ustif'ication for resorting to state trading. 
In the case of certain luxury articles, the prices of which can continue 

at a high level without serious detriment to the country's economy and 
which are also suitable for state trading, the Committee considers that 
state trading should be resorted to, inter a/ia,for the purpose of raising 
revenue. ·In paragraph 23 above, it has been stated that certain types of 

vehicles may be suitable for state trading. So long as the present shor
tage continues, it will be possible for the State to 11~t imports of 

motor vehicles to a few selected types and still find customers for all 
that is imported. Such a policy may also result in some incidental pro
tection to the domestic industries concerned. The CQmmittee, therefore, 
recommends that one of the first tasks of the proposed S.tate Trading Corpo
ration should be to examine the desirability of undertaking state trading 
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in certain selected classes of vehicles. The internal distribution of such 

articles should be left to private traders who should be given an opportu
nity to distribute the supplies at reasonable prices and in an equitabl~ 
manner. It will not then be neeessary to extend state trading to internal 
trade. If, however, the traders continue to exploit the shortages of 
these conunodi ties to the detriment of the consumer, they will thereby 
create a situation in which the adoption of more drastic measures like 
state trading 'will have to be considered even 1n the internal sphere. 

We shall now examine the case for state tradirig with reference to 
certain important articles pf import •. 

36. Foodgrains.- India w~s not self-sufficient in cereals even before 
the war, a small exportable ·s~lus of wheat being offset by large imports 
of rice. I.llring the five years ending 1941-42, the average annual net im

ports BJilOlD'lted to 1 million tons and it was on the basis of this figure that 
in 1943, the Foodgrains Policy Committee came to the .conclusion that·India 
required, for current consumption, an annual import of foodgrains of not 
less than this amount.· These .conclusiom were efidorsed by the Famine 

Enquiry Commission in 194:$ and by the otficill Members of the Foodgrains 
Policy Committee set up in 1917 under the Chairmanship of Sir Purshotamdas 
Thakurdas. This pap of nearly 1 million tons between ·internal procurement 
and Government's ·'commitments in respect of the rationed areas has made it 
necessary for Government to continue to import foodgrains on a large scale 
from foreign. countries. The woFld shortage of cereals, combined with 
the fact that th~ major exporting countries like Australia, Canada and 

the U.S.A. had rulk sale arran~ements in r.espect of these cereals, has 
rendered it essential for Government to ex~rcise a complete monopoly 
oYer imports of foodgrains. So long ~ our dependence on imports con
tiruJes, it will be impossible for India to allow private illiporters to 
scramble for available supplies in the international market, as this may 
result in pushing up prices beyond India 1 s purchasing capacity. Besides, 
the fact that Government have Wldertaken responsibility to feed the 
rationed areas will continue to render it necessary for Government to 

retain direct control on imports. 

37. 1n the ·background of State monopoly of imports of foodgrains, 
the proper machinery which should be entrusted with the task of import
ing and handling the foodgrains has naturally come up for exam~ation 
from time to time. This· question was examined in some detail by the 
Prices Sub-Committee of the Policy Committee on Agriculture, Forestry 
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and' Fisheries (Krishnamachari Committee). We are notconcerned here with 

the ma..in. recolllll!endations of the Committee which deal with the desirabili
ty of fixing remunerative minimum prices for India's main agricultural 

· commodities. In considering this question of fixation of minimum 
prices, the Krishnamachari Co~ittee had to examine the question of 
~ilding up a reserve stock to be held by or under the control of the 
State for maintaining market .prices within a certain range. The 
Committee felt that reserve would also be necessary for making 
provision.for meeting emergency deficits. As it would be impossible 
in practice to maintain two separate reserves, one for the enforcement 
of price policy and the other for meeting emergencies, the Commi ttjee 
came to the conclusion that there should be one national composite 
reserve exclusive of current requirements which would be met out of 

current resources,· consisting of internal production plus net imports. 
On an examination· of the existing machinery for handling procurement 
and imports, the Collll!littee came to the conclusion that the depart
mental administrative machinery to which the work had hitherto been 
entrusted, was defective. The working of a Government department 
was, in the opinion· of ·tne Committee, so much beset with red tape 
and procedural delays that it'. w~ incapable of tald.ng decisions with 
the speed and elasticity. essential for market op~rations. 

38. The main recoiDJiendati6ns of the Krishnamachari Committee 
were not put into effect. f{evertheless, the question of setting up 

a Commodity Corporation to handle Government imports of foodgrains 
has continued to receive attention.· It is understood that this 
matter was recently examined by the Imported Foodgrains Clearance 
Committee (Ra.tilal Gan:lhi Committee). That Committee h.as generally 
come to the conclusion -that although the operations involved in hand-
ling imported foodgrains- on arrival in India were so important that 
consideration of. a proposal to form a Corporation consisting of 
businessmen and experts would have become necessary, the declared 
policy of Government to cease imports by the end of 1951 had made it in

expedient to set up a fresh organization and that the' present depa:r:t
mental organization should instead be strengthen'ed and improved. Another 

Committee appointed by Go\ternment unler the Chairmanship of Pa.ndi t L. K. 
Maitra has now reported on the question of improving the existing arrange

ments for handling imported foodgrains. 
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39. \\hile it is true that it is unnecessary at this stage to set 

up a Corporation for the sole purpose of importing foodgrains, ·the 

Committe.e thinks that, since it is necessary in any case to create a 
corporation for other purposes, there is considerable advantage in 
entrusting imports of foodgrains also to that corporation. Many of 
the defects in the existing arrangements for importing and distri

buting foodgrains can be traced to the lack of business experience and 
other natural handicaps of the Government departments entrusted with 

the task, and the Committee feels confident that a Corporation con
sisting predominantly of businessmen Would be able to effect con
siderable improvement in this respect. One additional advantage of 
setting up such a. Corporation at this stage is that it will be able 
to build up a body of expert ·-knowledge which will be useful, if and 
when Government fi.nd it neces5!1l"Y to undertake open market operations 
in agricultural commodities on the lines recommended by the Krishna
macnari Committee for the purpose of stabilising agricultural prices. 

E.'ven if Government were to build up a reserve for regulating the prices 
of foodgrains, we feel that speculation and cornering are capable of 

defeating Government's intention. A state trading corporation will 
be far more competent to deal with the situation effectively. For 
tnese reasons, the Committee recommends that the task of importing 
f'oodgrains shou1:h in future be assigned to the State Trading Corpo
ration wnicn the Committee haS recommended later in the Report. 

w. Ferti I izerJ.- Indian soils are mainly deficient in nitrogen 
whicn is the most important· ingredient required to increase their 
fertility. The imprudent exploitation and abuse of the soil for 

years has le.d to prQduction being stabilised at a low level. In 
many instances, production has definitely fallen as a ~esul t of the 
improvishment of the soil. In recent years, there has been a grow

ing awareness of the need for using fertilizers which provide the 
ingredients lost by crop production. The efforts now being made by 
tne Central Government to make India self-sufficient in respeet of 
foodgrains by the end of 1951 and the accelerated food production 
drive launched with this end in view nave underlined the importance 

of ensuring adequate supplies of fertilizers. Before the war fertili
zers were not used for crop production on any considerable scale. A 
few hundred thousand tons of nitrogen in the shape of sulphate of 
ammonia used io be imported for plantation crops. There was also a 
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small q:.Iantity of local production which was a by-product of the 

collieries and the iron and steel factories at Ja.nrshedpur. During 
·the wa.r, however, it became difficult for India to obtain her require
ments from abroad, and indeed from 1941-42 to 1943-44, imports .were 
no~nal and the agriculturists had to be content with the meagre local 
production. There was no GovernJI!ent control over imports of chemical 

fertilizers till 1943-44. The "Grow More .Fbod" campa.igp launched by the 
. Government of India, however, greatly increased the_ demand for nitrogen 

and especially for sulphate of ammonia. Meanwhile, fertilizers came 

tmder the control of the International Emergency Food Council. The 
Council pooled all available surpluses of fertilize!s in the producing 
countries and allocated them to the various consuming countries on an 

annual basis. The supplies allocated to India together with lo.cal supplies 
were much. less than· the demand for fertilizers in the country and it was 
feared that if imports were left in private hands, Government might find 
it difficult to control their distribution between different parts of the 
country. Govemment, therefore, decided to. take over the entire import 
trade in fertilizers ani also to purchase the local production for dis
tribution under its .control. This was the genesis of the present scheme 
of state trading in fertilizers. 

41. The control of the International Emergency Food Council ceased to 
exist with effect 'from the 1st July 1949 and India is now free to obtain 

her supplies from the opeQ market. Fertilizers, however, are still in 
short supply and the Central Government is under an obligation to 
find adequate supplies of fertilizers for the implementation of its 
"Grow More FOod" campaign. State trading in fertilizers has, therefore, 
been continued in spite of the lifting of the int~rnational control. 
Under the existing scheme, imports of fertilizers are exclusively on 
Government account. Stocks pn arrival at the ports are handled by the 
various firms which are appointed by Government every year as clearing 
and forwarding agents. The clearing and forwarding agents are paid for 
storing, stocking, etc., at rates fixed every year. Indigenous production 
is purchased by Government and pooled with the quanti ties imported from 
abroad at different prices and sold at a pool price fixed from time to 
time on "no profit no loss" basis. Allocations out of the central pool 

are made to the States for the "Grow More Food" campaign and also for com

mercial crops such as jute, cotton, tea, coffee and rubber. The intemal 
distribution of fertilizers is the concern of the State Governments. In 
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respect of phosphatic manures also, a similar form of control is in force, 
the nitrogenous fertilizers pool having been enlarged in 1948 to n1clude 
phosphatic manures. On the phosphatic side of the pool, the local produ~ 
tion of superphosp~te is purchased by Government from producers at prices 
fixed by the Tariff Board. 'Ihe supplies from various sources are pooled 
together and sold to the states at a lDliform pool price. 

42. As has been mentioned earlier, the institution of state trading 
in India has had virtually no effect on the world prices of fertilizers. 
The Committee conSiders, nowever, that the continuance of this monopoly is 
necessary to eliminate middlemen's profits and to ensure that fertilizers 
are made available to the State Governments at reasonable prices to enable 
them to carry out ·the "Grow Mo.re Pood" campaign effectively. 

43. Steel.- Steel is another commodity in respect of which state 
purchase has had to be resorted to mainly to meet the s~tuation arising 
out of the last war. India has never been self-sufficient in s.teel and 
has always had to depend, to a considerable extent, on imports. Befor~ 

the war, imports of.steel which were, on an average, of the .order of 
280,000 tons per annum, were entirely on private account, except that 
Government's requirements were purchased through the Indian Stores Depar~
ment. D..tring the earlier years of war, imports from the United Kingdom 

I' decreased and our demands had to be switched over to the (Jnited States. 
Imports were therefore, brought under control in December 1940 and dis
tribution in August 1941. The bulk of the steel produced in and impor
ted into the country was utilised for Defence purposes and the quru1tity 
allotted for public consumption was rationed. Most of the imports were 
obtained from the United States under Lease/Umd and had to be on Govern

ment account. 

44. Private imports were prohibited until April 1946 when it was deci
ded to allow such imports from the sterling area only. In November 1946, 

this concession was extended to imports. from all countries. Licences were 
issued freely against firm offers from foreign suppliers and no monetary 
ceilings were fixed for imports. In spite of these liberal licensing 
arrangements, imports in 19!6 were negligible, owing to the shortage in 
the principal exporting countries like the United Kingdom and the United 
States and toe increased demand from the war-devastated countries of the 
world. Prices of imported steel also rose sharply and were higper than 
those of indigenous steel. This price disparity between imported and 
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indigenous steel affected the structure of internal price control, and 
in 1947 it was decided to restrict imports "to genuine co~umers who gave 
an undertaking not to resell. This method, however, was not found entirely 
satisfactory, as consinners in most cases had no effective trade- contacts 
·with foreign suppliers and importers. Imports by established dealers and 
aCcredited agents of foreign suppliers were, therefore, permitted on con
dition that they would sell the material, before it landed, to genuine 
consumers at prices fixed by the Iron and Steel Controller. In spite of 
these relaxations, imports continued to be unsatisfactory and in 194-7, 

Government decided -to explore the possibility of importing steel on Gov
ernment acc01mt to bridge the gap between demand and supply. In 19!6-47 

indigenous production had fallen to 9 lakh. tons as compared with 12 lakh 
tons in 1943, and demand increased greatly on account of the execution of 
the various post-war development proje_cts of Government as well as of indus

tries. Government had to make persistent efforts to obtain supplies, par
ticularly from the United States and the United Kingdom and as a result, 
imports in 19!8 and 194-9, both on private and Government account, showed 
a cons~derable increase over those in previous years. 

45. The present import policy which is a combination of Government 
imports and controlled private imports is as follows:-

(1) The bulk of the imports, whether made by Government or 
by private parties, are pooled with indigenous production 
and sold at an average equalised price to priority 
inden tors, f. e. , those getting permits from the Iron and 
Steel Controller. 

(2) Private import~r~ are_declared as ad.ditionai controlled 
stock holders, i.e. , they can sell only at con trolled -prices 
and to persons holding permits. 

(3) Import licences are issued to genuine consumevs for their 
own use and not for resale. The price of steel so imported 
is not equalised. 

(!) Small quru1tities are also allo~ed to be imported by private 
firms to be sold to the public at higher unequalised import 
prices. Distribution in such cases is usually effected .by 
the State Governments to comparatively less important con
sumers who are prepared to pay the higher prices. Although 
the intention of Government ~ ~en to equalise all importeJ 
steel, insufficiency of the funds available for this purpose 
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has compelled Government to sell a portion of it at unequalised 
prices to non-priority consumers. 

46. The present system of state trading in steel has yielded 
certain distinct advantages. In the first place, the state tradi,ng 
agency has been able to utilise diplomatic channels for obtaining 
supplies from th~ main supplying countries like the United Kingdom and 
tile United States. Secondly,- wrler tne present system, the higher 
priced imported steel is pooled together with the cheaper indigenous 
steel and sold at an aver_age equalised price. The fact that imports 
have been on Government account has imposed less strain on the Equali
sation Fund, because it has·.been possible to do away with the commis
sion which private firms importing steel would have claimed on their 
imports. Thirdly, state trading has made it easier to control the 
distribution of imported steel than would have been the case, if a large 
number of importers had been allowed to operate in the field. 

47. While state trading in steel has undoubtedly been useful, 
certain features of it have been the subject of considerable public 
criticism. It has been pointed out that some of the steel imported 
by Government c~nsisted of varieties which were _found uns8leable in 
India. The prices paid were also too high and this was partly due 
to the fact that premature publicity was given to the quantities 
proposed to be imported. The Committee thinks that such mistakes 
are most likely to occur when commercial transactions of this kind 
are entrusted to Government departments whose organization and methods 
of work are entirely unsuitable for the task. If state trading is en
trusted to an autonomous Corporation of the kind recommended later in 
the Report, there will·be greater possibility of its being conducted 
in accordance with normal business methods. In so far as the mistakes 
referred to above have occurred because of the difficulty-of estimating 
the current demand for individual varieties, the problem could.be 
simplified to some extent by limiting the operations to a few selected 
varieties which account for the bulk of the demand. The Committee 
recommends that so long as state trading in steel continues _to be 
necessary, it should be entrusted to the proposed Corporation, and not 
as hither to, to a Government de par tmen t. 



48. Nan-ferrous Metals.- India is largely dependent on imports 

tor her requirements of non-ferrous metals. Approximately 70 to 80 

per cent of the consumption of virgin non-ferrous metals in this, 

coiU'ltry is met by imports. Even on an austerity basis, imports of the 

order of Rs. 20 crores per annum are necessary. The users, apart from 

large factories like rolling mills, paint munufac turers, cable manu

facturers, etc., are innumerable small consumers who purchase their 

requirements from local dealers in very small quantities. These small 

dealers and village manufacturers of utensils and other metal products 

account for a large percentage of the total quantity of non-ferrous 

metals used in this country. It was alleged that the city merchants 

and speculators who obtained supplies direct from Government exploited 

tnese small consumers. Attempts made by Government to ensure equitable 

and fair distribution to these smaller consumers were not successful, 

mainly because of the failure of the local Governments to make adequate 

arrangements to control distribution. The State Governments did not take 
sufficient interest in the matter, nor did they have enough specialised 
personnel to deal efficiently with the problem. It is a sad fact that 

the various metal associations which suddenly sprang up during the war 

only to secure Government patronage and a share in distribution merely 

filled their pockets by resorting to all mariner of irregular practices. 

Government, therefore, decided to stop state trading in all non-ferrous 

metals, except tin. In the case of tin, state trading was continued 

after tne war, mainly because it was found that tin was in world short 

supply and there was no early prospect of the mines in South East Asia 

being rehabilitated. Tin was also subject to international allocation 

by the Interna tiona! Tin Commit tee. Here also, Goveromen t 's efforts tc. 
ensure equitable distribution to users were only partially successf'ul. 

Recently, the world supply situation has improved and Government have, 

therefore, decided to give up state trading in tin also .. 

49. If state trading in this field was of little or no benefit to 

a large section of the consuming public, it was mainly due to the 

manner in which it was carried out. The fact that a large proportion 

of the internal demand for non-ferrous metals comes from small consu-

mers undoubtedly made the problem a difficult one, but surely it was 

not impossible to find a solution for it. The Comndttee feels that if 
r.overruuent wished to do state trading in non-ferrous metals, th~y should 

have foreseen its possible consequences an:l sinntltaneously taken effective 



measures to control internal distribution. 'Ibis further reinforces the 
conclusion reached by the Committee that Government departments should ·not 

be authorised to handle commercial transactions and that a proper commer
cial corporation should be created for the purpose. It has been suggested 
to the Committee that the distribution of non-ferrous metals should be 

regulated through a corporation, which should be given a monopoly of imports 
and in which the major consumers; traders, .lllerchants and importers should be 

invited to participate. '!be Committee feels that if the Corporation sug

gested later in the Report is created, it will be unnecessary to set up 

another corporation merely for the purpose of dealing in non-ferrous 
metals. The suggested Corporation should itself be able to recommend 

to Government measures for ~ontrolling internal distribution.· More-

over, the desirability of reintroducing state trading in non-ferrous 

metals also needs to be considered afresn in the light of the world 
supply position. The Committee understands that although the supply 

position of non-ferrous metals in the soft currency countries will 

contime to be difficult for some time, the over-all position is 

becoming distinctly easier.' While the supply of electrolytic copper 
continues to be difficult, the supply of blister copper available 

to India is more than India can absorb. With regard to lead and 
zinc also, the Australian supply position is becoming easier. The .• 
Corunittee recommends that ~e whole question be examined afresh by 

the proposed State Trading Corporation when it is established. 

50. Raw Cotton.- India's annual requirements of raw cotton 
are estimated at 43 to 44 lakh bales and the present Indian produc

tion is approximately 30 lakh bales. India has, therefore, to 
import 13 to H lakh bales of cotton from: sources such as pakistan, 

East Africa, Egypt, Sudan, Brazil and Peru. In view of the impor

tance of ensuring adequate supplies ·or this raw material to the 

cotton textile industry an:l in view, further, of the fact that on 

account of the present difficulties with regard to Indo-Pakistan 
trade, supplies from Pakistan are still problematical, suggestions have 
been ruade to the effect that the imports of raw cotton should be central
ised in the hands of an organization similar to the United Kingdom Raw 

Cotton Commission. 

51. The main arguments whicn have been advanced in favour of 

tl1e establishment of a centralised purchasing agency are:-

(a) In the present abnormal world situation when cotton is in general 
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'short supply, Government,· by reason of their superior bargaining 
capacity and resources, are in a better position to procure the 
country's requirements • . 

(b) Purchases of Pakistan (:otton are becoming difficult and if imports 

are left entirely to private trade, there will be no certainty of 
imports materialising on the desired scale. 

(c) Prices of cottOn textiles are related to those of raw cotton arrl 
it is important for the success of the textile control scheme 

that prices of imported cotton should be kept at a reasonable 
level. 

52. The main arguments which have been advanced against the adoption 

of this proposal may be s~arised as follows:-

(a) So far as Pakistan and Egyptian cottons are concerred, there are 
other purchasers besides India, and a system of state trading will 

not necessarily guarantee assured supply. Any small advantage 
in this respect may be counter-balanced by the fact that the 
present system ensures the mills getting cotton of the grades and 

qualities they are accustomed to spin, whereas under a system of bulk 
~urchase, the results are likely to be very much less satisfactory. 
FUrthermore, the·present bulk purchase arrangement covers only 
British East African cotton and it appears most tu1likely that the 
other supplying countries would agree to an extension of the 
arrw1gement to them. 

(b) Since India is not a monopolistic purchaser, either in the Pakistan 
or the Egyptian market, there is no possibility of a state trading 
or~anization being able to influence prices in those markets. 

(c) The cotton market is a highly speculative one and it may be extre
mely difficult for any single agency to predict the course of cotton 

prices. '!he specula, ti ve risk involved may be far too great for a:ny 
state trading enterprise to face. It has been pointed out in this 
connection that during the war, the Government of India had entered 

into a kind of state trading arrangement for the purchase of Egyptian 
cotton jointly with the united Kingdom. This arrangement had to be 
abandoned after two years' working, owing to the highly speculative 

nature of the Alexandria cotton market. 



(d) A state trading enterprise would also be nanill.capped on accow 1t of 

its inability to cover ~osses, if any, by squeezing the market~ when 
it could, and charging prices aoove the world level, when it got 

an opportunity of doing so. sucn action on the part of the state 

would lay it open to severe criticism from the commercial and indus

trial interests concerned as well as from the general public. 

53 •. The Committee-has carefully considered this proposal and has come to 

tile conclusion that considering the magnitude of the task involved in handling 

the entire import trade in cotton, state trading in imported cotton should, 

for the present, be limited ~o British East African cotton only. Bulk pur
chases of such cotton are con.fined to a few varieties and are carried out 

in close co-operation with the consuming industry. This eliminates man.y of 

the risks referred to above. Even here, the Couunittee would like such opera

tions to be entrusted to the proposed State Trading Corporation. 

31. Raw Jute.- Raw jute is a commodity in respect of which a fairly 

strong case can be made out for introduction of a system of centralised 

buying. It 'is the raw material of one of India's most important indus

tries wnether the importance_is judged from the point of view of' 
}o • 

internal economy or from the point of view of foreign exchange. Besides, 

after Partition India has been transformed overnight from the largest 

exporter of raw jute to the largest Importer of that commodity. The 1948-49 

Indo-Pakistan Agreement provided for the import of 50 lakh bales of 

J'a\V jute from Pakistan. In the 1949-50 Agreement, there is provision for 

Uw import of !0 lakh bales of raw jute. India's own production is of 

tllc order of 29 lakh bales, out of which approximately 9 lakh bales, con-

s i:-> ting of qualities not normally sui table for consumption in Indian mills, 

ru·e exported. Tne total requirements of raw jute for tne In(lian .1ute mill 

i•uiu:-;try, on the basis of normal working, are approximntely GO lakh bales. 

'.i'l~t• rwt import requirements from Pakistan, therefore, aee '.1-0 lakh bales. 

l'l••· Pakistan crop is of tne order of 55 to 60 lakh bales • It will be 

.-.;t;!•~n, therefore, that although India is not a monopolistic buyer, sne 

takes G6 to 70 per cent. of the Pakistan production, the balance being 

Lakun by otner countries like the United Kingdom, Germany, France, the 

United States, Italy -and Belgium. The elimination of competitive buying 

is, therefore, likely to result in considerable advantage to tne Indian 

.i u tc mi 11 indus try. 



55. This problem .haS assumed considerable importance recently on 
accow1t of the fact that the Indian jute mill industry has nad to pay Wl

duly high prices for its raw material. As the Export Trade Promotion 

· Committee has pointed out, tn~ position hi tnerto occupied by jute as tne 
world's premier packaging material was due primarily to its cheapness·. 
tt}is advantage has now been lost to substitutes of various kinds on account 

of the rising prices of jute. After the removal of price control in 

October 19!6, pricesofraw jute rose from Rs. 17/- toRs. ~5/- per maund 
within a year. Thereafter, prices continued to fluctuate seasonally bUt 

the upward trend of raw jute prices continued, particularly, after Part!-
. tion and, on the whole, raw jute prices have maintained a level at least 4~ 

times that at the out-break of war. The difficulties have been aggravated 

by the recent devaluation of our currency and the decision of the Govern

ment of Pakistan not to devalue their currency. 

56. The Government of Pakistan have passed an Ordinance fixing minimum 

prices for raw jute at Rs. 23/- per mal.U1d for Bottoms in terms of tl}e 

Pakistan rupee. At the new rate of exchange, and after payment of the 
Pakistan export duty and otner incidental charges, these prices work out 
to at least Rs. 42/- per maund in terms of the Indian rupee. So long as 
Pakistan insisted on these prices, the Indian jute mills found it uneco

nomic to buy jute from that col.U1try and tne result was a complete cessa
tion of imports of raw ju"te for a long time. 

57. The recent Indo-Pakistan Trade Agreement has found some way out 

of the impasse and the t.rad.e between the two countries has now been re
sumed on a restricted .scale. However, so long as India continues to be 
dependent on Pakistan for the bulk of her supplies of raw jute, there 

will always remain the possibility of a similar crisis arising in future. 
One way of solving these difficulties is for India to produce the major 
portion of her own jute requirementS. The Committee understands that the 

Government of India are taking steps to increase the production of jute in 

India. The Indian jute production was increased from 20 lakh bales in 

1948 to 29 lakh bales in 1949. It 1s expected that production in 1950 will 
be 40 la:kh bales. Nevertheless, for several years to come, India will conti

nue to import substantial. quantities of raw Jute from Pakistan. It is in 
the interest of both India and Pakistan that jute manufactures should re
tain their premier position as a packaging material in the world markets. 

It snould be possible, therefore, for the two countries to come to an ami
cable arrangement to keep the prices of raw jute at a reasonable level. 
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58. In the meanwhile, it is essential to take measures to eliminate 
competitive buying. The Export PromQtion Committee has also recommendod 
the introduction of a system of centralised buying under the auspices of 
the Indian Jute Mills Association and this Committee endorses that recom
mendation. The jute mill industry is well organized. At pres~t the 
Indian Jute Mills Association has in its membership as many as 103 mills 
(97 in West Bengal and 6 in otller States), out of a total of 113 mills in 
India (100 ln West Bengal and 13 in other provinces) • The Indian Jute 
Mills Association has hitherto been reluctant to embark on a system of 
centralised buying of raw.jute. One objection which has been raised 
from the side of the Indian Jute Mills Association is that under a 
system of centralised buying-, the buyers would lose their freedom of 
choice. It has been urged tft~t .mills know their suppliers and that· the 
suppliers, in their turn, know the exact requirements of individual 
mills. The fear nas been expressed that if supplies are obtained from a 
pool, there would be a tendency to reduce everything to the lowest cpmmon 
denominator. 'lhe Committee has been told that while in the case of mills 
manufacturing only standard goods there will not be any serious complica

tions, tne arrangement has its drawbacks for those who go in for specia
lities. lbe representatives of the Indian Jute Mills Association who ap
peared before ~ Committee were asked whether the system of centralised 

buying in the Urli ted Kingdom had been successful. Their opinion was 
that the U.K. system was a complete success, but it would be difficult 
to adopt a similar system in India because (a) the quantities required 
by Indian mills were very much larger and (b) the varieties required 
were also far too numerous. The Committee is not at all impressed by 

these arguments. It feels that the larger size of the purchase should 
not prove to be an insuperable difficulty in the way of the transactions 
being handled by a central buying agency. With regard to varieties, the 
Committee feels that the Dundee industry with its greater emphasis on pro
duction of specialities is likely to experience this difficulty to a much 

greater extent than the Indian jute mill industry with its standardised 
production. The Committee feels that the problem il? of such vital.im
portance to the jute mill industry tnat the Indian Jute Mills Associa
tion should be prepared to face the otganizational problems involved in 
the establishment of a centralised buying agency. The Committee feels 
that an important factor in the lll1Willingness of the Indian Jute Mills 
Association to go in for centralised buying is the fact that it does not 
want to interfere with the vested interests which have developed in the 



raw Jute trade. During the last few years, there has been an inc.reasing 
I 

tendency on the part of mills to l.Juy tneir requirements directly in tne 
Jute growing districts. · In some cases, mills have developed their own 
buying organizations. The Committee is extremely doubtful wn~tner the 

,setting up of these independent buying organizations by mills has been 
to their own advantage; because it is a common complaint in the mofussil 
that where the mills' buying agencies operate, it becomes difficult for 
others to compete, because of the high prices paid by mills. The Com
mittee feels that the Indian Jute Mills Association should set up a cen
tralised buying agency as soon as possible. 

CHAPTER IV 

STATE TRADING IN EXPORTS 

59. As in the case of imports, it is necessary; in the first instance, 
to distinguish the types of cases in which state trading in exports may be 

feasible, in the sense of being free from undue commercial risk, whether or 
not it is otherwise desirable, and then to consider the desirability or 
otherwise of resorting to state trading in those cases. If the State were 
to take over the export trade in any commodity, it must be able to procure 
internaliy supplies which it wishes to sell abroad. . This may 'present no 
serious difficulty in the case of a commodity the entire production and 
distribution of which is subject to state control. If this form of control 
is introduced in the case of any commodity such as sugar, it will be feas
ible for the state to take over the export trade in that commodity. In 
this connection, attention may be drawn to the many possibilities which the 
establishment of co-operative organizations offers for control over internal 
production and distribution. Cotton textiles and coal are two important 
export commodities, the internal distribution of which is at present sub
ject to control. The task of procuring exportable supplies may also be 

comparatively easy where the commodity is such that the bttlk of its pro
duction is exported. This is the case with jute manufactures, shellac, 
mica, tea and certain other commodities. 

60. In addition to being able to procure the necessary supplies inter
nally, the State must also be able to find a market abroad for what it buys. 
~1ether the State first buys and then sells or vice vers~, there is a con
siderable risk involved in either case, the magnitude of which will depend 
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on tne na. ture of the commodity. In the case of a commod.i ty of which we are 

a monopolistic or semi-monopolistic supplier to the world market, or one· 
which is in short supply in the world as a whole, or one for which the world 

rtemanrl is stable or inelastic, it might app~ar that a state. trading corpora
tion shoulrt have no dUflcul.ty in finding an overseas market for all 1 t 
wishes to sell. Regard must be had, however, to two important considera
tions. In the first place, most of our so-,called monopoly products are at 

present subject to severe competition from substitutes and this would res

trict our ab1lity to compel foreign buyers to accept unsuitable qualities 
an•l types. A state trading corpora-tion which operates only at the export 
stage and relies on-normal trade channels. for internal procurement may find 

it difficult to ensure rteli~ery according to agreed specifications. Secondly 
while there rnay be constrterabie world demand for a commodity in the aggregate, 

there may be no demand, or only a limited or specialised demand for certain 
q~lities or types ~f.that commodity. Recent experience in connection with 
the barter agreerr.ent with Soviet Russia, where Government had to face/ con

sirterable difficulty in procnring the exact quality of tea needed by Russia, 

is an instance in point. Generally speaking, state trading in commodities 
of which there are numerous qualities and varieties and in the case of 
which demand is largely governed by the consumer's preference may become 

.' 
too unwieldy a task for a centralised organization, at any rate, until it. 

has been able to develop the necessary administrative apparatus for the pur

pose. State trading in a commodity like cotton piecegoods is likely to be 

particularly risky for this reason. In the cas~ of mica also, the prob-
lem of devising ob.1ective tests makes bulk handling difficult. Dttring the 

war. mica was subject to bulk buying in India, but such bulk buying was 
undertaken by representatives of consuming countries and was also facili

tated by the fact that in the abnormal conditions then prevailing, consumers 
could not a!'ford to be fastidious about quality. 

61. To sum up, the following are the types of conditions under which 
state trading for exports can be undertaken without undue commercial risk, 
whether or not it is rlesirable to rlo so: 

(a) where the procurement difficulties are minimised as the result of 

control over internal production anrl distribution, or by reason of 
the fact that the bulk of domestic production is exportecl; 
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(b) where we are in the position of a monopolistic or semi-monopolistic 
supplier to the world market, where the commodity is in short sup
ply in the world market as a whole, or where the world demand is 

reasonably stable or inelastic; and 

· (c) where the tasks of forecasting the world.demand and of ensuring 
supplies according to the needs of the market are not complicated 
by the existence of numerous qualities and varieties or by the 
factor of the consumer's preference. 

Jute manufactures, coal, shellac, manganese ore, ~hart-staple cotton 
and, perhaps, sugar would satisfY many of the above conditions. It does not 
follow, however, that state trading is necessarily desirable in the case of 
these commodities. 'lba t depends on other considerations which are discussed 

below. 

62. In considering the desirability of state trading as a means of ex
port promotipn, regard must first be had to the fact that the entire ques
tion of export promotion has recently been investigated by another Committee 
and that the recommendations of that Committee have already been accepted by 

Government. It was the view of that Committee that before the war, the pro
ducer of Indian goods as a class was rarely interested in the export market. 
It was left to the shipper who knew the. requirements of overseas buyers to 
locate them in India and to export them. '!he same Committee has stated: 
"Spoilt by the high internal prices and easy sales ofrecent years, the indus
trialist as a rule has not bothered at all about foreign markets. ·It would 
not be wrong to say that industry by and large is not export conscious". In 
the opinion of this Committee, the principal remedy for most of the diffi
culties at present affecting India's export trade lies in the effective im
plementation of the Export Promotion Committee's recommendations, particu
larly those regarding grading and standardisation and the elimination of the 
various mal-practices prevailing in the export trade. State trading, how
ever, has been proposed mainly as a means of remedying certain defects which 
are inherent in the syst~m of competitive trading itself. It has been urged, 
for example, that the present system does not enable the country (a) to 
secure for some of its monopoly products the maximum price which the con
suming countries would be prepared to pay for them, (b) to charge differen
tial prices by discriminating between devalued ann non-devalued currencies, 
between hard and soft currencies; or between competitive and non-competi
tive markets, (c) to safeguard the domestic price level against anundue 
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rise in export prices, and (d) to intercept the win,lfall vrofits likely to 
be made by exporters in such circumstances. Export dutles, becnuse of their 
rigidity, are not regarded as a completely satisfactory J'l(~a.ns of achieving 
either (a), (c) or (d). Such duties cannot also be used for practising dis
crimination between different destinations, since they have to be levied at 
uniform rates on exports to all destinations. 

63. It has been urged that in the case of commodities like jute maru-. 
factures, shellac, mica or manganese, of which India is a monopolistic or, 
at any rate, a very important supplier to the world market and which are in 

keen demand abroad, we shoul~ try to secure the maximum price which the con
suming countries would be prepared to pay, and that this will be possible 

only if exports are canalised i!lto the hands of a single State agency, in

stead of being left to be handl~d by a large number of private traders. It 
has been stated in support of this ar.gument that the only way by which India 
can defend herself against the tendency of other countries to charge exor

bitant prices for some of her essential imports, such as foodgrains, is by 
mobilising her bargaining strength in respect of her own export comrodities, 
particularly those which are classed as strategic materials. There is un- · 
doubtedly considerable force in this argument. The Committee does not think, 

however, that India's competitive position in respect of an~ of her export 
commodities is at present so strong as to enable her to extract a monopolistic · 
or semi-monopolistic price by resorting to state trading. While it is true 
that India is the world's principal supplier of jtlte manufactures, shellac, 
mica, manganese and tea, her bargaining strength in respect of these commo
dities should not be exaggerated. In the case of jute manufactures, we pos-· 
sess only 57 per cent. of the world's loomage and, therefore, every other 
country which can buy Pakistan raw jute is a potential competitor of ours; 
Besides, in the case of jute manufactures, as well as shellac and mica, w.e 
have to reckon with the competition of substitutes which is steadily growing· 
and which can be countered only by adopting a reasonable price policy and 
thus preserving the good-will of the consuming countries. Even if it were 
possible to push up the prices of jute manufactures, our dependence on 
Pakistan for the bulk of our raw material supplies would obviously limit the 
extent of benefit we can hope to derive by such action. In the case of mica, 
the existence Of large W{tr-time stocks in the hands of Our principal con
sumers restricts our ability to manipulate world prices to our advantage. 

~ven if there were no such stocks, competition from other exporting countries, 
such as Brazil (in t.he case of block Diica) and Madagascar (in the case of 
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mica splittings), may defeat any attempt on our part to push up prices uni
laterally. In the case of manganese also, competition from U.s.s.R., South 
Afric~, 'west Africa and Brazil has to be taken into account. There is every 
indication that production in these countries is being expanded to compete 
with ours. In tea, Ceylon and Indonesia are our competitors and the commo
dity itself has a rival in coffee. The Committee; therefore, considers it 
extremely doubtfUl whether state trading wouln enable India to exercise any 
appreciable degree of monopolistic control over the world prices of these 
commodities. Apart from this, it would not be in the long-term interests of 
her foreign trade, if India were even suspected of exploiting any monopolistic 
advantage she may have. If anything, State intervention to-day is required 
to prevent any short-term monopoly from being explc)ited by private enterprise 
to the detriment of the long-term interests of the country's export trade. 

64. It has been represented to us that despite the imposition of price 
control, American buyers of jute manufactures have been willing to pay 
prices exceeding the· ceilings fixed by Government and that exporters in 
India have recovered such prices. It has been alleged that exporters have 
been evading both price control and exchange control by resorting to under
invoicing of exports and thus accumulating secret dollar balances. There 
is no doubt that with state trading in jute manufactures, these evils could 
be effectively put an end to. The Committee, however, is not in a position 
to state the extent to which these practices are prevalent. Moreover, the 
practice of under-invoicing of exports to the dollar area (as also the prac- . 
tice of over-invoicing of essential imports from that area), probably exists 
in many other trades besides jute manufactures, and since state trading is 
not practicable in all cases, some other method has to be devised in any 
case to deal with it. It is understood that the Exchange Control Department 
of the Reserve Bank of India carries out a test check of invoices and looks 
into cases in which the prices mentioned in some invoices differ substan
tially from those mentioned in others. It should be possible by this or 
other similar· measures to make the enforcement of exchange control more ef
fective. Under-invoicing is, at worst, only a short-term problem, while 
the nationalisation of the export trade in jute manufactures would be a 
permanent or long-term commitment. The Committee does not consider it ad

visable that a state trading corporation should undertake a commitment of 
this kind and magnitude at this stage, until it has fUnctioned for some 
time and acquired the necessary experience. In view of the fact that 81 
per cent. of the output of the jute mill industry is exported, the nat:ton
alisation of the export trade in Jute manufactures would virtually carry 
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with it the direct responsibility for the p~osperity and well-being of the 
entire industry and of the other interests dependent on it. The demand for 
jute manufactures, though fairly stable in the short run, has in the past 

shown a tendency to fluctuate violently according to the state of economic 
activity in consuming countries, and such fluctuations may call for drastic 
ad,1ustments in internal prices and production. State intervention at the 
export stage llll!:Y hamper such adjustments by shifting the responsibility for 
them from the industry to the State. In a period of depression, the indUs
try or the State may be saddled with heavy stocks, and it may be difficult 

to establish beyond controversy whether the failure of the state trading 
corporation to find buyers for all that the industry is able to produce is 
due to a genuine change in the economic situation or to certain inherent 
defects of the organization itself. Fbr these reasons, while the Committee 

recognises that state trading may be an effective remedy for under-invoicing 
and other evils, the Conullittee would refrain from recommending it at .this 
stage for jute manufactures and suggests instead that such evils should be 
tackled through a stricter enforcement of exchange control. Practices like 
under-invoicing a.:ld over-invoicing would not by themselves justi:f'y the adop

tion of state trading in any conuaodity which, by the criteria earlier laid 

down, is not suttable for state trading. 

65. The abilit~~to charge differential prices according to the condi
tions of demand and st~ply in different markets is theoretically the prin

cipal advantage of state trarling. The world today is split up into several 
currency areas and the movement of goorls between these areas is impeded by 
exchange difficulties. Moreover, wide disparities exist between the price 
levels prevailing in different countries within each area. It has been sug

gested that countries having scarce conunodi ties to export can, in these cir
cumstances, maximise tl1eir export earnings only by charging such differen
tial prices as would take full account of the conditions of demand and 

supply in each individual sector of the world market and that it is necessary 
to set up an export monopoly for this purpose. So long as the export trade 

is in the hands of private traders, competition among them results in a 
uniform price being charged for all markets, and it has been argued that 
tl1e country is thus deprived of some of its potential export earnings. 

66. Price discrimi~tion of this kind would be practicable only in 

those cases where we have a world monopoly or where the commodity concerned 
is in over-all short supply., anrl where such discrimination, either because 
of its extent or of any other factor, such as transport costs, is not IU:ely 



to lead to a diversion of supplies from a low-priced market to a hi~1-priced 
one.- As already stated, there are few commodities of which India today is 
a truly monopolistic supplier. And even if it were granted that we have a 
monopoly in a particular commodity, we have in many cases no means to prevent 
supplies exported at a lower price to one country from being re-sold to an-

. other country to which we charge a higher price. If this happens, we shall 
only be encouraging the low-priced countries to develop a re-export trade in 

. our goods, and if the countries to which we charge a higher prlce happen to 
be dollar countries, we shall only be depriving ourselves of a type of for
eign exchange which we need most. The Committee has examined this question 
with particular reference to jute manufactures and has been advised that a 
policy of charging discriminatory prices for jute manufactures may result in 
diverting trade from Calcutta to other centres. In an exceptional case like 
that of coal, where transport charges .eonstitute a large part of the final 
price to.the overseas consumer, there may be no possibility of diversion 
from one market to another, if the transport charges between the two markets 
exceed the di_fference between the prices charged to them, but even in such 
a case, differential prices .can be charged only so long as competition from 
other sources is not effective. As soon as supplies of coal become avail
able from other sources, any attempt to charge differential prices will 
only result in a loss of trade. The Committee has not come across any 
other case where state trading could be recommended as an immediate measure 
for the purpose of maximising our export earnings from a scarce commodity. 
The Committee, however, does not rule out the possibility of temporarysitua
tions arising from time to time making it possible to charge differential 
prices. If a state trading corporation is brought into existence for other 
purposes, it should be one of its :functions to advise Government a.<; to the 
desirability of adopting state trading for this purpose in individual cases 
on a consideration of the merits of each case. 

67. Price discrimination has also been suggested as a means of pro
moting the export trade ln general. In the case of certain commodities, 
it may be of arlvantage to quote a specially low prtce in some markets with 
the long-term object of acquiring a foothold in them and to recoup any 
loss that may be incurred by charging a higher price in other markets. 
Apart from the possibility of diversion of trade referred to above, if the 
charging of a lower price in one market is not to result in a net loss of 
foreign exchange, we must be able to raise prices in other markets by a 
corresponding amount above the prices which would otherwise be realised by 
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private trade, and this we shall be able to do, only if we hold a monopolis
tic position in these markets. We canno·t create such a position merely 

by eliminating competition in this country. The mere fact that we find it 
necessary to lower our prices in some markets is probably an indication 
that our exports are subject to keen competition abroad, and a situation 
in which competition is felt in one market and not in another must be very 
exceptional. A situation like this can arise in the case of a commodity 
for which our only competitor is a hard currency country. There are no 
such commodities of any importance. Even in the case of sugar (apart :f'rom 
the fact that our export capacity is highly problematical for the present), 
although Cuba, a hard currency country, is the principal exporting country 
today, we have to reckon with considerable competition from soft currency 
countries like Brazil, Formosa and, in due course~ Java. Price discrimina
tion was once suggested in the case of cotton piecegoods. The Committee 
is satisfied that if the pric·~s of our cotton piecegoods are lowered in 
some markets with a view to tmder-cutting our competitors, it may not be 
possible to recoup the loss so incurred by charging higher prices elsewhere, 
because we have strong competitors 1n this line in all markets. Price dis
crimination in such circwnstances will only result in a net loss of ,:f'oreign 
exchange. 

68. Another important consideration for which price discrimination has 
been suggested ~s the need for averting the possible loss of foreign ex
change resulting from devaluation. Devaluation, it may-be argued, is likely 
to lead to a lowering of the export prices of our commodities in· terms of 
the dollar, and the supply position of some of these commodities is such 
that the fall in our dollar earnings resulting from a reduction in export 
prices in terms of the dollar is unlikely to ~ made up by an inerease in 
the volume of exports. Since it is only the dollar equivalent of our export 
prices that is affected by devaluation and not the sterling equivalent, it 
has been suggested that the right remedy for the situation is to raise the 
rupee prices of exports to the dollar markets to the fUll extent of devalua
tion without changing the rupee prices charged to the sterling markets. No 
such discrimination is, however, possible when trade is in private hands. 

6:J. The Commit tee feels that the foregoing argument overlooks several 
important considerations. In the first place, even where devaluation leads 
to a fall in dollar prices in the first instance, it cannot be assumed that 
the dollar prices will remain at the reduced level for any length of time. 
The fall in dollar prices will stimulate competition among the buyers in the 
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dollar area, and where the world supply is inelastic, such competition will 
push up the dollar prices again. So far as foreign exchange considerations 
alone are concerned, therefore, the normal market forces could be relied upon 
to safeguard the foreign exchange earnings from commodities of which the world 

supply is inelastic, and it is unnecessary to resort to state tr~ding for 
the purpose. In the case of ,jute manufactures, the Committee was informed 
that the rise in dollar prices towards their pre-devaluation level had re
sulted in Indian exporters receiving prices above the ceilings fixed by 
Government a.nd thus making excess! ve prof! ts. As already stated, however, 
the remedy for this does not lie, for the present at any rate, in resorting 
to state trading in .1ute manufactures, but in tightening the exchange con
trol measures. In the case of certain other commodities, while the supply 
may be inelastic in this country, it may not be so in the other countries 
which also export to the dollar area; the other countries may be able to 
increase their.exports, because production in those countries may increase 
under the stimulus of a rise in local prices following upon devaluation. 
SUch rise in local prices may not go so far as to raise the dollar prices 
to the pre-devaluation level, and yet it may go far enough to bring about 
an appreciable increase in production and exports. If, in this way, the 
supply available to the dollar area increases above the pre-devaluation 
level, the dollar price may come to be settled somewhat below the pre
devaluation level. This fall in the dollar price as compared wi tl1 tl:te pre
devaluation level, ~ombined with the inelasticity of our supply, will reduce 
our dollar earnings, but this is not a situation which can be remedied by 
state trading, because it is the result of competition from other countries 
which we cannot in any case prevent. The same may happen where the dollar 
prices of our goods before devaluation were too high in comparison with 
those of goods from other countries, so that a reduction in the prices of 
our goods was necessary to enable them to be sold in the dollar area. Any 
reduction in foreign exchange earnings in such circun~tances has to be ac
cepted as inevitable. So far, we have assumed that the conditions which 
determine the demand curve in the dollar area are unaffected by devaluation 
but it is possible that devaluation may change the deman1i conditions in 
both the dollar and the non-dollar areas. The stimulus afforded by devalua
tion to some of the consuming industries in the non-dollar area, e.g .• the 
steel industry, which conswnes manganese ore, may raise the internal demand 
iri the non-dollar area for some of the commodities exported to the dollar 
area, while the demand in the dollar area for such conunodi ties may be adver

sely affected by a possible deflationary trend induced by the appreciation 
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of the dollar. The level at which prices may eventually get settled may 
depend on the inter-action of these opposite tendencies. It is obvious 
that in a situation in which so many factors are simultaneously at work, 
it is quite unrealistic to expect that any single trading agency will be 
able to manipulate prices in such a way as to maximise its foreign exchang~ 
earnings. It would be 'easy for such an agency to fall into certain obvious 
errors, such as, to assume that it could raise its prices to the dollar 
area to the full extent of devaluation (an assumption which may prove to 
be quite wrong, if, in the meanwhile, devaluation has adversely affected the 
demand conditions in the ~ollar area, or if the other supplying countries, 
under the stimulus of devaluation, have been able to increase t.1'1eir offers 
to the dollar area in such Jna?Oer as to expand the aggrega,te supplies avail
able to the dollar area above the pre-devaluation level), or to assume that 
it need not raise prices to the consumers in the non-dollar area (which may 
also be wrong, if devaluation happens to.stimu.late the economic activity in 
the non-dollar area and, therefore, the demand from the consumers in that 
area). The Committee does not think, therefore, that devaluation by itself 
would justify state trading on any extensive scale for the purpose of prac
tising; price discrimination between the dollar and the non-dollar area.S. 

70. State trading has been suggested as a means of intercepting the 
• 

excessive profits made by the exporters of certain commodities. The possi-
bility of making such excessive profits arises only when there is a wide 
disparity between internal and world prices. ()le of the commodities in the 
case of which such disparity. is alleged to exist is jute manufactures, and 
the case has already been ·dealt with above. our cotton piecegoods are at 
present believed to be cheaper in comparison with those ptoduced in other 
countries, but as already stated, the existence of numerous varieties and 
the fact that the demand is largely governed by the consumer's preference 
makes this commodity unsuitable for state trading. There are, however, 
other commodities, such as coal and short-staple cotton, which are suitable 
for state trading and where state trading could be used for earning addi-· 
tiona! revenues for the State. If a state trading corporation is brought 
into existence, it would be able to keep a continuous watch over the market 
situation in respect of all important commodities and to draw the attention 
of Government to cases in which a wide disparity exists between domestic 
anrl world prices. In some cases, the commodity may be suitable for state 
trruling; in others, aqtion may have to be taken by way of export duty. The 
Committee is of tl1e opinion that where a commodity is not suitable for state 
trading and where, consequently, state trarling is likely to have harmful 
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effects on the trade, state trading should not be resorted to merely for the 
purpose of earning additional revenues for the state. A financial policy 
which hurts trade for the sake of revenue is short-sighted and will even
tually defeat itself. Where excessive profits are being made in exports 
and state trading is not feasible,. the only wny to intercept such profits 
is through export duties and direct taxation. ~hile recommending the use 

·of export duties in such cases, however, the Committee would emphasize the 
need for the utmost vigilance on the ~rt of GovernmAnt with a view to re
tiu~ing or removing the duties as soon as conditions change. In the past, 
Government have been too dilatory in reviewing the operation of export 
rutties e.g .• the export duty on cotton piecegoods, and trade has suffered 
thereby. 

71. In so far as state trading enables a margin to be maintained be-
tween domestic and world prices, it can be used for any of the purposes for 
Which export and import duties are used, with this difference that while 
the rates of export and import duties cannot be changed too frequently, 
state trading margins can be varied at any time, and different margins can 
be maintained for different destinations and sources of supply. State 
trading for this reason is naturally more effective than export and import 
duties. As already stated, however, state trading is not feasible in all 

commodities, and even in the case of some of those commodities in which it 
can be undertaken without undue financial risk, it is not desirable to 
undertake it, in view of its possible adverse consequences on the trade 
itself. It has been suggested that when, owing to devaluation or other 
circumstances, export prices are subject to a strong upward pressure and 
the possibilit~ arises of exporters making excessive profits or, alterna
tively, domestic prices showing an undue rise, state trading should be 
employed to intercept such profits and to maintain domestic prices at a 
reasonable level. The Committee feels that in any such situation, if the 
objective is to stabilise domestic prices, it should first be examined 
whether the factors which tend to bring about a rise.in prices are, in 
fact, of external origin. In the case of a commodity, like oilseeds, for 
e~ple, where the bulk of the output is constuned internally, and the in
crease in internal demand is mainly responsible for the rise in prices, 
the imposition of an export rutty or the adoption of state trading is likely 
to be of limited use in preventing the rise. V.here, as in the case of jute 
manufactures, the bulk of the output is e:xported and external factors are 
consequently of paramount importance, both export duties and state trading 
may be effective in regulat~ng internal prices, but here the choice between 
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tbe two llletbods has to be made in tile light of oilier considerations. The 
Committee is of tbe opinion that of the various commodities on which export 

duties have recently been imposed with a view to stabilising in.ternal. 
prices, short-staple cotton is the only one with respect to. which stata 
trading could be attempted immediately. 

72. The Committee does not think that the irttroduction of state tra
ding at the export stage will necessarily lead to a reduction in specu
lation in the commodities concerned. It is equally probable that specu-. 
lation may increase, as- it may then be based on reports and rtimours about 
the intentions of the state trading agency, rather than on any genuine 
expectations about the deman~ ~ supply position of the commodities con
cerned. During the war, acd.,on had to be taken to prohibit forward trading 

even in tile case of commodities, like oil seeds~ which were subject to 

centralised buying for export purposes. The Comndttee thinks that action 

to re~ate forward trading will, in many cases, contin~e· to be necessary 

even after a state trading corportaion has been brought into existence. 

73. The Committee would like to stress one important consideration 
which arises from the past experience of controls in this country. In 
a mixed economy such as ours, where it is impossible to enforce the kind 
of regimentatior\ which exists in a totalitarian state, a lack of co-opera
tion on the part of traders can create serious difficulties in the way 

of enforcement of any system of control. This.applies with particular 
force to state trading which is confined to the sphere ~f forei~ trade 

only. By ousting private traders from one stage of the distributive process 
' a state trading corporation provokes their opposition, and yet it cannot 

do without their co-operation, because all the other stages are in their 

hands. An export monopoly, for example, will have to obtain its supplies 

from the ver,y traders whose interests are affected by its creation, and 

it should, therefore, be easy for such traders to create difficulties for 
such monopoly, if they so wish. It may not be possible to solve the 
problem merely by appointing the ·existing traders as agents of the mono
poly, since everything depends on how far the traders are satisfied witl1 

the position assigned to them hy the State. Even where the trade is 
largely dependent on exports, an export monopoly may have difficulty 

in procuring the particular kind or quality which it has contracted 
to sell, and it may find it impossible to procure it, exc~pt through 
the co-operation of the trade. Occasions' may ·easily arise when the 
export monopoly is unaule to ueliver the particular kind or quality 
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or the particular quantity specified in its contracts. and this may br~ 
the whole system into disrepute. It is true that similar defaults occur 

on the part of individual traders also, but their consequences are limi

ted to the small sector which is handled by those traders and .do not 

affect the entire trade, as happens when it is an export monopoly which 

is in default. In stressing these considerations~ tne Committee does 

. not wish to suggest that Government should be deterred from adopting any 

desirable scheme of state trading merely by fear of opposition from veste!i 

interests. But, in ·the opinion of this Committee, the possibility of 

such opposition does indicate the n~ed for a cautious approach and the 

desirability of making a begirming with those cases in which the opposi
tion, if any, can be successfUlly overcome. 

74. Finally, there are two kinds of state trading operations in the 

export field to which many of the foregoing objections will not apply. 

A state ~rading corporation can upon request by private exporters, pool 
their orders and undertake negotiations on their behalf and at their 

risk. Private exporters may find such collective bargaining of consi
derable advantage to them, especially when they have to deal with mono

polies in foreign countries. Secondly, where barter agre~ments have to 
be entered into, state trading becomes inevitable. State trading for 
this purpose is limited to the particular barter transac tiuas and need 

not involve a monopoly of the entire export traue in the commodities 
concerned. 

75. The principal export commodities in respect of which state 
trading has been suggested are jute manufactures, tea, mica, manga

nese, coal, short staple cotton and cottage industry products. The 
position in regard to each of these commodities is briefly discussed 

below:-

76. Jute Uanufactures.-The main consideration which has been 
urged in favour of undertaking state trading in jute manufactures is 
that at'present jute manufacture~ are fetching a high price in foreign 

markets and the advantage of this high price is accruing to private ex
porters.· Several witnesses examined by the Commit tee stated that in a 

numbeJ.' of cases, jute m<:!Ilufactures were sold in foreign markets, parti
cularly in the United States, at prices higher than those which the 

Government of India have fixed for exports under the Jute Goods (I!.'Xport 

Control) Order. For example, for the 40" x 7~ oz. hessian, the control 
price is Rs. 41/13/- for 100 yards, whereas the black-market price was 
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reported to be Rs. 52/- and the Committee was told that in New York 

buyers were at one time prepared to pay up to Rs. 64/- or 65/-. It was 
alleged that a large number of transactions were taking place at this 

black-market price and the exporter showed only the permissible prices 
on the Bills of Lading and used the balance for building up dollar funds 

in the United States. It is understood, however, that prices in the 
(Jn.ited States have come dmm of late and that the margin between the 
control price in India and the price ruling in that market has consi~ 

derably narrowed down. 

77. The Committee feels that the entire jute problem has to be 

viewed as a whole, taking both the long-term and the short-term aspects 

into consideration. One p6ssible remedy for the present. black market in 
.1ute goods is to abolish pri~e control ani to adopt a sui table production 
policy. '.Ihe Committee understands that in ·imposing price control, Govern
ment were influenced by tile following considerations:-

(a) to prevent purchase of raw jute from Pakistan at prices whlch 

were considered uneconomic by the jute mill industry; 
I 

(b) to prevent a rise in the prices of Indian raw jute; and 

(c) to epsure reasonable prices for consumers. 

From all these points of view, it would be undesirable for the Indian 
jute mill industry, or for the Government of India, to fully exploit the 
present heavy demand for jute goods, particularly from the United States. 
The increase in demand is due to a number of temporary factors, the most 
notable of which are:-

(a) ~or several months before devaluation, American buyers were 
buying very limited quantities of jute manufactures and they 

have now reached a stage when they cannot keep off the market 

any longer. 

(b) In order to supply 20,000 tons of hessian to Argentina 

before December, 19!9 supplies which would normally have 

gone to the United States between October and December, 
1919, hrui to be taken over by Government by requisitioning. 

(c) On account of devaluation, the Bnited States and other dollar 

countries can now afford to pay higher rupee prices without 
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feeling the same pinch as the sterling and other soft currency 

countries. 

78. The Committee was told by representatives of the Indian Jute 

Mills Association that the. demand in th~ United States at the present 
high prices would be operative only in respect of a very small sector of 

the trade and once this demard was satisfied, if prices did not fall, the 

United States would probably keep off the market. FUrthermore, continu

ation of the present high prices would result in the use of substitut~s 

being encouraged. · In the case of a commodity like jute manufactures 

which owes its popularity as packaging material primarily to its cheap

ness, price is, from the long-term point·of view, a vital consideration. 

It would be short sighted, therefore, for India to try to exploit the 

present temporary shottage of jute manufactures by charging an exorbi

tant price to foreign markets. In actual fact, however, the shortage of 

jute manufactures has led to profiteering at ~very stage and consequently, 
the objective of ensuring reasonable prices to the consUIIler has not been 

achieved. It is, therefore, not cQrrect to assume that the continuance 

of the present system is likely to be more helpful to us than state 

trading in maintaining the prices of jute manufactures at a reasonable 
level. 

79. Under the Jute Goods (Export Control) Order, Government have 

fixed the commission to shippers at 5 per cent. The Committee was told 

that the normal rate was i to ~ ~r cent., except for .certain destina

tions like Hong Kong, Singapore and China. It has been suggested to the 

Committee that if it is possible ~ earn commission at as much as 5 per 

cent., it would pay Government to undertake exports of jute goods on its 
own account. The Committee is. of the opinion, however, that the commis-

' sion fixed by Government is unduly high and should be brought down in the 
long-term interest of the jute goods trade. The fact that buyers abroad 
are prepared to pay this high commission is entirely due to the present 

shortage. Once production of jute goods reaches the normal level, the 
forces, of competition will tend to bring down the conmctssion to the 

usual rate of ! to b per -cent., unless, in the meantime, Go'ierniLent them
selves reduce it in the interest of shippers who, the Con~ttee under
stands, are being eliminated from the trade by mills who have found it 

profitable to start direct exports of jute manufactures to overseas 

markets. 
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80. Elsewhere in the Report, the Committee has drawn attention ~ 
the risks and responsibilities involved in state trading in jute manu
factures. The Committee, however, does not wish to pass a verdict at this 
stage on the suitability or otherwise of jute manufactures for· state 
trading &nd would prefer to leave it to the proposed .State Trading Cor
poration to examine the question after it has gained some experience in 
the handling of other commodities. Happil~, production of jute manufac
tures has shown a rising trend of late, and the Committee feels that if 
only the industry and Government pursue a proper production policy, it may 
not become necessary to embark upon a venture like state trading in jute · 

' manufactures. 

81. Tea.-The rise in the price of tea since devaluation has induced 
some people to suggest that·.the introduction of a system of state trading 
in tea would be of advantage.~o the country.· The v.iew has been expressed 
that the present system under which '250 to 300 million lbs. of tea are 
sold to the {Jni ted Kingdom under a bulk p~hase .contract is not in the 
iqterest of the country, because the prices which India obtains under 
this bulk purchase arrangement are considerably low as .compared with, the 
prevailing market prices. It has been argued that in view of the world 
shortage of tea, India should be able to sell her tea at higher prices to 
overseas consumers. Here again, the Committee thinks that the fundamen
tal considerat¥>ns affecting the decision should be the long-term in
terests of the industry rather than any temporary possibility of the State. 
being able to eam addi tiona! revenues from the exports of tea. 

82. From the long-term point of view, it has to be remembered that 
although at present world production of tea is short of world consump
tion, it has been estimated by the Inter·national Tea Committee that by 
1951, world production is likely to increase sufficiently to restore 
equilibrium. According to the statistics published by that Committee, 
the total world c~nsumption of tea is estimated to be 1137 mill1on lbs. 
while by 1951, world production is likely to increase to 1150 millionlbs. 
With the restoration of settled political conditions in Indonesia, Indo
nesian production of tea will also increase. It is possible, therefore, 
that the supply position of tea will go on improving in the coming years. 

83. The pr1ce of tea rose appreciably after devaluation, but this 
rise had some special features. Between the 14th of September and the 
15th of November 1949, the price of tea in internal auctions went up by 
over 8 as. a pound, wh~le the price in the external auctions increased by 



4 as. only. Again, during the corresponding period in 1948, there was 
also a rise in the price of internal tea by o~er 3 as., whereas there was 

' no corr~sponding increase in the export price. FUrthermore, even in 
normal times, the price of tea fluctuates by 3 to 4 as. depending upon 
the season, the state of the demand etc. It would not be, therefore, 

. correct to assume on the basis of the recent experience that the rise in 
&Jrices has come to stay. In any case, if the export situation pern,its a 
rise in price, the benefit of such rise can be intercepted for the State 
through a variation of the export duty. 

84. Prima facie, there is no reason why devaluatic:>n should have a 
permanent effect on India's competitive position in regard to exports of 
tea. The four important exporting countries are India, Ceylon, Indonesia 
and PakisUL~. To some extent, the non-devaluation of the Pakistan cur
rency is likely to encourage a transference of demand from other-countries 
to India and Ceylon. Palds tan's production, however, whether in quantity 
or quality, is not such as to justify a change in our pollcy. Our prin
cipal competitor is Ceylon. During 1948, the price of tea in the 
Calcutta auctions had risen in comparison with that of Ceylon tea. This 
was mainly due to the fact that we had sold nearly 300 million lbs. of 
tea to the United Kingdom l.D1d.er the bulk pu..."chase arrangements and after 
this quantity had been taken up, the balance naturally fetched a high 
price at auctions. The result was that we found ourselve~ nndercut in 
the A.merican market by Ceylon. It may' be inferred from this that if we 
offer a large quantity of tea to the Un1 ted Kingdom under the bulk pur
chase arrangement, that will have the effect of pushing up auction prices 
and thus reducing our d9llar sales. Conversely, a small sale to the 
United Kingdom depresses prices in auctions. It is clear, therefore, that 
in the interest of the maintenance of India's dollar earnings by sale of 
tea, it is necessary that the quantity offered to the United Kingdom under 
the bulk purchase arrangement should not be nnduly large. 

85. This Committee need not go into the question of the desirability 
or otherwise of the continuance of the bulk purchase arrangements and 

also the cognate questions affecting the position of Calcutta as the 
world's tea centre, because these constitute the terms of reference of 
another Con:mittee appointed by the Ministry of Commerce which, it is 
understood, has already si.lbmi tted an interim report. Apart from this 
question, regard must be had to certain special features of the tea trade 
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-hich have a bearing on the feasibility of state tradir1g in this commo

dity. Tea has numerous grades and qualities and even in the private 

commercial field, the expert knowledge in the matter of grading of tea 

is confined to a small section of the trade. The Con:mi ttee understands 

tl~a.t Gover~t have l..IOOcr consideration a scheme for practical training 

in tea tasting. Until the scheme begins to yield results, a state trading 
agency may find 1t difficult to secure the services of a sufficient number 

of experts for the purpose of appropriate grading and tasting of tea. The 
Committee was told by representatives of the tea industry that one reason. 

for the recent deterioration in the quality of Indian tea wa.S the bulk 
buying arrangements made by the United Kingdom. Under such arrangements, 
it suits tl1e industry to pay more attention to quantity than to quality. 

The extension of bulk buying to cover the whole of the export surplus ma..v 
only accentuate this tendency and this may be disastrous from the point of 

view of ilie long-term interests of the export trade in tea. A deteriora

tion in quality may result in l!. permanent loss of markets, particularly in 

the hard currency areas. The Comnt1ttee1 therefore, feels that state trad
ing in tea will not be practicable at this stage. 

86. Mica.--ImmediatelY befbre devaluation, the Indian mica industry 

was in the gr~p of a depression and during the eigbt months - January to 

Aug,ust 1Gt9, ·~xports of mica ammmted to only 6,200 tons as compared with 

13,701 tons during the corresponding period in 194.8. lbis fall in export.s 

was principally due to ilie decline in ilie American demand for mica, parti

cularly from the electrical industry: The export figures for Nove:mber and 

December shov.eu marked improvement which, it is hoped, will be maintained. 

In tl•e case of mica, the main consideration advanced in favour of state 

trading is not that ilie industry is making large pr0fits on sales to for

eii!,Tl buyers, uut tllat the industry is being prevented from charging a 

higher price on account of internal competition among sellers. The Com

mittee was told by representatives of some of ilie biggest mica exporting 

firms iliat tl1ey had been able to raise their rupee ·prices to American 

buyers by only 22 per cent. above the pre-devaluation level. It has been 

ar;...ueu U1at but for internal corr.petition, ilie Indian industry could have 

easily recovered an incr~ase of 44 per cent. over tl1e pre-devaluation price. 

It mns t lle rememllered, hov.evE>r, that Inllla is by no means a monopolistic 

seller of mica. Indian block ndca has had to face competition from Brazil, 

and In,Jian splittings from Madagascar. '!he fall in demand during the 

pEriOfl Januc.ry to Aug,ust, 1919 from tl1e United States end tl1e increase 
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in the' demlmd. in November and December 1949 show that the export ma.rket for 
mica is sensitive to price changes. FUrthermore, the existence of large 

war-time stocks in the hands of our principal conswners abroad would 
place severe limitations on our ability to manipulate world prices to 
ovr advantage. Besides, mica is a commodity· extremely difficult to 

standardiae. Although the Indian Standards Institution is trying to 

ihtrodnce certain standards, there is as yet no certainty that these 
standards will be acceptable to buyers abroad. During the war, mica 
was purchased by the Joint Mica Mission, a centralised buying agency. 
The Mission had its -own inspectors in India; yet when the consignments 
reached the other end, they were sometimes differently assessed there. 

This was not because of any lack of integrity on the part of the 
inspectors assessing the quality in India, but was simply due to the 
fact that there were no objective tests to assess the quality of mica. 

The tests are all subjective. It has been argued that we should have 
state trading in mica, because private trade does not have sufficient 
bargaining power. The Committee understands, however, that the real 
weakness of the trade arises from disputes over qualities, and in this 
matter state trading would not only not help, but may prove actually a 
hindrance, because state trading would mean one more sale and purchase, 
and with inexact methods of assessing quality, differences of opinion 
would be even more freque!}t. If consignments shipped by the State were 
rejected by buy~rs, the business reputation ·of the country as a whole 
would suffer. As the tests are mainly subjective, this danger is a very 
real one. Here also the feaSibility of state trading depends on the 
ability of the State to develop the necessary organization. Since it 
will take some time to develop such organization, the Committee considers 
that state trading will not be practicable at this stage. 

87. 1/anganese.-In the case of manganese, the main consideration 
which has been ur~ in favour of state trading is the desirability of 
India being able to obtain a higher price for this ore. The Committee 
was told by several witnesses that there is some sort of an international 
cartel trying to keep down the prices of manganese and this can be 
fought successfully only ~del" a system of state trading. No evidence 
was, however, adduced before the Committee 1n support of the allegation 
that the buyers of manganese were trying to keep down prices through 
cartellisation. The representative of one of the most important manga
nese exporting firms told the Committee that it had no financial or 
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other interest at all in the firms which were the chief buyers of 
mang;anese in the United Kingdom or the United States. Besides, it would 
not normally pay an exporting firm in India to build up a balance in the 
United Kingdom by under-invoicing the exports, because it wotil.d have to 
pay a higher tax on a.ny- income smwn by the associated organization. 
The Committee feels, therefore, that the possibility of India being able. 
to get higher prices for manganese ore by going in for a system of stat~ 
trading has been exaggerated. On the other hand,. the interposition of a 
state trading agency between the preserit producers of manganese ore and 
the buyers abroad may create impediments in the way of the trade. The 

export demand for manganese depends on such factors as tne content Qf 

manganese, Phosphorous, .iron ore, etc. In order to ensure. supplies ot' 
particular qual1 ties or grades of ore the centralised agency would have 
to depend purely on its own inspectors, and such dependence would be 

attended by certain risks. The Committee does not wish to suggest that 
these difficulties are insuperable but thinks that state trading in this 
commedity, even if justified on other gronnds, should not be undertaken 
nntil a suitable organization has been developed. As in the case of 
jute manufactures, the proposed Corporation should examine this question 

. after it has gained some experience in the handling of other commodi.ties. 
Shellac is another equally important export conunodi ty and as considera
tions similir to those present in the case of manganese apply also to 
shellac, the Committee recommends that the question of state trading in 
this commodity should also be taken up by the Corporation in due course. 

88. Coal.- In the case of coal, the Government of India have already 
introduced a form of state trading. This was rendered necessary mainly 
by Pa.Jd.stan's decision not to devalue her currency. In the interest of 
maintaining our export earnings in terms of the Pakistan rupee at the 
same level as before the devaluation of the Indian rupee, it was found 
necessary to charge pakistan a higher ·price in te:r:ms of the devalued 
Indian rupee. It was fomd that it would not be possible to charge a 
higher price to other countries which had devalued their currency to the 
same extent as India, for example, Australia. 'lhe Committee understands 
that the procedure in this case has been greatly simplified owing to the 
fact that the existing shippers have been appointed as agents of Govern'
ment. In the c~e of a commodity like coal, it is possible to charge 
differential prices, because the transport charges make up a large pro
portion of the final price to the consumer. It would not pay an importer 
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who gets the supply at a cheap price to transport it back to the market 
to which a higher price is chargerl. The Committee therefore, recommends 
that state trading should be continued and should be entrusted to the 
proposed State Trading Corporation. 

89. Sugar.-During the war, when sugar was subject to control, some 
small quantities were exported. to countries like Afghanistan on a state 
trading basis. The mechanism was simple. The mills were ordered to 
issue sugar to exporters who acted as agents of Government and they di&'
tributed it in accordance With the orders of the Sugar Controller. Our 
main difficulties in the way of exporting sugar at the moment are two, 
namely, (a) the difficult supply position, (b) high prices. The Committee 
agrees with the view expressed by the Export Promotion Committee that it 
would be impossible for this country to export sugar until reasonable 
prices and an exportable surplus are assured. If the internal prices 
cannot be brought down in the near future to the level of international 
prices, and if we have an export surplus, it may be necessary to export 

small quantities at subsidised prices. In that event, the Committee would 
suggest the introduction of a system of state trading in sugar. It would 
be comparatively easy to do this, because the standard grades of sugar are 
well known to the Government's sugar control organization. However, the 
question of undertaking state trading in sugar will not arise until inter
nal production increases sufficiently to leave a surplus. 

90. Short-staple.Cotton.-Before the war, 
producer and exporter of short-staple cotton. 
(September-August), according to the estimates 

India figurea as a large 
In the 1938-39 season 
published by the Indian 

Central Cotton Committee, production of short-staple cotton in undivided 
India amounted to 32 lakh bales (of 400 lbs. each) and exports to 23.5 
lakh bales. During the war, production of short-staple cotton suffered 
a heavy decline, owing to the diversion of acreage to foodgrains and 
long-staple cotton, and Partition further reduced India's resources of 
this commodity. Production of short-staple cotton in the Indian Union 
in 1947-48, the first post-Partition season, was estimated by the Indian 
central Cotton Committee.at 10.3 lakh bales, and the official estimate 
was much lower. The official estimate Qf production in 1948-49 was only 
6.54 lakh bales. The estimate of the Indian Central Cotton Committee for 
1948-49 is not yet available. Of the short-staple varieties gro~n in 
India, Bengal Deshi, Mattia, Assam and Camilla, are not consumed in Indian 
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mills to any appreciable extent and a quantity of approximately 2 lakh 

bales of these varieties is estimated to be available for export. Actual 

exports during the 19!8-1:9 season amonnted to 3.02 la.kh bales and these 

were sent to the United Kingdom, united States, Australia, Switzerland, 

IJelgi';'m, Western Germany and other countries. In March 1949, in view of 
the acute shortage of cotton in the conntry, Government decided to allow 

exports to hard currency destinations only. 

91. Ft>r the current season (19!9-50), Government have fixed an export 

quota of 2 lakh bales ~onsisting of the four varieties already mentioned. 
At the beginning of the season, it was thought that the demand for Indian 

short-staple cotton woul~ not be appreciable, since prices_ were rather 
high. After devaluation,. however, Indian cotton became comparatively 

cheap for foreign buyers and despite a further rise in prices, there was 
a brisk demand fro~ all overseas markets. The demand was so strong that 

some of the soft currency countries in Europe were reported to have pur

chased Indian cotton through Belgium. In NOvember 19!9, therefore, Gov

ernment increased the export duty on cotton from Rs. 40 to Rs· 100 per 
bale. The increase in the export duty has had no ad,verse effect on exports, 

In fact, the export "target was realised too early in the season. In Feb

ruary 1950, it was a.nnonnced that the target for hard currency areas (in- · 
·' 

eluding Japan) had been exceeded. 

92. This favourable position of Indian short-staple cotton is likely 

to continue for some time. Long-staple cotton is no substitute for some 

of the purposes for which short-staple cotton is used in foreign conntries. 
India is also the leading supplier td the world market. The only other 
exporting country of any importance is Pakistan. Production in that 

countcy is normally about 2.7 lakh bales. Short-staple cotton is a dollar

earning commodity and is also suitable £or bulk-handling. Since there is 
at present a world shortage of this commodity and internal prices are 

under control, world prices are likely to show a substantial premium over 

internal prices. Ule increase in the export duty absorbs this premium to 
some extent, but the Committee thinks that Government would be able 

to take a fuller advantage of the world market situation if they were to 
resort to state trading. The Committee does not think that in the present 
world situation,_ state trading in short,staple cotton need involve any 

great risk. Ule Committee is, therefore, strongly of the opinion that 
Government should take over the export trade in short-staple cotton. 
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93. 'cottage Industry Products.- The question of state trading has so 
far been considered from the standards applicable to normal commercial 
·transactions. In one special field, however, namely, tba t represented by 

the products of Indian cottage industries, such standards need to be re
laxed and state trading operations undertaken, even if they entail 

some initial loss to Government. The export trade in the products of 

cottage industries is at present subject to inmunerable handicaps and 
has consequently failed to attract private enterprise to a sufficient 
extent. the products of these industries do not admit of any standardisa

tion; production is carried on in numerous small estaolishments scattered 
all over the country; producers are ignorant, illiterate, and not accus
tomed to the marketing methods followed in the established export trades; 
the types of products sui table for export are only a few and have to be 

selected out of a large volume of miscellaneous production; no machinery 
exists at present for selecting such products or for ensuring that export 
orders will be executed according to the specifications or the patterns 

supplied. The products of some of the cottage industries are in great de
mand in other countries, particularly the dollar countries, but importers in 
those countries have found it difficult to take up this line because of 
these difficultieS. The Commit tee thinks that by developing the export 

trade in these products, India can earn valuable dollar exchange, and 
can also promote production and employment in an important sector of her 
economy. It is only by developing cottage and small-scale industries 
that immediate results can be obtained by way of finding employment for 
the surplus labour in agriculture. The development of large-scale 
industries is bound to be a slow process and the employment opportuni-. 
ties resulting therefrom will probably remain small for many years in 

relation to the magnitude of the unemployment problem to be solved. 

94. All-India Cottage Industries Board is already engaged in the 
task of promoting the development of these industries in various ways, 
but the Committee thinks that the Board's efforts in this direction 
would be greatly helped if a specialised organization like the State 
Trading Corporation recommended later in the Report were to undertake 

the export trade in the pro~cts of these industries. The State 
Trading Corporation will have to establish working arrangements with 
the provincial Directors of Industnies and the co-operative societies 

of producers. Since the object of the Corporation is mainly to do piDneer
ing work, it need not be given a monopoly of trading in this field. In 
fa~t, the Corporation should aim at curtailing its activities, as private 
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enterprise begins to come into this field. The Committee is convinced 
that in view of the special difficulties affecting the export trade in. 

the products of cottage industries, no substantial progress could be 
achieved in developing this trade, if it were left entirely to private 
enterprise. The Committee, therefore, considers that a special justif~

cation exists for undertaking state trading in this field and believes 
U1at any financial loss that may be incurred in the beginning will be 

more than compensated by an expansion of trade in the long run. 

95. The All-India Cottage Industries Board, at its second annual 

session held at Jaipur f:n Februa~y 1950, has passed a resolution recom
mending the establishment of a Commercial Corporation jointly by the 

Central and the State Governments, with tne participation of private 

capital, if possible, and wi.thout such partic~pation, if necessary. 
The resolution adds "Such a Corporation should handle the. export of 

cottage industry products in accordance with collllilercial methods and 
should utilise, wherever possible, existing Government and co-operative 

organizations in this country and established traders abroad, as its 

agents. The Board are of the opinion· that such a Corporation should be 
set up with a minimum of Rs.50 lakhs as its initial capital". This .Commit-· 
tee is gratified to note that the views of the All~India Cottage Industries 
noard coincid~ so closely with the conclusion which the Committee had al~ 

ready reached on tbe subject. The Committee does not think, however, that 

it is necessary to create a separate Corporation for the purpose· of handling 

the export trade in cottage industry prcducts only. In fact, there are 
certain positive advantages in assigning this function to a Corporati~n 
created for the purpose of state trading in other commodities. The cumula

tive experience gained by such Corporation in handling other commodities 

will thereby be available for carrying on state trading in cottage indus

try products. Secondly, the overhead costs.. would be less, if the same 

Corporation were to carry on trading in several lines, than if a separate 
Corporation were created for trading in each. Thirdly, since the export 

trade in cottage industry products is yet to be developed, it would be 

dlfficul t to raise private capital for a Corporation created solely for 

that purpose. For these reasons, the Committee is strongly of the ~p~ion 
that state trading in cottage industry products should be entrusted to the 

Corporation recommended by this Committee and not to a separate corporation. 
Subject to the recommendations made later in regard to the composition of 

the Executive Board, the Committee sees no objection to a part of the 
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share capital earmarked for open market issue being subscribed by the 

State Governments. 

96. Other Art; cles of Import or Export .,During the course of the· 

Committee's investigations, suggestions for state trading were made by 

va.rious witnesses with regard to a number of articles of import and export, 

besides those discussed above (e.g., heavy chemicals, wattle bark:, areca

nuts, cocoanuts, casings, etc., etc.). In the case of arecanuts and cocoa
nuts, in particular, definite proposals were submitted to the Committee for 
the immediate institution of state trading. The Committee, however, is not in 

a position to make recommendations about these articles on the basis of the 

data before it. !part from the consideration that the general principles 

laid down in the Report should facilitate examination of individual cas~, 

the Committee has recommended later in the Report that one of the fUnctions 

of tbe proposed State Trading Corporation should be to advise Government as 

to whether the extension of state trading to any commodity is necessary in 

the national interest. 

CHAPTER V 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING STATE TRADING 

97. From what has b.een said above, it should be obvious that the

Committee is not in favour of any wholesale nationalisation of foreign 

trade, but would like state trading to be adopted for a few selected 

sectors. only. The Committee believes that if a state trading corpora

tion were brought into existence, it would constitute an additional wea

pon in the armoury of the State to give effect to its economic policies 
in matters other than trade, even if its fUnctions were otherwise ex

tremely limited. For example, the corporation could b.e directed to use, 

as far as possible, national banking, shipping and insurance services, in 

order to encourage the development of such services in the country. The 

Committee examined a nmnber of representatives of Jndian banking, ship

ping and insurance interests, and independently of their views on the 

broader issue of state trading itself, they were unanimously of the opi

nion that there was no single measure likely to be more effective in en

COIA.raging the development of these services in India than the adoption of 

a definite policy by the State to extend its patronage to national 

enterprises engaged in the provision of these services. It is the right 
and duty of every Government to encourage the development of its 01m 

services, and the adoption of such policy could hardly be regarded as an 
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act of discrimination against any other country. It was represented to 
the Colldllittee that at present Indian banking, shipping and insurance 
companies did not receive their due share of the business connected with 

Government's own import and export transactions. Such transactions have 
considerably increased in volume in recent years. The Conanittee is 
strongly of the opinion that the question of utilising the services of 

Indian banking, shipping 8l'ld insurance companies to the maximum possible 
extent in connection with all Government transactions should be given 
urgent consideration. State monopolies or private monopolies sponsored 
by the State have played an important role .in the development of such · 

services in other countries. In Japan, for example, the zaibatsus were 
closely connected with t;Qe Japanese b,anklng and shipping companies, and 

such companies could flourish in Japan as well as in forei~ countries 
mainly because of the suppo,rt and patronage they received from the 

za.1 ba tsus • 

98. As has been stated earlier,· the lack of grading and standardi

sation is one ~f the principal difficulties in the way of promoting our 
export trade and realising the highest possible price for our. expor~. 

Many of our export commodities suffer from this defect, but this has to 
be reDi.edied by measures other than state trading. Much useful work has 
already been done mder the Agricul. tural Produce (Grading and Marking) 

Act, and in the induStrial field, the work of the Indian Standards Insti
tution, suppl~ented by some effective enforcement scheme (e.g .• the 

certification scheme prepared by the Ministry of Industry and St~ply) 

may be el(pected to yield satisfactory results. However, there is no 
doubt that the institution of state trading in any coDIDIOdity, if justi

fied on other grounds, will have the incidental advantage of securing a 
more P.ffective enforcement of grading ail.d standardisation in that com

modity. ~at is more important is that a ·state trading corporation can 
thus set an example to private traders in other lines and thereby stim~ 

late progress. The same can happen in other matters, besides grading and 

standardisation. If the state trading corporation develops as a .model 

enterprise, adopting modern methods of business administration, publici~, 
market·research, etc., at least the more progressive traders may be 
induced to emulate its example. 

99. In recommending a cautious and selective application of the 
principle of state _trading, the Committee has been guided by certain 



broader considerations to which it wishes to draw attention. The crea
tion of a state trading corporation involves the severance of connec
tions between domestic and foreign traders - connections which have been 
developed over a long period of time and whieh, once destroyed, carmot 
be quickly or easily restored. The Cowmittee would, therefore, like to 
avoid interference with the normal channels of trade, unless the disadvan-

. ~ges resulting therefrom are clearly outweighed by the benefits expec
ted from state trading. FUrther, state trading involves a centralisation 
of trade in the han~ of a single organization, and regard rust be had to 
the possible effects of such centralisation on the exis~ing pattern of 
distribution. In the case of many commod.i.ties, there is a pattern of dis-
tribution which has been evolved over a period of years. Tastes and 

habits vary from one area to another, and different types and qualities 
are needed to satisfy the demand in different consuming areas. Indivi
dual importers are often accustomed to drawing supplies from particular 
exporters or producers and prefer to han~e the particular types, qua
lities or brands which they have known for many years. If the goods of 
a country enjoy a special popularity in any market, it is often due to 
the fact that certain brands of those goods have acquired a reputation 
with consUillers in that market, and if such brands are diverted to another 
market, which may have a casual interest in them, trade is likely to 
suffer. Most established firms are anxious, in the permanent interest of 
their business, to avoid any unnecessary disturbance in the normal pattern 
of distribution, for example, when any type or quality is in short supply, 
they give first priority to their usual customers for that type or quali
ty. If the entire foreign trade is centralised in the hands of a state 
trading organization,such organization will have to make elaborate arrange
ments to ensure that the existing pattern of distribution is not disturbed 
without good reason. For this purpose, it will either have to enlist the 
co-operation of every important importing or exporting firm in its day
to-day operations, or have to recruit a large staff of persons who are 
conversant with the peculiar! ties of trading in each individual type or 
quality. It is for this reason that the Coounittee has not recon:mend.ed 
the immediate adoption of state trading in any con:modity of which tl1ere 
are numerous qualities and varieties. FUrther, firms engaged in foreign 
trade often have long-standing arrangements with domestic as well as fo
reign firms for selection, _blending, grading, storage, finance and a variety 
of other matters concerning trade, and these vary from one branch of trade 
to another and from one firm to another. Any departure from such arrange
ments affects the convenience of trading. Fbr example, in the case of tea, 
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the work of blending, tasting and preparing tea for auctioru;, which is a 
skilled job, is at present done mainly by four Calcutta firms for the :t>ulk 
of the output of North Indian plantations, and the trade is likely to suf

fer by any sudden interference w1 th the existing arranl!;ements. lbe Com
mittee, therefore, considers it highly important that in selecting any 
article for state trading and in conducting state trading operations in 

any article, regard should be had to th~ difficulties likely to arise from 
any significant departure from the normal pattern of distribution or estab

lished business practices. 

100. lbe question has been raised whether state trading could not be 

resorted to only for a few selected destinations or sources of supply. It 
should be remembered in this connection that under the General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade and ot~er international agreements, India is under an 

obligation to accord most-favour.ed-nation treatment to various countries. 

The adoption of state trading with respect to the import or the export 
trade with a few countries only will conflict with. this. obligation, if 
the countries affected are those to which we are bound to accord most

favoured-nation treatment. 

101. The Committee does not think that the war-time experience of 

state trading affords any guidance in considering the desirability of 

state trading··'under present conditions. During the war, centralised bu~ 
ing was resorted to in respect of many commodities which are not suitable 

for such treatment in times of peace. Oilseeds, mica, shellac and tea on 
the export side and wool, tin, rubber and steel on the import side were 
the principal examples. Some of these war-time measures were kept in 

force for a considerable period after the war ended, but all of them have 

now been withdrawn. 'lbe measures were undertaken largeiy for the pur

pose of assisting the war-effort and their utility was judged solely by 

that standard. In many cases, centralised buying was carried out by the 

purchasing missions or agents of the importing countries, with the re
sult that Government incurred no financial liabili"ty at all. \\here Gov

ernment imported certain scarce materials on their mm account, the 

internal distribution of such materials was also controlled by them• 

Since the whole object of state trading during the war period was dif

ferent from what it is intended to serve under present conditions, the 
Committee has not c9nsidered it necessary to discuss the war-time mea

sures of state trading in this Report. 
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•102. The question of state trading should not be confused with the 

wider question of nationalisation of industry. The Committee is well 
aware of the announcements made by Government from time to time on the 
subject o:(' nationalisation of industry and is satisfied that its recom-
_mendations in this Report do not in a.ny way conflict with Government's 
policy on that subject. In view of the Committee's recommendation that 
the activities of th~ proposed State Trading Corporation should be limi
ted to a few selected commodi ties,·there will remain a large area in which 
private enterprise will continue to function. The Committee thinks that 
a limited measure .of this ldnd, which is confined to the sphere of trade 

only, neec not create any misgivings in the minds of businessmen, whe
ther in this country or abroad about Government's policy ,in regard to 
nationalisation of industry. As already pointed out, even in countries 

like the United States and Canada, a limited measure of state trading 
has not been found incompatible with economic policies otherwise designed 
to foster private enterprise. 

103. Finally, the Committee wishes to draw attention to an important 
measure of reform which, though relating to internal trade, has a vital 
bearing on the problem of state participation in foreign trade. The Com

mittee considers that a progressive reor~ization of internal trade on a 
co-operative basis may obviate the necessity of extending the scope of 
the State Trading Corporation. Co-operation offers a form of control 
which, while securing all the benefits of state trading, preserves also 
the advantages of private enterprise. The vast majority of agricultural 
producers in the country are usually at the mercy of traders. Ignorance 
and lack of resources compel them at harvest time to part with the products 
of their toil at relatively low prices, and any rise in prices occurring 
subsequently during the season goes only to the middlemen. Evidence has 
been furnished to the Committee regarding the large profits made by oil
seeds traders during the last season, of which hardly a fraction could 
have gone to the actual tillers of the soil. In the field of consumption, 
a large part of the final price to the consumer is represented by the 
profits exacted at each stage by the long chain of middlemen through whose 

hands goods have to pass, from the stage of production or importation to 
the stage of retail distribution. Co-operation is by no means a novel 
idea in India, and the Committee is well aware of the nwnerous illfficulties 
which are hampering the progress of co-operative movement in this cotmtry 

The Committee feels, however, that co-operation offers an effective solu
tion for many of our problems in the sphere of internal and foreign tract~ 
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and that the difficulties, therefore, must be faced and overcome with deter
mination. The Committee recommends that wherever producers have organized 
themselves into co-operative societies, whether for internal distribution 
or for foreign trade, they should be given all possible assistance and en
couragement by. Government and measures should be taken to. promote the estab
lishment of more such organizations in the .country. A similar policy should 
be adopted with regard to consumers' co-operatives also. The proposed· State 
Trading Corporation can play an important part in assisting the developrent 
of co-operative institutions. In the case of cottage industry products, as 
well as of other exportable commodities, the Corporation can make direct 
arrangements with co-operative societies of producers to obtain exportable 
stlpplies. It can similarly use co-operative societies of consumers to regu
late the distribution of inported commodities. 'The Committee visualises 
that this can best be done -~y setting up a network of co-operative consumers' 
stores with an apex store in each State directly linked up with the State 
Trading Corporation. Care lllliSt be taken to see, however, that co-operation 
is not used by spec~ators and black-marketeers to effect a back-door entry 
into the trade. Co-operation falls within the purview of State Governments, 
bqt the Central Government can help and promote action by the States in this 
field by advice, guidance and co-ordination. Within the sphere of the Central 
Government also, a great deal can be done to encourage co-operative societies, 
for example, ~ giving preferential treatment to approved societies tn· the 
matter of Gov~rnment purchases and sales and the grant of import and export 
licences. 

CHAPTER VI 

ORGANIZATION. OF THE STATE TRADING CORPORATION 

104. In the foregoing Chapters of this Report, the Committee has 
stressed both the merits and the demerits of state trading, and has 
tried to identify cases in which, on a balance of considerations, the 
adoption or maintenance of state trading is clearly in the national 
interest. For the sake of a fair and unbiassed presentation of the case, 
the Committee has thought it necessary to lay as much emphasis on the 
dangers and pitfalls of state trading in certain situations as on the 
advantages accruing therefrom in certain others. · In a matter of this 
kind on which much can be said on both sides, it is easy to adopt a par
tisan approach and unfortunately much of the evidence tendered to the 
Committee was vitiated by such approach. The Committee found, however, 
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that while weighty arguments had been advanced on either side, they did 
not ~ve fue same valicllty in all cases and that a balance had to be 
struck in each individual case, after taking into account all the cir
cumstances relating to that case. It should be obvious from th~ discus
sion in the preceding Chapters that while state trading is not desirable 
in a large number of cases, the need for it is clearly established in 
certain others, e.g., foodgrains, fertilizers, British East African cot
ton and certain varieties of.steel on the import side and coal, short
staple cotton and cottage industry products on the export side. In 
addition state trading is reqtrlred to implement barter arrangements and 
may also be necessary, in certain circumstances, to implement other forms 
of inter-governmental commodity arrangements. The Committee feels that 
this is a large enough field to justify the creation of a State Trading 
Corporation. The Committee is convinced that the exiSting arrangements 
for carrying on the commercial activities of Government through adminis
trative departments have not worked satisfactorily and that they need 
to be replaced by a specialised organization as early as possible. 
Trading is not a function of a Government department and many of the 
officials who have hitherto been· responsible for controlling the co~
mercial activities of Government have in practice had little or no train
ing in business methods. Serious mistakes r.ave been committed in the 
past and inordinate delays hav~ occurred resulting in loss of business 
opportunities, and while elabOrate explanations have been given to the 
Committee, the Committee is not satisfied that such mistakes or delays 
could not have been avoided, if the transactions had been entrusted to a 
Corporation consisting mainl-y of persons with business experience. More
over, although the number of cases in which state trading has been recom
mended by the Committee is small, the possibility of other similar cases 
arising in future cannot be ruled out, and in that event the organization 
and experience of the State Trading Corporation will be useful to Govern
ment in examining such cases and taking the necessary action without delay. 
The creation of a specialised organization of this kind will also make a 
useful addition to the existing machinery of Government for keeping a con
stant watch on the position in regard to individual export and import com
modities, finding new markets and sources of supply, collecting statistical 
and other information and taking other measures with a view to expanding 
the foreign trade of the cotmtry. For these reasons, the Conunittee be

lieves that it is necessa:r:v to establish a State Tracting Corporation as 
early as practicable. 
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105. If a State Trading Corporation is to f\mction ~ a truly com
mercial enterprise, it must enjoy the necessary flexibility of operation 
and must be able to take risks, when needed. For this purpose, it is 
necessary that the Corporation should be an autonomous body, free from 
both lllinisterial and parliamentary control, so far as its day-to-day 

working is concerned. TI1e broad policy within which the Corporation is 
to work should, of course, be laid down by Government, and this policy, 
as well as the results of the Corporation's working o_ver a period, should 
be subject to discussion in Parliament. But the Corporation should 
have full autonomy in regard to its day-to-day administration. The 
Executive Board of the Corporation should, with the exception of Govern
mertt representatives, be ~omposed of practical businessmen with consi
derable standing and repu4tion in the commercial world and possessing 
a wide outlook in commercial and economic affairs. The Executive Board 
should not be representative of any sectional interests~ 

106. The Corporation should also be free to adopt rules of proce

dure and methods which are appropriate to a business enterprise, and 
should not be obliged to adopt the financial rules and procedure nor
mally applicable to a Government department. The executive officers 
of the Corporation should be given the same measure of discretion as 
is allowed to,similar officers in a commercial concern. The rates of 
remuneration ·or such officers should be fixed on the basis of what 
officers of similar qualifications and experience are paid in first 
class cootD1ercial concerns, and if, in order · ~ develop the n~essary 
team spirit, the Corporation thinks it advinble to adopt a system 
of bonuses, silllilar to the systems obtaining in colilm.ercial concerns, 
it should be free to do so. The Corporation should also be free to 
evolve its own methods and procedures for recruitment, promotion and 
termination of services. 

107. Much of the opposition to state trading arises from the 
fear that it will cause large-scale uneffiplo~~ent among traders at present 
engaged in the export and import business. This fear is greatly exag
gerated. The Committee would like the proposed Corporation to utilise 
existing agencies to the fUllest possible extent for all its internal 
operations, such as procurement, storage, transport, clearance, shipping, 
etc. The Corporation will, of course, be guided by considerations of 
economy and may have to eliminate some of the middlemen at present engaged 
in the trade. As suggested earlier, the Corporation should be directed to 
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utili~e the services of co-operative organizations for its purchases and 
sales. On the whole, however, the creation of the State Trading Corpora
tion need not result in any appreciable wtemplo~nent among established 
traders. 

108. In some of the memoranda received by the Committee, considerable 
stress was laid on the difficulties likely to arise on account of finance 
and personnel. So far as finance is concerned, since the State Trading 
Corporation will operate at the export/import stage only and will, as al

ready stated, utilise existing trade channels for its internal operations, 
it should not find ·it necessary to hold large stocks. ~oreover, the Cor
poration, by virtue of its statutory status and the nature of its opera
tions, will enjoy better credit than any individual commercial concern 
normally does and should, therefore, have no difficulty in raising the 
necessary finance. The Corporation will be engaged only in trading acti
vities and will need only short-term credit. The Committee sees no reason 
why the Corporation ·should not be able to tap the very sources from which 
private traders are at presen"t obtaining the finance needed by them. 

109. As regards personnel, it is possible that the Corporation may 
experience some difficulty in securing its requirements in the beginning, 
but the difficulty need not be insuperable. The shortage of trained per
sonnel is a factor which affects almost every project of development, and 
yet certain proJects are of such vital illlportance to the economy of 
the conntry that it would not be reasonable to abandon them merely 
because of the difficulty of securing the necessary personnel. We have 
to make a beginning with such pPrsonnel as is available. In paragraph 106 
above, the Committee has recommended that the Corporation should be free 
to offer salaries which will attract the right type of talent. Moreover, 
since the Corporation will utilise existing agencies for its internal 
operations, its personnel requirements wil-l be much smaller than would 
otherwise have been the case. In any event, the personnel problem will 
have to be tackled on a long-term basis. With the expansion of govern
mental activities in the field of development, .Government's requirements 
of specialised personnel of various kinds will continue to grow, and long
term plans will have to be evolved sooner or later for the recruitment and 
training of such personnel. The Committee is of the opinion that early 
steps should be taken towards the organization of a well-trained economic 
and commercial service on a permanent basis. In course of time, the pro
posed State Trarling"Corporation will itself provide opportunities for the 
training of such personnel. 
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110. The proposed State Trading Corporation should be established by 
statute and may be called "The Indian Commercial Corporation". As re
gards the amount of capital, the Committee considers that an authorised 
capital of Rs. 10 crores, and an initial issue of Rs. 2 crores may be 
sufficient, but the Committee would prefer to leave this question to be 
settled after detailed examination by Government. Not. less than 51 per 
cent. of tlle capital should be held by the Central Government and the 
balance offered to State 'k>vei'Jlments and private investors·. The fact 
that a part of the share capital is held by priVate investors will be of 
help in maintaining the comme-rcial character of the Corporation. The
Corporation will, of c~urse, have to work within the broad policy laid 
down by the Central Government and will have to undertake activities 
like the promotion of the ~xport trade in cottage industry products, 
which, though comparative!~ unremunerative, are essential in the larger 
interests of the country. It is suggested, therefore, that the Central 
Government should guarantee the security of, and a m:i.n:llnum yield on, the 
portion of capital held by private shareholders.. If the actual earnings 
exceed a specified yield,a specified proportion of the excess shoulq be 
made payable to the Central Government, in addition to the dividend due 
to it in its capac! ty as a shareholder. The Corporation should be subject 
to taxation like any other commercial concern. 

111. The_..Corporation will have to find most of its working capital 
out of short-term loans from banks. The amount of working capital needed 
by it will depend upon the scale of its operations. The question arises 
whether the short-term borrowings of the Corporation should be guaranteed 
by Government. The Committee does not think that this should be necessary, 
since most of the short-term borrowings-of the Corporation will be against 
the security of the goorls handled by it, as is the normal commercial prac
tice. If the short-term borrowings are not guaranteed by Government, it 
will not be necessary to place a statutory limit on such borrowings. 

112. The first Executive Board of the Corporation should be nominated 
by Government and composed of practical businessmen selected with due re
gard to their competence and standing, and a limited number of Government 
representatives. The members of the Board should hold office for over
lapping terms, the initial period of office being fixed by Government. 
Vacancies, as and when they arise, should be filled by election by share
holders. Retiring-members should be eligible for re-election. 
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113. The day-to-day working of the Corporation should be in the 
hands of a Managing Director who should be a whole-time officer. acting 

under the orders of the Executive Board. The entire staff of the Cor

poration should be employed on a whole time basis. The other principles 

to be observed in regard to curreQt administration have already been in-

- dicated above. 

Functions of the Corporation 

114. The Corporation should, in the first instance, take over all 

the import and export operations of a commercial nature which are at pre

sent handled by the Central Government departments. These relate to food

grains, fertilizers, steel, coal, raw cotton from East Africa and the 
purchases and sales of commodities for the purpose of implementing bar
ter agreements. The Corporation should also be given the monopoly of the 

export trade 1n short-staple cotton. In addition, it should undertake the 

export trade in the products of cottage industries, but this should not be 
on a monopolistic basis. The question whether the Corporation should also 

be entrusted with stores purchase and disposals should be examined sepa
rately. It should be one of the functions of the Corporation to advise 
Government from time to time whether state trading should be extended to 

or withdrawn from any commodity in the national interest. One of its 

first tasks should be to examine the desirability of undertaking state 

trading in certain selected classes of vehicles and any luxury articles 
which may be sui table for state trllding and can be used as a means of 

augmenting the revenues of the State. The Corporation, however, should 
not be free to extend its trading activities to any commodity without 
the prior approval of Government. 

115. The Government of India have had occasions to grant credit 

facilities to certain countries and to supply goods against such credits. 
A credit of Rs.5 crores was extended to Siam in 1946 and ~credit of £ 1 

million has recently been granted to Burma. Whenever any such credits 
are granted, the goods to be delivered against such credits should be 

procured through the proposed Corporation. This will enable Government to 
regulate the manner in which the credit is.used by the receiving country 
and to ensure the use of Indian banking, shipping and insurance services 
in connection with such. transactions. 

1f6. Whenever any foreign Government wishes to buy or sell direc

tly in the Indian market, it may be to the mutual advantage of such 
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Government and of India to come to an arrangement whereby all such pur
chases and sales are charmelled through this Corporation. In such tran
sactions, the Corporation may fUnction either in the capacity of a prin
cipal or an agent. 

117. The Corporation should also be authorised, upon request by In
dian traders, to undertake, on their behalf and at their own riskt nego
tiations with foreign traders. 

118. In addition to the above, the Corporation should perform certain 
ancillary fUnctions, such as publicity and advertising in.foreign countries 
(especially for products of cottage industries) J market research and the 
rendering of such advice to Government on commercial and ~inancial matters 
as Government may seek f~om time to time. 

119. The Committee f~ls that an additional fUnction of the proposed 
Corporation should be to advise Government as to the appropriate correc
tive action that may be necessary in emergency situations in which pri
vate traders are found to be acting in an anti-social marmer and exploit
ing the shortages of certain commodities to the detriment of the dOmestic 
consumer or the lon&-term interests of the country's foreign trade. With 
the prior approval of Government, the Corporation may either take over 
the entire trade in the commodity concerned, or undertake such trading 
operations ayd for such period as would neutralise the harmful activities 
.of private traders. The Corporation can thus put an effective check to 
the activities of vested interests or monopolistic or semi-monopolistic 
organizations. As stated earlier, the proposed Corporation should not in
terfere with the normal channels of tr~e unless the disadvantag~s resul
ting from such interference are. clearly outweighed by the benefits expec
ted from state tradihg. State trading, as a measure of control, should 
be resorted to only when other remedial measures have proved ineffective. 

120. The Committee desires to make it clear that througho'ut its 
examination of this problem, its approach has been strictly objective. 
The Committee has been guided entirely by practical considerations and 
not by any doctrinaire belief iR the merits or. demerits or state, trading. 
In recommending only such limited measure or state trading as is necessary 
in the present circumstances, the Committee i;> mainly "in·nuenced by the 
consideration that ours is a yo~g Republic, which is already faced with 
a variety of problems in the economic, financial. and political spheres 
and that while it ·cannot altogether avoid undertaking new colllffiitments in 
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the national interest, any such commitments must be of a magnitude which 

can,be managed within the available resources of finance and-personnel. 

The Committee should not be deemed to have passed any .1udgment on the 
ideological issues which arise in this connection. In every instance in 
which the Committee has either supported or opposed resort to .state trad
ing, it has done so on a consideration of the merits of the case and in 

the genuine belief that the grounds on which it has based its recommenda
tions will hold good, whether the over-all economic policy is directed 

. towards socialism or the promotion of,free enterprise. The Committee takes 

it for granted that neither laissez faire nor a complete elimination of 

private enterprise is practical VOlitics. Neither of these has a place 

in the kind of planned economy which India to-day has in view. But opi
nions may rightly differ as to the extent to which_ private enterprise 

should be limited or controlled in such a planned economy. The Committee 
believes that the problem of state trading has many aspects on which it 
is possible to reach agreement in spite of any difference of opinion on 
that wider and more fundamental issue. 

121. In conclusion, the Committee wishes to emphasize that it at taches 
the highest importance to the constitution and ftmctioning of the State 

Trading Corporation on business principles and with this end in view it has 
already made recommendations in paragraphs 99 and 104-106. The Commit tee 

thinks that unless the Corporation is placed in charge of competent men 

with strong background of practical business experience and a high level of 

integrity and unless 1t is completely free from all trace of red-tapism 

associated with departmental management, the mere establishment of the Cor

poration may not, by itself, bring about an improvement in the existing· 
position. It feels convinced that it would not be difficult to find per

sons of the requisite calibre to conduct the affairs of the Corporation, 

provided the right choice is made. The Committee hopes that this parti

cular aspect would be kept specially in view when steps are taken to set 
up the Corporation. 

CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

122. The Committee's conclusions and recorr.mendations may be summa

rised as under:-
(1) The Committee has limi-ted its examination to state trading in the 

sense of commercial purchases and sales by a state-owned or state

controlled agency. (Para. 9) 
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(2) It 1s reconunended that the question of stores purchase and disposals 
be taken up for separate examination. (Para. 9) 

(3) Barter agreements should be resort~d to only in exceptional cir

cumstances, and in all other cases the normal type of agreement 
should be the one in whicH. the two parties conuni t themselves only 

to license specified quanti ties of goods for export or import. In 

the case of the latter type of agreements, a state trading cor
poration may be usefUl in remedying the failure of private enter

prise to take advantage of such agreements, especially where such 

failure is likely to be injurious to the country's economy. (Para. 

18) 

(4) Over a large part of the import trade, the balance of advantage 

lies in leaving the actual volume of imports to be determined by 

competitive forces; subject to such limits as the State may wish 

to impose on imports for exchange or other considerations. (Para·.· 

21) 

(5) There are, however, certain types of cases in which state trading 

in imports may not be subject to undue commercial risk, though 

this does not mean that it will necessarily be desirable. (Para,23) 

.• 
(6) It is 'possible to limit imports of various categories of goods 

according to their essentiality through a rational system of 

import control. Violent fluctuations in imports could be preven

ted by effecting certain procedural improvements in the existing 

system. A rationalisation of the import control policy and pro

cedure is one of the most urgent problems which deserve Govern

ment's attention • (Para. 24) 

(7) State trading 1n foodgrains should be continued, so long as food
grains continue to be imported into India. (Para. 26) 

(8) Centralised buying can be used t<? keep the prices of imported raw 
jute at a reasonable level. The Indian Jute Mills Association 

should adopt a system of centralised buying. If, however, there 
is evidence that centralised buying by the I.J.M.A. is operating 
to the detriment of the raw jute growers in the country or to the 

national interest in general, Government should be prepared to 

replace it by centralised buying under its own auspices. (Paras. 
· 28 and 58) 
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(9} 'In the case of commodities which are not suitable for state tra
ding on the criteria snggested ih paragraph 23, centralised Luy
ing should not be resorted to, because any possible advantage in 
regard to price resulting from it is likely to be counterbalanced 
by the risks involved in state trading itself. (Para. 29) 

(10) If centralised buying is to yield the maximum price advantage, 
the agency entrusted with it must be able successfUlly to antici
pate world trends. It may be exceedingly difficult for a_ single 
agency to perform this function effectively, and it is, therefore, 
necessary to-exercise extreme caution in extending the scope of 
centralised buying. Where the commodity concerned is of a highly 
speculative nature, or where the world supply and demand posi
tior. is in a state of flux, it. would be expedient to avoid cen
tralised buying, unless there are good reasons to the contrary. 
Even when the situation is otherwise favourable, it would be ad
visable to li~d t centralised buying to the minimum number of com
modities with respect to which•the buying agency is able to deve
lop the necessary organization to keep itself informed of the 
world situation from day to day. Centralised buying is fracght 
with special risks in a period of falling prices. (Paras. 3D-31) 

(11) A state trading corporation can, however, sponsor negotiations on 
behalf of private importers and exporters with considerable advan
tage to them and to the country as a whole. In view of the growing 
trend towards the establishment of monopolies in other countries, 
traders in this country should be encouraged to resort to col]ective 
bargaining. (Para. 33) 

(12) Measures should be taken, as early as possible, to regulate the in
ternal prices and distribution of all commodities imports of which 
have been cut down below requirements. (Para. 34) 

(13) It is only when the commodity in question is sui table for state 
trading that the possibility of raising revenues for the State 
should be considered as an additional justificatlon for resorting 
to state trading. (Para. 35) . 

(14) In the case of certain luxury articles, the prices of which can 
continue at a high level without serious detriment to the cmm
try' s economy and which are also sui table for state tradino· 

o) 
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state trading should be resorted to for the purpose of raising 
revenue. One of the first tasks of the proposed State Trading 
Corporation is to examine the desirability of undertaking state 
trading in certain selected classes of vehicles. (Para. 35) 

,. 

(15) Imports of foodgrains on Government account should,. in futur-e, 
be handled by the State Trading Corporation. (Para. 39) 

(16) State trading in fertilizers should be continued in order to eli
minate middlemen's profits and to ensure that fertilizers are 
made available to the State Governments at reasonable prices so 
as to enable them ·to carry out the "Grow More Fbod" Campaign 
effectively. {Para. 42) 

(17) So long as state tra~ng in steel continues to be necessary, it 
should be eotrusted to a state trading corporation and not,as· 
hitherto,to a Government department. (Para. 47) 

{18) The desirability of re-introducing state trading in non-ferro~ 
I 

metals should be examined by the porposed State Trading Corpora-
tion when it is established. (Para. 49) 

(19) State trading in imported cotton should, for the present, be 
limite~.· to British East African cotton only •. (Para. 53) 

(20) The types of conditions under which state trading for exports 
can be undertaken without undue commercial risk, whether or not 
it is desirable to do so, are indicated (Para. 61) 

(21) The principal remedy for most of .the difficulties at present 
affecting In~~a's export trade lies in the effective implemen
tation of the recommendations ·of the Export Promotion Committee, 
particularly, those regarding grading and standardisation and 
the elimination of the various malpractices prevailing in the 
export trade. (Para. 62) 

{22) It is extremely doubtful whether state trading would enable India 
to exercise any appreciable degree of monopo~istic control over 
the world prices of jute manufactures, mica, manganese or tea. 
(Para. 63) 

(23) Malpra<;tices like under-invoicing of exports of jute manufactures 
should be dealt with through a stricter enforcement of exchange 
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control. A long-term commitment of the kind and magnitude in
volved in state trading in jute manufactures should not be under
taken merely for the purpose of eliminating such malpractices. 
(Para. 64) 

(24) A. policy of charging discriminatory prices for jute manufactures 
may result in diverting trade from Calcutta to other centres. 
(Para. 66) 

(25) Price discrimination is possible in an exceptional case like coal. 
It should be one of the functions of the State Trading Corporation 
to advise Government on the desirability of adopting state trading 
for the purpose of price discrimination in individual cases on a 
consideration of the merits of each ~ase. (Para. 66) 

(26) Price discrimin!).tion in the case of cotton piece-goods is likely 
to result in a net loss of foreign exchange. (Para. 67) 

(27) Devaluation by itself would not justify resort to state trading 
on an extensive s~ale for the purpose of practising price dis
crimination between the dollar and the non-dollar areas. (Para. 
69) 

(28) State trading ~n coal and short-staple cotton may be used for 
earning additional revenues for the State. Where a commodity is 
not sui table for state trading, export duties should be used, but 
"the utmost vigilance should be exercised with a view to reducing 
~r removing the duties as soon as conditions change. (Para. 70) 

(29) Action to regulate forward trading will, in many cases, continue 
to be necessary even after the State Trading Corporation has been 
brought into existence. (Para. 72) 

(30) The proposed~tate Trading Corporation should examine the-ques

tion of state tre.ding in jute manufactures, manganese and shellac 
after it has gained some experience in the handling of other com
modi ties. (Paras. 80 and 87) 

I 

(31) The Committee does not recommend state trading in tea and mica at 
this stage~ (Paras. 81-813) · 

(32) State trading in coal should be continued and entrusted to the 
proposed Corporation. (Para. 88) 
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(33) The question cf state trading in sugar will not arise tmt~l in
ternal production increases. sufficiently to leave a surplus. 

(Para. 89) 

(3!) State trading in shOrt-staple cotton is not likely to involve any 
appreciable risk, and should be undertaken •. ·(Para. 92) 

(35) State trading in the products of Indian cottage industries should 
not be Judged by the stan~ applicable to normal comm.erci~ 
transactions, but shoUld be resorted to even if i.t entails. some 
loss. It is mt necessary to create a separate .Corporation for 
this purpose. (Paras. 94-95) 

(36) The question of utilis.ing national banking, shipping and insurance 
services to the fulles~ possible extent in connection with all 
Government transactions· should be given urgent· consideration. 
(Para. 97) 

(37) The institution of state trading. in any commodity, if justified 
on other grounds, will have the incidental advantage of securing· 
a more effective enforcement of gr~ng and standardisation in 
that COIIIIIlodity. The State Trading CorpOration should be developed 
as a model enterprise, adopting modem methods of business admi- · 

nistr~ti9", publicity, market research, etc • ., and thus setting 
an example to other business enterprises. (Para. 98) 

(38) In selecting any article for state trading and in conducting state 
trading operations in any article, regard should be had to the 
difficulties likely to arise from any significant departure from 
the normal pattern of distr_ibution'or established business p!'ac
tices. (Para. 99) 

(39) State trading which is confined :to only a few destinations or 
sources of supply may, in some cases, conflict with our interna
tional obligations. (Para. 100) 

(40) Co-operation offers an effective solution to a great many problems 
in the sphere of internal and foreign trade. and shoUld,. therefore, 
be encouraged. Wherever producers have organized themselves into 

co-operative societies, whether for internal distribution ~r 
for foreign trade, they should be given all possible assistance 
and encouragement by Government, and measures should be taken to 
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promote the establishment of more such organizations in the coun
try. The Committee visualises that the regulation of the distri
bution of imported commodities can best be carried out by setting 
up a r.et-work of co-operative consmners' stores with an apex store 
in each State directly linked up with the State Trading Corpora-

' tion. Preferential treatment should be given to approved socie-
ties in the matter of Government purchases and sales and the 
grant of import and export licences. (Para. 103) 

(41) The number of cases in which state trading has been found to be 
necessary is ~arge enough to justifY the creation of a state 
trading corporation. The existing arrangements for carrying on 
the commercial activities of Government through administrative 
departments have not wor~ed satisfactorily and need to_ be replaced 

by a specialised organization as early as possible. (Para. 104) 

(42) A state trading corporation to be called "The Indian Commercial 
Corporation" should be established by statute. The amount of 
authorised capital and the initial issue may be settled after 
detailed examination by Government. Not less than fifty-one per 
cent. of the capital should be held by the Central Government, 
and the balance offered to State Gover1111~ents and private inves
tors. The Central Government should guarantee the security of, 
and a minimum yield on, the portion of capital held by private 
shareholders. If the actual earnings exceed a specified yield, 
a specified portion of the excess should be made payable to the 
Central Government in addition to the dividend due to it in its 
capacity as a shareholder. The Corporation should.be subject to 
taxation, like any other commercial concern. (Para. 110) 

(43) No statutory limit need be placed on the borrowing capacity of 
the ~rporation. (Para. 111) 

(44) The Corporation should be free from ministerial and parliamentary 
control, so far as its day-to-day working is concerned. (Para. 105) 

(45) The first Executive _Board of the Corporation should be nominated 
by Government and composed of practical businessmen selected with 
due regard to their competence and standing. (Para. 112) 
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The Corporation should be f'ree to adopt methods and rules or pro
cedure appropriate to a business enterprise and should not be 
otliged to adopt the f'inancial rules and procedure normally ap

plicable to a Government department. (Para. 106) 

The. Corporation st~uld utilise existing agencies including co-· 
operative organizations to the_ fullest possible extent :ror all 

its internal operations. (Para. 107) 

Early steps should Le taken towards the organization of' a well

trained economic and. commercial service on a permanent basis. 

(Para. 109) 

(49} The entire staff' of'.the Corporation should be employed_ on a whole-

time basis· (Para. ip) · . . 
(50) The tunc t1ons of the Corporation should be as .indica ted in para-

e:rat>hs 114-119. 

(51) The Comnrl.ttee in conclusion has emphasized that the constitution 
and functioning or the Corporation should be on business princi
ples, :f'ree from all trace of red-tapism. Greatest importance is 
attached by the Committee to the right choice of perSOO$ fur con

ducting the arrairs or the Corporation. 
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APPEMIUX I 

NOTES ON STA'IE 'IRADING ORGANIZATIONS IN O'lliER COUNTRIES 

1. UNITED KINGOOM 

Most of the state trading schemes adopted in the United Kingdom were 

necessitated by the exi.e;encies of the war and post-war situation. Of 
these, the United Kingdom COmmercial'Corporation which fUnctioned trom. 

19!0 to 1946 and the Raw Cot'tpn Commission which succeeded the W{l.r-time 
Cotton Control and is still fUnctioning, have attracted the widest atten
tion, and a brief description of the organization and working of these 

two bodies is given below. Besides raw cotton, a number of other impor-
' ted commodities, mostly foods tuff and raw materials, are sub.1 ect to state 

trading. Most of the bulk purchases made by the United Kingdom are handled 

IJy Government departments. The· U. K. Ministry of Food buys in bulk 
foodstuffs, tea, coffee, sugar and numerous other food articles; and is 

probably one o.f the biggest trading; organizations in the world~ The 
lllnistry of Supply is responsible for the bulk buying of metals and ores 

and the Raw Materials Department of the Board of Trade handles trade. in 
a large number of raw materials, chemicals and other commodities. It is 
understood that as much as 50 per cent. of the total imports. into the 

United Kingdom are now handled by Government ~cies. 

The United Kingdom Cqmmercial Corporation .• The United Kingdom_Com-
,mercial Corporation was established in 1940 with the object of carrying 
on general trading business of all kinds in any part of the world as 
buyers, sellers, importers, exporters or dealers. The Corporation, to 
start with, aimed primarily at pre-empting quantities of certain materials 
essential for war effort, in Turkey and the Balkans, in order to keep 
such materials out of the hands of the enemy. It soon became apparent 
that there were many commercial transactions which, during the time of 

war, coula only be ~onducted by a Government sponsored business organ
ization. The Corporation's sphere of activity was, therefore, extended tb 
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many other countries. The U.K.C.C. remained active in Spain and R:>rtugal, 
and particularly in the Middle East. The c_orporat.ton was used as the 

medium for all British non-military supplies to Russia, whether by the 
Northern route or by the Persian route. With the expansion of its 
activiti~s, the Corporation established separate subsidiaries in various 

areas and countries. 

The Corporation did not aim at supplanting trade channels. One of 
its fUnctions was •to assist or procure or participate in procuring assis

tance for any company or person in the prosecution of all manner of trading, 

commercial, industrial, financial or other· operations in any part of the 
world•. The Corporation held a monopoly of.supplying wheat, sugar, and 
fertilizers .to the Government. Other essential goods were left mostly to 

private enterprise. As far as possible, the U.K.c.c. made use of the ex
isting trade channels. 

'!he ini tiel capital of the Corporation was £500,000 wholly subscribed 

by the Treasury. '!he capital was raised to £5· million in February, 1942. 
In all, the Treasury put many millions of pounds into the work of the Cor

poration and its subsidiaries. '!he Corporation though state-owned, worked 

as an independent legal entity, subject only to general consultation with 

the Government on broad lines of policy. The persormel of the Board of 
Directors~ with _the solitary exception of Sir Frank Nixon, Comptroller
General of the Export Credit Guarantee Department, was drawn from the 

business community. As regards employees, the U.K.c.c. was staffed mostly 
from men previously engaged in commerce, indu.c;;try or finance. '!he Cor
poration was given wide powers of operation. In 1943, the books of the 
company were made accessible to the Comptroller and Auditor General and 

Parliamentary Control over the Corporation was thus increased. '!he Cor
poration was wound up in 1946. 

The U.K. Raw Cot ton Commission. - The Commission was set up with 
effect from the 1st January, 1948, by virtue of the provisions of the 
Cotton (Centralised Buying) Act, 1947, and took over the fUnctions (pre
viously administered by the U.K. Cotton Control) of centralised buying, 
selling and distributing raw cotton in the United Kingdom. The Commission 
has also been assigned a subsidiary fUnction of research in cormection 
with raw cotton and its manufacture. In buying and importing raw cotton, 
the Commission is primarily concerned with the requirements of manufac.:.. 
turers. 
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'!be Commission has the monopoly to import raw cotton and no other 
person is allowed to import raw cotton except_under a licence ~ranted by 
the Board of Trade_, or for the purpose of re-export or for use as a sample. 
'!be Board of Trade consults the Commission before grant~ an import 
licence. As a rule, the Commission resells the cotton purchased by it to 
the domestic spinners at the lowest possible price consistently with its 

obligation to balance its revenue accmmt on an average of good and bad 
years. 

'!be Commission has a branch office in Egypt which operates in the open 
market and effects purchases of Egyptian· cotton. A ~imilar arrangement 

. I 

first existed in Brazil also; but the Commission now purchases Brazilian· 
and Peruvian cotton through-. the shippers' agents in the United Kingdom. The 
American types of cotton (including the India and Pakistan ·varieties) are 
purchased through the mercharits at Liverpool and Manchester. Purchases in. 
the African Colonies, including Nigeria and Sudan, are made through agree
ments between the Governments of the countries concerned and the Commission. 
So far, no regular arran~ements have been made for sending out purchase 
missions. 

'!be Commission is an autonomous body operating purely on commercial 
principles. The Act provides that the Commission should consist of a full
time Chairman.And one or two fUll~time independent members chosen for their 
position in industry or commerce or for special knowledge of the cotton 
industry, and not more than ten part-time members. Of part-time members, 
not less than two are selected for their special knowledge of the interests 
of the operatives employed in the cotton industry, two are appointed for 
their administrative and general business ability and the rest for their · 
special knowledge of cotton tradin~ or manufacture. All members are 
appointed by the Board of Trade and are paid as the Board determines with 
the approval of the Treasury. '!he Board of Trade have powers to issue 
directions but in actual practice the Commission is allowed fUll freedom 
of operation, Government control being exercised only to the extent nec~
sary to provide the foreign exchange, particularly in respect of hard cur
rencies required for the Commission's purchasing programme. The Commission 
submits to the Board an annual report on its activities. 

As regards capital the Board of Trade transferred to the Commission 
its stocks of raw cotton and its rights arid liabilities under all outstand
ing contracts under the Cotton Control. And the net value of all these 
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amo~ting to £56,~82,022 was treated as an initial advance by the Board 
to the Commission. Periodical advances are also made to the Commission. 

2. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

The Reconstruction Finance Corporation and the Commodity Credit Cor
poration are two important state trading agencies of the United States 
c..ovemment. Of these,· the Reconstruction Finance Corporation which was 
established in 1932, is concerned largely with lending operations and 
trading forms only a minor part of its activities. Certain non-lending 
functions were given to the Corporation during the war period, but most 
of these terminated after the war and the extension of credit facilities 
t6 agriculture, commerce and industry still remains its major function. 
The non-lending operations of the Corporation are confined at present to 
the production and procur~ment of tin and the production and sale of 
synthetic rubber. 

The Commodity Credit Corporation.- The Commodity Credit Corporation 
was first organized on October 17, 1933., under the laws of the State of 
Delaware, as an agency of the United States. From October 17, 1933 to 
July 1, 1939, the Corporation was managed and operated in close affilia
tion with the Reconstruction Finance Corpoi'ation. On July 1, 1939, the 
Corporation was transferred to and made a part of the United S~tes 
Department of Agriculture. The Corporation continued to function under 
the Charter issued by the State of Delaware until July 1, 1948 when it 
was re-established under a permanent Federal Charter. 

The primary function of the Corporation is to carry out, under 
federal legislation, price-support operations in respect of agricultural 
commodities. To be able to perform this function successfully, the 
corporation has been authorised inter alia. to make purchases, advance 
loans, grant facilities for production and marketing of agricultural 
commodities, remove or dispose of, or aid in the removal or disposal of, 
surplus commodities and to develop internal as well as foreign markets in 
agricultural commodities. The Corporation, moreover, Sl~plies agricul
tural commodities to meet the requirements of the United States Govern
ment agencies, principally those administering foreign relief programmes, 
foreign Governmer.ts and·relief agencies. In all its operations, excep
ting sales to other Government agencies, the Corporation is required by 
law to utilise, to the maximum extent possible, the usual and customary 
chanr.els, facilities and arrangements of trade and commerce. 
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'!he Corporation has a capital of $100,000,000 subscribed by. the 
[J'nited States Government. It is required to pay interest- to the Treasury 

on capital stock and on the amm.mt of its obligations purchased by the 
secretary of the Treasury. The management of the Corporation is vested 

1n a five-member Board of Directors, one member of which mtist be the 
secretary of Agriculture or his nominee. The other four members are 
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent or· the 
senate. Not more than three members may be employees of the corporation 

or _any department or agency of the Federal Government. The ChB.irman of 

the Board is selected by the Board. 

3. CANADA 

Canada has two important. state trading organizations, namely, th~ 

Canadian Commercial Corporation and the Commodity. Prices Stabilisation 

corporation. A brief account of both these Corporations is given below. 

The Canadian Commerci~l Corporation.- The Canadian Cou~ercial Corpo

ration in Canada was established by an Act of Parliament. on May 1, l946. 
The functions of the corporation are: (a) to act as a procurement agency 

in Canada for foreign governments and governmental agenci~s, (b) to assist 

Canadian importers or exporters in matters of procurement of goods from 
outside CB.nada or disposal of goods available for export, and (c) to 
conduct all procurement for the Department of National Defence. 

In regard· to the first function, it may be stated that in the case 

of most of the governments for which the-Corporation has acted as a 

procurement agent, the funds placed at the disposal of the corporation 
were made available under agreements with the Government of canada, spe

cifying that such funds were to be utilised for the purchase of only 
canadian goods and serv~.:es. 

As regards the second function of assisting Canadian importers and 

exporters, the Corporation is authorised to intervene only upon request 

by the traders and to operate at their risk and responsibility. The 
Corporation's function, in fact, is to be prepared to assist those 
iruporters and exporters in Canada, as well as those foreign governments 

and governmental age.ncies who, for one reason or another, find it neces

sary that the transactions should be handled, in whole or in part, through 
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a' government agency. \\here the Corporation may have to act as the princi
pal in making purchases from abroad, it does not enter into such commit
ments until corresponding sales to Canadian ·importers have been- arranged. 
Even for purchases made for the use of the Department of National Defence, 

the Corporation does not make payments to the suppliers; and the accounts 

are rendered directly to the Department concerned. Recently there has 

been a substantial tapering off of foreign government purchasing opera

tions in Canada. There has, however, been a corresponding increase in 

the purchasing activities of the Corporation on behalf of the Department 

of-National Defence. Moreover, the facilities established by the 

Corporation for purchasing, shipping and accounting on behalf of foreign 

governm~ts and agencies are being utilised by certain Canadian govern-

rttent departments. The Corporation has thus been acting on behalf of 
the Departments of External Affairs and Trade and Commerce, principally 
in connection with Canada's programme of post- U.N.R.R.A· relief. As 

the Corporation aims to be self-supporting, appropriate charges are 

made to U.N.R.R.A., foreign governments, the Department of National 

Defence and others using the services of the Corporation. The Corpora
tion consists of a President and not more than nine or less than five 

Directors, appointed by the Governor-General in Council. The Corporatim 

for all purposes is an agent of His Majesty. It gets all its capital 

from Government and all its books are liable to be inspected by Govern

ment. It is required to subrui t to Government an annual report of its 
affairs and operations. 

The Commodity Prices Stabilisation Corporation.- The Commodity 

Prices Stabilisation Corporation was essentially an emergency organiza
tion and its work is now almost completed. It was established in Decem

ber 1941 for the purpose of facilitAting under the direction of the:. war
time Prices and Trade Board, the control of prices in Canada during the 

war and the immediate post-war period. Its functions were two-fold, 

firstly, to subsidise the sale of goods, the cos.ts of which had risen, at 
prices under the over-all price ceilings fixed by the Prices and Trade 
Board, and secondly, to undertake bulk purchases for the Government, when 

this becaree necessary to safeguard the su~ply position in Canada. The 
latter operation also involved payment of subsidies in many instances, 
as· the Corporation had to sell the bulk-purchased goods at prices 

within the Canadian ceilings. 

The Corporation, though it enjoyed all the rights and privileges of 

a private company, was a wholly official organization. Its affairs were 
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controlled by a Board of Directors consisting of Government officials. 
With the exception of the single share owned .by each. of the Directors, 
all its shares were held by the Ministry of Finance, and the Corporation 
was provided with no funds other than those voted annually by Parliament.; 

It may .be noted .that throughout the period of its operations, it was 

the policy of the Corpora~ion to wor~ to, the greatest extent possible 
through normal trade channels. The Corporation is no longer engaged in 
any active bulk purchasing programme and is reported to be winding up 
1 ts affairs. 

4. tr.s.s.R. 

The u.s.S.R· affords the most outstanding example of a full state

trading system. All foreign trade of U.S .• S~R •. is conducted through a 
foreign trade monopoly •. The Commissariat for Fbr.eign Trade which is a 
department of Government, controls external trade in accordance with, the 

I 

policy of the State Planning Commission by the simple device of licen-

sing imports and exports. Below the CPmmis~ariat, there are numerous 
soviet trading combines which carry out the actual oper~tions of export
ing and importing on the authority of the licences obtained from .the 
Commissariat.·' Each trading combine is represented abroad by a trade de
legation or by a special corporation e .. g.,Arotorg in the United States of 

America.· These Corporations are staffed with marketing specialists and 
technicians. The Corporations are in a position to carry out only those 
assignments which are specially given to th~m by the trading .combines in 
the Soviet union. 

5. FRANCE 

The state, monopoly in import, export and production of tobacco esta

blished in 1810, affords an example of state trading in France. The. 
National Cereals Board (Office National Inter-professional des Cereales) 

is another example of state trading in France. The Board, however,. does 
not exercise the same degree of control over domestic cereals production 
as the tobacco monopoly does over tobacco production. 

During the war, French Supply Missions were established in the 

Uh1 ted Kingdom, Uh1 ted States and Canada. The Service d' Importation et 
d'Exportation (Impex) was created in France as a complement to the Supply 
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Missions abroad. The main function of Impex was to take over the owner

ship of the commodities purchased by the Supply 1tfissions and to arrange 

to transport them to France and to distribute them according to the de

cisions of the French allocation authorities. The activi~ies of Impex, 

however, have been gradually curtailed, as the functions of Supply 

Missions were reduced after the war. 

The Government of Denmark controls external trade through a licen

sing system where control is necessary for fulfilling commitments under 

bilateral agreements with. other countries. The major items of exports 

are agricult1;Jral commodities and the Government employs the co-ooorative 
marketing organization to supervise the distribution of supplies between 

the domestic market and the various foreign markets. Moreover, Govern-

ment is a large stack holder in some of the larger indus trial concerns 

and is thus able to secure their co-operation. 

Danekul affords the only example of the Danish Government directly 

participating in trade. It is a semi-government organization which 

arranges for purchase and import of coal. The Board of Directors of the 

organization consists of representatives of private coal importers, 

Government agencies, state railways and utilities. The representatives 

of private importers are in a minority. 

7. SWEDFN 

The Swedish Tobacco Monopoly Company, a semi-official organization 

was formed in 1915 and was given a partial monopoly covering the right 

to manufacture tobacco and to import raw tobacco. The monopoly was cre

ated to achieve concentration of production wi.th a view to enabling the 
Government to exploit the taxability of manufactured tobacco to the 

fullest extent possible. It was not until 1943 that the monopoly was 
extended to comprise also the import of manufactured tobacco. '!'he State 

revenue from tobacco, in addition to the interest on the capital invest
ed in the industry by the State, is obtained by J!leans of a tobacco tax. 
The dividend .on the shares of the company is limited to 5~ per cent.; the 

dividend to the preference share-holders being guaranteed by the State. 

The Board of Directors of the Monopoly consists of eight members, four 
of whom are appointed by the Government, including the Chairman and the 

Vice-Chairman. 
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8. ARGENTINA 

Institute Argentine de Promocion del /ntercambio {/.A.P.I.)·- ~e . 

I. A. P. I. was es ta.blished in 1946. It is a. Governl!lent sponsored monopoly 
through which virtually the entire export trade and a part of the import 
trade is now conducted. The I.A.P.I., to start with, had an objective 
similar to that of the west African Produce Board which was set up in 
1940 to buy up the lDlexportable surplus of the cocoa crop in Nigeria and 

the Gold Coast with a. view to preventing local incomes from falling to 
famine levels. .rater, when world prices went up, the Board had to adopt 
an opposite policy in order to damp down Ure internal inflation. The 
Argentina Government was faced by almost the same pattern of events bet

ween 1940 and 1946. 

After August, 1946, howeyer, the objectives of !API were widened. 
The !API has now become a source of developmental finance. It attempts 

to equate its internal buying price to local costs of production, while 

it charges differential prices to its various customers abroad, the 
highest price that short-term traffic can bear. Iil this way, !API bas 

amassed huge profits. While the producers of agricultural commodities 
and oilseeds have suffered from this policy, 1t has helped the lnanu

fa.cturing interests by keeping food prices and hence urban wages relatively 

low. Not only.~re farmers willing to sell more of their output at home, 
but also the !API itself sells large quantities of wheat, sugar, pota
toes, oils, meat and butter in the home market when stocks permit, char

ging occasionally prices lower than its internal buying prices. 

As regards imports, the majority of .external purchases flow through 

established private trade channels. Regulation of imports is secured 
through the mechanism of exchange control, multiple exchange rates, and 

physical quotas and permits., 

9. BRAZIL 

One instance of state trading .in Brazil is the monopoly of the 
ipecac trade given to the Bank of Brazil. The Bank:,however, has delega
ted its buying and selling activities to normal dealers in the commodity, 

so that in practice it acts merely as a controlling agent. The rice, 
cocoa and coffee trades also involve some measure of state trading. The 

control over production and trade of rubber is relatively more compre
hensive, but the chief objective of this control is to implement the 
rubber agreement between the United States and Brazil. 
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The only example of Government purchase fo:n resale is found in the 

purchase of agricultural machinery by the Brazilian Government for re

sale to farmers at cost.· 

10. PARAGUAY 

National Subsistence Administration - an agency of the Paraguayan 

Government was given wide powers during the war to control imports of 

essential commodities by allocating quotas to individual importers, as 

well as by importing on its own account commodities in short supply. 

The Administration has been particularly helpfUl in handling bulk 
purchases of the Argentine wheat for resale to the domestic millers • 

. The agency also imports salt, cement,· caustic soda and carbon dioxide 

for resale. 
11. AUSTRALIA 

A brief account is given below of the Australian Wool Realisation 

Commission, the Commonwealth Dried Fruits Control Board and the Australian 

Wheat Board which afford some instances of state trading carried on in 

Australia. 

The Australian Wool Realisation Commission·- The Australian Wool 
Realisation Commission is a subsidiary in Australia of the Joint Dispo

sals Organization for wool set up by the Governments of the United 

Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. The Organization was 

established after the war for disposal of the stacks of wool held by the 
Governments concerned. The Commission is authorised to sell wool from 
stocks in Australia along with. the current production of new wool, to 

assess, on_ the .basis laid down by the principal_ Organization, the appro

priate reserve prices for the individual lots of wool sold in the open 
auctions and to take up wool offered at the auctions for which the reserve 
price or better is not offered by a commerci~l buyer. In this way, a 
progressive reduction of stocks is being achieved, while maintaining a 

reasonable stability of prices. The Commission consists of a Chairman, 

an Executive Member and seven other members, of whom five are representa

ti. ves of the trade and two are persons with experience in the valuation 
or marketing of wool •. 

The Commonwealth Dried Fruits Control Board- The main function of 
the Board is to regulate the export trade in dried fruits produced in 
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Australia. 'lhe Board is a sort of controlling body. It is, however, 
authorised to make such arrangements as it thinks fit for handling, mar
keting, storage, shipment and insurance. of dried fl"Ui ts intended for 
export. The actual trade is handled by the licensed private traders who 

are granted licences by the Atinister of Commerce and Agriculture, .sub

ject to such conditions and regulations as are prescribed b¥ the Govern
ment on the recommendations of the Board. The Board consists of eight 
members, five of whom are elected by the growers in the Commonwealtll, 
and three appointed by the Governor General in Council, one of the three 
being the Government representative and the other two being men with 
commercial experience. The Chairman of the Board is appointed by the 

Board itself. The revenue of the Board is obtained from a levy imposed 
on the exports of fruits •. 

The Australian Wheat Bqard.- The trade in wheat in Australia is 
strictly regulated by the Australian Wheat Board. With effect from the 
.1948-49 season, all wheat produced in Australia, exclusive of' the quanti
ty required for use on the farms by the growers, is delivered to the 

Board and no person is authorised, except with the consent of the BOard, 
to sell, deliver, or part with th~ possession of, or take into his posses
sion or export any wheat or any wheat products specified in the Act. A 

guaranteed price for the season determined annually. according to the 

relevant pr~yisions of the Wheat Industry Stabilisation Act, 1948, is 

paid by the Board to the growers for the wheat delivered by them. Under 
the new Stabilisation Plan, the home consumption price for wheat for human 
and stock consumption in Australia is fixer by. legislation and coincides 
with the guaranteed minimum price. Under the Wheat Export Charge Act, 
1948, 50 per cent. of the excess of the .export price over the guaranteed 

minimum price is recovered from the Board by way of a charge on exports, 

and the amounts thus recovered are credited to· the Wheat Prices Stabili

sation FUnd. If and when tlle export price will fall below the. guaranteed_ 
price,. the difference will be paid to the Board from this fund under· the 
regulations laid down in the Act. 

The Board consists of a Chairman, and eleven members, of whom on_e

is a person engaged in Commerce, with experience of the wheat trade, one 

with financial experience, one a representative o.f nour mill owners, 
one a re~resentative of the employees and seven are representatives of 
the wheat growers in different States. The Chairman and the members 
other than the representatives of the growers are appointed by the Minis
ter of -Commerce and t\gricul ture. 
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12. BURMA 

The export of rice is a monopoly of Burma Government, private trade 

taking no part in it at all. The Government of Burma has set up a State 

Agricultural Marketing Board which is entrusted with the task of pro

~w·ing milled rice and transporting it to the ports of export. The 

Board also issues licences for export of all kinds of cer7als and pulses. 
In case of pulses, the Government of Burma fixes the export price and 

thereby earns a margin of profit. 

The timber industry was the first to be nationalised and the export 

of timber has become virtually a monopoly of the Government of Burma. 
The State Timber Board manages and controls the extraction, conversion 
and marketing of forest produce in Burma and also issues licences for 

exports of timbers of all kinds and articles thereof. 
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APPENDIX II 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

PART I 

(In anawerinl this part of the Queat.ionnaire, i.t sh.oidd be assumed that 

it i.a posaible to devise a proper form ofor1ani.aati.on for state 

tradinl auch as woul~ meet all the objections that you may have .in 

regard to the inability of the State so to or1ani.ae ita trad.inl 

operations aa to concluc.t them on really commercial li.nes.) 

I • What exactly do you' .tmders tand by 'State Trading'? Would you 
describe operations such as -

(a) direct p.1rchase in b.ll.k by the State of its om requirements 

or in fulfilment of its obligations in respect of rationed 
commodities; and 

(b) sale of surplus goods, etc. 
as 'State Tr~g'? 

II. Give your appraisal of state trading to the extent that it has 
already been tmdertalcen in India, e. g., in foodgrains, steel, fertilizers, 
etc. 

III. \'bat., in your view, are the shortcomings and defects in the 

present organization of India's foreign trade ldlich make it desirable 
for the State actively to participate in the field of foreign trade? 
To v.hat extent would state trading assist in the development of the foreign 

trade of the cotmtry? In particular, to what extent would the partici
pation by the State in export trade help in the implementation of the 
recommendations of the Export Promotion Committee? 

IV. Do you consider the present time opportme for the State to 

undertake trade operations beyond what it i~ doing at present? Do you 
think the changes brought about by deyal.uation have added to the neces
si t'! and urgency of. the State extending 1 ts trade operations over a 
wider field? 
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v. Should the participation by the State in foreigrt trade be on a 

mQnopoly basis, i.e.. trade in particular sectors or commodities being 
monopolised by the State,· or on competitive basis so that the State 
Trading Organization enters the field along with private enterprise on 
equal terms? ('lbe answers to the questions that follow may be given 

keeping .these t'M> alternatives in view.) 

VI. Assuming state trading to be des~rable, should it 
(a) extend to only the staple articles of import/export in 

the foreigrt trade of India, 

or, (b) cover a very much wider field of import/export activity, 

or ,(c) confine itself only to that field of import/export where 
private enterprise has not achieved substantial results? 

VII. Consider the following objectives for a State Trading Orga
nization and give your opinion as to which of th~e (or any other which 

you might suggest) you would desire a State Trading Organization to 
pursue :-

(1) FUlfilment of obligations under barter agreements entered 
in to with other countries. 

(2) F\llfilment of quota targets under bilateral trade agreements 
with other com tries. 

(3) Import of commodities in short supply abroad. 

(4) Import of commodities not in short supply abroad rut in short 
supply in India. 

(5) Import of commodities from those areas of which the curren
cies have appreciated relativ;ely to the rupee since the 
recent devaluation. 

(6) Imports from those areas of which the currencies have. Oot 
appreciated relatively to the rupee. 

(7) Export of commodities to those areas the currencies of 
which have appreciated relatively to the rupee. 

(8) Export of commodities to areas of which the currencies have 
not appreciated relatively to the rupee. 

(9) Export/import trade with particular COlUl tries only. 
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(10) So to arrange exports as to -

(a) keep down internal price level as low as possible; 

(b) maximise foreign exchange earnings; 

(c) inte~cept the difference between foreign price and 

internal price for the benefit of the State. 

VIII· ~hat should be the criteria for selecting particular sectors 
of trade or the specific commodities in regard to which trading should be 

taken over by the State? 

IX. In the light of these criteria, which commodities among tho'se 
entering into India's export trade are suitable for state trading? 
What, in your opinion, is ·the scope for encouraging exports of cottage 

indus try products through state trading? 

x. Which commodities among those entering into India's import trade 
are suitable for state trading? 

XI· Offer your comments on the scope, :ftmctions and working of 
State Trading Organizations in other·coW'ltries, with special reference 
to those features which are of direct interest for evolving a sui table 
organization for this coWl try. Consider in particular the working of 

the followin~ organizations in :t:oreign countries. (1) U.K.c.c. during
the war, (2) the Argentine Institute for promotion of Trade (I.A.P~I.), 
(3) British Raw Cotton Commission, and (4) any others with the working 
of which you may be familiar • . 

XII· Do you think that participat~on by the State in the field of 
foreign trade will rncessarily involve extension of state ownership or 
control in the field of production and distribution? Would such euen
sion of the State's activities be desirable? If so, how should these 
activities be organized? 

XIII_• Do you consider that the poli'tical. and econol!llc ideology and 
the gene~al institutional set-up of a cotmtry have a bearing on the 
question of state trading? Do you consider the Stateis participation in 
trading tmdesirable? If so, give reasons. 

XIV. Should extension of state trading be carried out by a single 
measure or by gradual stages? If possible, mention the period over which 
it should be phased? 
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m. Do you think that direct participation by the State in foreign 

tract~ would make for more efficient control over foreign trade and there
fore over the balance of payments position? If not, in what other way 
do you think can the present system of control over import, e~ort and 
remittances be made more effective in its result and smooth in operation? 

XVI· To what extent do you think there has been tax evasion on a 
significant scale by persons engaged in foreign trade? In what commodi
ties or sectors of foreign trade has such tax evasion been of consider

able magnitude? Do you consider state trading in those commodities or 

sectors desirable on these groUQds alone? 

J:YII· It has been suggested that multiplicity of controls and other 

regulations which are in themselves necessary on accmmt of the balance 
of pa:ymen ts position has so reduced the profits of middlemen in foreign 

trade that any significant expansion of exports will be possible only by 
the State's participation in it. Do you agree? 

J:YIII. Would the financing of foreign trade in tenns of foreign 
currencies be easier as a result of state trading? (It has been sugges- . 
ted that a State Trading Organization would be able to secure extensive 
trade and exchange facilities througp international banking organizations 
or through export credit banks of foreign countries.) 

PART II 

( This part of the Questionnaire should be d th answere on e assumpti9n that 

state tradinA is desirable. In giving the answers, two alternative 

situations should be kept in view, namely, (a) the organization will 

operate on 111 monopoly basis, or (b) it will ope_rate on a competitive 

basi a.) 

XIX. What should be the character of the Organization that should 
be set up to tmdertake state trading? Should it be (a) departmentally 
operated, or (b) . a Corporation of which the Equity capital is wholly 
subscribed by the State or (c) a Corporation in which the organized trade 
also participates in the Equity capital or (d) a kind of co-operative 
society of wholesale exporters/importers sponsored by the state? 

XX. Would you favour one single organization to undertake state 

trading, or a munber of organizations dealing w1 th the different sectors 
of foreign trade or the several commodities or regions? 
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XXI. How should tbe Organization be constituted? Should it be 
statutory or non-statutory? Should its Governing Body or Board of· 
Directors be (a) composed entirely of officials, or (b) include represEn
tatives of trade? If (a), should it be assisted by a non-official 
Advisory Board? How should such a Board be constituted? If (b), what 
should be tbe extent of State control over policy or administration and 
how should it be made effective? \\hat should be tbe qualifications for 
tbe Chairman and Members of tbe Governing Body? How should tbeir 
salaries and allowancea be determined? (Can you suggest a draft memo
randum and articles of association for such an Organization? It would 
help tbe Committee if you would draw tip a Scheme for a State Trading 
Corpor~tion w1 tb as. much detail concerning its organization and working 
as possible.) 

XXII· Would you lay do'wn any partiCular manner in which the State 
Trading Organization should deal wi~ otber COt.mtries, e.4., (a) b.ll.k 
trading on Government-to-Government level, or (b) on the basis of 
dealing direcUy w1 tb private supplters in India and foreign buyers 

. ' 
abroad'in tbe matter of exports, and vice versa in tbe matter of imports? 

XXIII. Asstuning tbat tbe State Trading Organization is to .cover the 
entire field of foreign trade, what would be the magnitude of finance 
required fo r . .'t.he purpose? 

XXIV. What will be tbe limitations of the State Trading Organi
zation arising from (a) paucity of competent personnel with sufficient 
trade experience and (b) magnitude of finance involved and tbe fact tbat 
tbe losses, if any, will have to be borne by the State? How can these 
limitations be overcome? 

XXV· How far, in what capacity and.on what terms should businessmen, 
industrialists and financiers in this country be associated with the 

State Trading Organization? As regards the vast body of executive per
sonnel required for such an Organization - Directorial, Managerial, 
Supervisory, Accol:.Ults and Finance, Inspecting, Clerical etc. - how would 
you secure them in requisite numbers, having due regard to integrity, 
experience, intelligence, ability, and technical 'know-how'? 

XXVI. What, in your opinion, would be the economic and financial 
consequences of ousting a substantial part of private enterprise now 

engaged in foreign trade as a result of state trading? \\hat would be 
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th~ effect of large-scale State participation in foreign trade on (a) 

public finances, and (b) employment of personnel now employed by private 

enterprise. 

:XXVII. Should the State Trading Organization ftmction on (a) ordi
nary commercial principle~, or (b) the long-range basis of no-profit 
no-loss? 

X\'VIII. What should be the source of finance of the Organization in 
regard to (a) its in! tial capital, and {b) its working capital? 

XXIX. In what respects will the operations of the State Trading 

Organization be subject to intemational obligations under GAT!' and the 
Havana Charter? 
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APPENDIX Ill 

LIST OF WITNESSES EXAMINED BY 'lllE COMMITTEE 

1. Shri s. Ranganathan, I.C.s.; 
Joint Secretary, Mlnistry of Commerce. 

2. Shri K. sen, I.c.s., 
Joint Secretary, Mlnistry of Industry and Supply. 

3. Dr. V.K.R.V. Rao, 
Director, Delhi School of Economics, Delhi. 

4. Shri A.K. Roy, 
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Finance. 

5. Shri P.s. Narayan Prasad, . 
Director, Balance of Payments Division, 
Reserve Bank ~f India, Bombay. 

6. Dr. La.l C. Verman, . 
Director, Indian Standards Institution, New Delhi. 

7. Shri S.K. Sinha, 
Chairman, Indian Tea Market Expansion Board, calcutta. 

8. ~'r. A.J. Elkins, 
President, Associated Chambers of Commerce, Calcutta. 

9. Shri E. Da Costa, 
Editor, Eastem Economist, New Delhi. 

10. Shri R.L. Gupta, I.c.s., 
Secretary, Ministry of Fbod. 

11. Shri lt.P. Mathur, 
Deputy Director-General, Ministry of Industry and Supply. 

12. Shri K.K. Chettur, 
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Commerce. 

13. Shri s. Bhootha.lingam, I.c.s., 
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Industry and Supply. 

14. Shri MukLmdalal Sircar, 
Free India Service, Bombay. 

15. Shri s. Y. Krishnaswamy, I.C.s., 
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture. 

16. Shri B.P. Adarkar, 
Head of the Economic Affairs Section, 
Ministry of Extemal Affairs., 

17. Shri H~V. Rangachari, 
DeJUty Secretary, Ministry of Finance. 

18. Shri N.T. Mona, I.C.S., 
· Joint Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture. 

19. Shri P.C. Bhattacharya, 
Secretary, Econo~J!ic Committee of Cabinet. 
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20. Mr. L.C. Kermedy, 
Representative, Indian Jute Mills Association, Calcutta. 

21. Mr. C.M. Keddy, 
Calcutta Jute Fabrics Shippers' Association, Calcutta. 

. . r :·; _. 
22. Shri Dhanclliaria, 

Indian Jute Fabrics Shippers' AssoCiation, Calcutta. 
23. Mr. R. Flemming, 

Calcutta Baled Jute Shippers' Association, 'Calcutta. 
24. Shri $.L. Sethia; 

Jute_Balers' Association, Calcutta. 
25. Mr. _E. Watson, 

Christian Mica Industries Ltd., Calcutta. 
26. Mr. J.P. Young, 

Angelo Bros., Calcutta. 
27. Shri Dhandhania, 

Bharat Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
28. Mr •. c.c.c~ Bell, 

James F1.nlay & Co. Ltd., Calcutta. 
29. Shri Biraj Banerji, 

Chairman, Indian Tea Planters' Association. 
30. Mr. E.G. Spooner, 

Mjs. Martin Burn & Co., Calcutta. 
31. Mr. W.A. Hardy, 

Central Provinces Manganese Ore Co., Nagpur. 
32. Shri U.Lr Patel, 

President, Calcutta Tea Merchants' Association, Calcutta. 

33. Shri M.K. Sinha, 
Vice-President, Calcutta Tea Merchants' Association, 
Calcutta. 

34. Shri N.N. Das, 
Power Tools & Appliances Co., Calcutta. 

35. Shri N.N. Chandra, 
Eastern Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 

36. Shri R.L. Dawn, 
Eastern Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 

37. Shri G.D. Binani, 
Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 

38. Shri G.B. Swaika, 
Swaika Oil ~ills, Calcutta. 

39. Shri Y.K. Menon, . 
Indian Carpet Manufacturers' Association, Calcutta. 

40. Shri R.R. Chowdhury, 
Eastern Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 

4L Shri Bhuwalka, 
M/s. Daulatram Rawatmal, Calcutta. 
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42. Prof. K.T. Shah, M.P. 
43. Shri s.a.s. Ragha.van, 

Editor; Commercial PUblications, Ministry of Commerce. 

44. Prof. Shibbanlal Saxena, M.P. 
45. Shri Khandubha1 Desai, M.P. 
46. Shri Biswanath Das, M.P. 
47. Shri Tulsidas Kilachand, 

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry. 
48. Shri Lalji Mehrotra, 

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry. 
49. Shri R.K. Sidhwa, M.P. 
50. Shri v.a. Chitra, 

Deputy Development Officer (Cottage Industries), 
Minis try of Indus try and Supply. . . 

51. Shri L.K. Jha, I.C.:.s., ~ 
Chief Controller of Exports. 

52. Shri v.c. Trivedi, 
Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Commerce. 

53. Shri n.L. Majumdar, I~c.s., 
Member-Secretary, Fiscal Commission. 

54. Dr. Gyan Chand, 
Officer on Special Duty, Cabinet Secr3tariat. 

55. Hon'ble Shri Dinkarrao N. Desai, 
Minister for Civil Supplies, Government of Bombay. 

56. Shr1 A.D. Gorwal.a, 
Bombay Dyeing & Manufacturing Co .. , Bombay.· 

57. Shri Nevi lie Wadia, 
Bo111bay Dyeing & Manufacturing Co., Bombay. 

58. Shri Kasturbhai I.albhai. 
59. Shri M.R, Ruia, 

President, Cotton Buyers' Association, Bombay. 
60. Dr. D.T. Lakdawal.a, 

Reader, School of Economics & Sociology, Bombay. 
61. Shri Ramdas Kilachand, 

Kilachand Devchand & Co. , Bombay. 
62. Shri N.D. Sahukar (Vice-Presjdent)} Representatives of the 

Shri S.G. Shaall · All India Manufacturers' 
Shri S.M. Doctor Organization, Bombay. 

63. Shri Manu Subedar. 
M. Shri c.H. Bhabha. 
65. Shri Asho~.Mehta. 
66. Shri Anand)! Haridas, 

, President, Steel Merchants' Association; Bombay. 
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67. Shri Purshotamdas 'lhakurdas. 
68. Shri P.M. Chenai. 

69. Shri s.K. Shah. 
70. Shri R.K. Shanmukham Chetty. 

71. Shri G. Narasimha Rao, 
President, Andhra Chamber of Commerce, Madras • 

72. Mr. H.G.P. Woodroffe, _ 
Madras Chamber of Commerce, Madr_as. 

73. Shri V.N. Stm.daresan, 
Cochin Chamber of Commerce, Cochin. 

74. Shri T.A. Ramalingam Chettiyar, M.P. 

75. Shri K. Gopalan, 
Secretary, Indian Central Cocoanut Committee, Emakulam. 

76. Shri R. Subramaniam, 
Managing Director, General Commercial Corporation -Ltd., Madras. 

77. Shri D.R. Ayyangar, 
C/o M/s • D. R. Ayyangar & Son, Madi-as. 

78. Shri P.c. Chhabra, 
Casings Exporter, New Delhi. 

79. Shri A.M.M. Murugappa Chettiar, 
Southem India Chamber of Commerce, Madras. 

SO. Shri G. Krishnamoorthy, 
Secretary, Mysore Chamber of Commerce, Bangalore. 

81. Shri M. Ananthasayanam Ayy~gar, M.P. 

82, Hon 'ble Shri B. Gopala Reddi, 
Minister for Finance & Transport, Government of Madras. 

83. Hon'ble Shri A.B. Shetty, 
Minister for Agriculture, Government of Madras. 

84. Representatives of the Madras Oil & Seeds Association. 

85. Shri v.s. Kudva, 
Kanara Chamber of Commerce, Mangalore. 

86. Representatives of the Southem India Hides & Skins Merchants' 
• Association, Madras. 

87. Shri J.K. Mehta, 
New Commercial Corparation, Bombay, 

88 • Shri Aziz Ansarl, 
Superintendent of Insurance, Simla. 

89. Shri Chin trunan Deshmukh, 
Financial Representative, Ministry of Finance. 

90. Shri D.R. Sethi, 
Agricul tur.a.l Production Commissioner, Minis try of Agriculture. 

91. Dr. T. G. Shimame, 
Agricultural Marketing Adviser) GQvern.ment of India. 
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92. Prof. N.G. Ranga, ll.P. 
93. Shri A.L. Saxena, 

llember-Secretary, Foodgrains Investigation Committee, 
IU.nis try of Food. 

94. Shri o.w. llandpe, 
Honorary Secretary, Nagt:ur Chamber of Commerce, Nagpur. 

95. Lala Yodb Raj, 
Cha.ii'II8Il, 'lbe PUnjab National Bank Ltd., Delhi. 

96. Pandit L.K. llaitra, ll.P. 

97 • Lala Shri Rallo 

98. Shri ll.A. llaster, . 
Scindia Steaa Navigation Co., Bombay. 

99. Shri H.T. 'lbakur, · 
Indian Banks ~sociation, Bombay. 

100. Shri Bhiarao Setalvad, 
Indian Insurance Companies' Association, Bombay. 

101. Shri R.K. PaUl, 
Food Production Collllll.issioner, Vinistry of Agriculture. 
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APPENDIX IV 

LIST OF PEROONS .FROM WHOM REPliES TO THE QUESTlONNAIRE WERE mn::IVED 

(i) Associations: 
1. The Federation of Indian Chambers of Colll1ilerce l!i Industry, New Delhi. 

2• The Associated Chambers of Commerce, Calcutta. 

3. The Cotton Buyers' Association, Bombay. 
4. The Association of Merchants and Manufacturers of Textile Stores · 

& Machinery (India) , Bombay. 
5. The westem India Chamber of Commerce Ltd., Bombay. 
6. The East Ind,ia Cotton Association, Bombay. 

'7. The Bombay Piecegoods Merchants' Association, Bombay. 
8. The Federation or Gujarat Mills and Industries, Baroda • 

. 9. The Millowners' Association, Bombay. 
10. The All-India Exporters' Association, Bombay. 

11. The Ahmedabad Mill and Gin Stores Merchants' Association, Ahmedabad. 

12. The Mahratta Chamber of Commerce and Industries, Poona. 
13. The Indian Merchants ' Chamber, Bombay. 
14. The Surat Chamber of Commerce, Surat. 

15. The Maskati Cloth Market Association, Ahmedabad. 
16. The Seeds Traders' Association, Bombay. 
17. The Gujarat Vepari Mahamandal (The Gujarat Chamber of Commerce), 

Ahmedabad. 
18. The All-India Radio Merchants' Association, Bombay. 
19. The All-India Manufacturers' Organization, Bombay. 
20. The Ahmedabad Millowners' Assqciation, Ahmedabad. 
21. The Scientific and Surgical Traders' As so cia tion, Bombay. 
22. The All-India Groundnut Syndicate Ltd., Bombay. 
23. The Bombay Chamber of Commerce, Bombay. 
24. The Bharat Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
25. The Marwari Association, Calcutta. 
26. The Eastern Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
27. The Indian Non-Ferrous Metals Manufacturers' Association, Calcutta. 
28. The Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
29. The Bengal Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
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30. '!he Bengal National Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. · 
31. The Indian Jute Fabrics Shippers' Association, Calcutta. 
32. '!he Indian Carpet Manufacturers' Association, Calcutta. 

33. '!he Madras Chamber of Commerce, Madras. 
34. The Cochin Chamber of Commerce, Coch:ln. 
35. The Hindustan Chamber of Commerce, Madras·. 
36. The Southem India Chamber.of Commerce, Madras. 
37. The Travancore Chamber of Commerce, Alleppy. 
38. The United Planters' Association of• Southem India, Coonoor, Nilgiris. 

39. '!he Andhra Chamber of Commerce, Madra.S. 
40. The lladura-Ramnad Chamber of Commerce, Madhurai. 
41. The Indian Chamber of Commerce, Tuticorin. 
42. '!he West-coast Industrialists' Association, Calicut. 
43. The Kanara Chamber o~ Commerce, Mangalore. 
44. '!he Mysore Chamber of Commerce, Bangalore. 
45. '!he Tamil Chamber of Commerce, Madras. 
46. The ~ccan Manufacturers' Association, Sangli. 
47. The Indian ~ather Federation, Melvisharam. 
48. '!be Upper India Chamber of Commerce, Kanpur·. 
49. The Westem U.P. Chamber of Commerce, Meerut. 

·50. '!he Indian Colliery Owners' Association, Jharia. 
51. '!he Cel)tral Provinces and Berar Mining Assqciation, Nagpur. 
52. The eefltral Provinces and Berar Millowners' Association, Nagpur. 
53. '!be Nagpur Chamber of Commerce, Nagpur. 

(i i) Firms: 
M. New Commercial Corporation, Bombay. 
55. Free India Service, Bombay. 
56. Plmwani and Son, Calcutta. 
57. Modem Textile Mills· Ltd., Amritsar. 

58. Shri K. Dutt on behalf of-
(1) Gouripur Industries Ltd. 
(2) Chromite Corporation (India) Ltd. 
(3) Gouripur Rice and 011 Mills. 
(4) Trading Corporation (Gouripur) Ltd. 

·(5) Pakur Quarries Ltd. 
(6) Jagadishpur Tea Co. Ltd. 
(7) Baramasia Tea Estates. 
(8) Halda Valley Tea Estates. 
(9) Central Calcutta Bank Ltd. & Bank of Mymensingh-Gouripur Ltd. 

(Amalgamated) • 
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(iii) State G~vernments: 
59. The Government of the United States of Saurashtra, Rajkot. 

60. The Govei-runent of West Bengal. 
61. The Government o£ Patiala and East Punjab States Union. 

62. The Government of Bihar. 
63. The Government of Madhya Pradesh. 

64. The Government 0 f Ra.1 as than. 
65. The Government of East Punjab. 
66. The Government of Orissa. 

(iv} Individuals: 
67. Shri R:K. Sidhwa, M.P. 
68. Shri Jasimudin Ahmed. 

69. Shri L. N. Sahu. 
70. Shri C.H. Bhabha. 
71. Lal.a Shri Ram. 
72. Shri s. Ranganathan, I.c.s., 

Joint SecretaryJ Ministry of Commerce. 
73. Shri B.P. Adarka:r; 

Head of the Economic Affairs Section, Ministry of External Affairs. 
74. Dr. Gyan Cha.rld, 

Officer on Special Duty, Cabinet Secretariat. 

75. Shri L.K. Jha, I.c.s., 
Chief Controller of Exports. 

76. Shri s.R.s. Raghavan, 
Editor, Commercial Publications, Ministry of Commerce. 

77. Shri Aziz Ansari, 
Superintendent of Insurance, Simla. 

78. Shri K. Gopalan, 
Secretary, Indian Central Cocoanut Corr~ttee, Ernakulam. 

79. Dr. ~.G. Shirname, 
Agricultural Marketing Adviser, Goverrnnent of India. 

80. Dr. Lal C. Verman, 
Director,. Indian Standards Institution, New Delhi. 

81. Shri V.R. Chitra, 
Deputy Development Oft~ceF (Cottage Industries), 
Ministry of Industry and Supply. 

82. Shri M.J. Desai, I.c.s., 
Commercial Adviser to the High Con:.missioner for India, I.Dndon. 

83. Shri R.R. Saxena, 
Consul-General of India, New York. 

84. Shri L.R.S. Singh, I.C.S., 
Indian Govemment Trade Commissioner, Pakistan. 
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85. Shri Gurpal Singh, 
Indian Government Trade Commissioner, Canada. 

86. Shri Das Gupta, 
Indian Trade Commissioner, Eastem Pakistan. 

87. Shri H.N. Vibhakar, 
Legation of India, Bangkok. 

88. Dr. 1.G. Menon, 
Indian Govemment Trade Commissioner, Colombo. 

89. Shri s.v. Patel, 
Indian Govemment Trade Commissioo.er for East. Africa and 
Belgian Congo. 

90. Shri R. SUbramaniam, 
Managing Director, General Commercial Corporation, Madras. 

91. Shri E. Da Costa, New .Delhi. 

92. Shri R.s. Sankara Iyer, Coimbatore. 
93. Shri G. Pa.rameshwaran Pilla!, Trivendnua. 
94. Shri H. S. Singh, Bombay. 
95. Shri B.L. Vanshylla, calcutta. 
96. Shri A.s. Mathur, Delhi. 

97. Shri s.N. Chaudhuri, Delhi. 
98. Prof. M.V. Subba Rao, Bombay. 

99. Shr1 D.R. Iyangar, "Madras. 

100. Prof. K. T. Shah, BombaY· 

................. 


